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ABSTRA CT 

This study investigated the various techniques available for rigid body system simulation, thus 
providing a thorough overview of the latest relevant literature. N became apparent that no 
engineering level accurate impulsive approaches for rigid body system simulation with 
concurrent contacts were in use or even existed up to now. A general formulation and solution 
technique for multiple concurrent contact problems were developed and tested on simple 
systems. Advantages of the formulation used are that the minimum of material properties, i e .  
density, normal and tangential restitution coeficients and static and dynamic piction factors - 
all measurable, need to be specijkd and the results should be physically correct to a very high 
precision. Results obtained were encouraging and demonstrated that the original binary 
collision model available thus far could at least be extended to a heptenay simultaneous 
collision model. 

OPSOMMZNG 

Hierdie studie het die verskeie tegnieke beskikbaar vir star-liggaam-stelselsimulasie ondersoek 
en sodoende 'n deeglike oorsig oor die betrokke literatuur verskax Dit her duidelik geword dat 
geen ingenieursvlak-akkurate impulsiewe benaderings vir star-liggaam-stelselsimulasie met 
gelyktydge kontakte in gebruik is of selfs bestaan het tot op hede nie. 'n Algemene formulering 
en oplossingstegniek vir veelvuldige kontak-probleme is onfwikkel en getoets vir eenvoudige 
stelsels. Voordele van die formulering wat gebruik is, sluit in dat die minimum 
materiaaleienskappe, d.i. digtheid, normaal- en tangensiaalrestitusiekoe~~~iente en statiese en 
dinamiese wywingsfaktore - alles meetbaar, gespesiJiseer hoef te word en dat die resultate 
fIsies korrek behoort te wees tot 'n hoe presisievlak. Resultate verky is bemoedigend en her 
getoon dat die oorspronklike binire model tot dusver beskikbaar, ten minste uitgebrei kan word 
tot 'n heptenPre gelyktydige botsingsmodel. 

SAMMANFA TTNZNG 

Den har studien forskade varjehanda siiir som f i r  anvundas for att simulera styva lekamsystem, 
och allts6 forskafade en tillborlig oversikt av tillhorande literatur. Det upptackats art det fanns 
inga anvandade eller aven existerande impulsbasserade flerkontaktmetoder som levererar 
resultater anvandbar i ingenjorsmiljon. En allman formulering och losningsteknik for 
flerkontaktproblem utvecklades och provades for enkla system. Formuleringen som utvecklades 
har nigra fordelar, som inkluderar det aft  man behover bara materialegenskapen, liksom 
tatheten, normal- och tangensialrestitution och statiskt och dinamiskt friktionfaktorer - aNa 
miirbara, och att resultater arjsiskt korrekta till en hog precision. Resultater som producerades 
ar uppmuntrande och tydade p i  det att ursprungliga binarkoNisionmodellen, som anvandades 
tills nu, kunde itminstine utbredas till en sjulekamskontaktmodel (heptenarkollisionmodel). 
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Chapter 

Ever since the dawn of mankind, there was the irrepressible need to feed an enquiring mind, to 

go beyond the apparent boundaries set by those preceding them. Had it not been for this 

seemingly simple fact, we as the human population could not and would not have been able to 

dominate the earth as is the case today. Envision a world where you have nothing, not even the 

clothes on your back, and everything has to be acquired and processed by utilising your own skill 

and physical power. The only way to really progress from this state, is to manufacture and use 

application specific tools, and the "designers" of such things were really taking the first steps in 

the direction of what we now call the discipline of engineering. 

The following depiction & entirely fictional and any characters or incidents resembling actual 

people or events are purely and entirely co-incidental. 

On some day, quite a while back, some person (it might have been a male or a female, no one 

knows) picked up a rock, and saw that it had a very dangerous side (having cut a left foot sole to 

the bone when stepping on it), and a relatively safe side (the side that would have been better to 

step upon). Looking around, other similar pieces of rock could be found, and it could be 

deduced that these rocks were a special kind of rock that tended to have sharp edges on some 

sides, but why, could not be figured out just then. They found that it was easier to bark trees, or 

defend themselves against predators when attacked using these wondrous stones. One lazy 

person, like I am too, got tired of going back to the place of origin too often, and started carrying 

hands full of them to the camp site, to have them handy when the first went dull. This, of course, 

did not always go smoothly, and some of the rocks fell, hit other rocks, and broke off shards: 

small, very much lighter and sharper shards with sharp points, once again taking a physical toll 

on the bearer, who now had quite a few holes and cuts to testify to a much too inquisitive mind 

accompanied by a clumsy and lazy body. But, if this sharp rock can peg into a human, it might 

work well on smaller animals if cast purposefully, somehow (somewhat like the stones used to 

kill hares, up until then, only sharper). The idea of a spear was born after several trials and many 

errors. The days of the naked (or vegetative matter-clothed - says a friend of mine) human were 

numbered, since larger and larger animals could be pursued and utilised for their meat, fur, 

leather and even their bones. Humans had entered the era of purposeful invention, rather than 

1 



relying on accidental discovery of useful tools or principles. One man saw that the men with 

longer arms could cast spears with more speed, whilst the taller men's spears went further, so he 

manufactured some alternate means of launching spears, e.g. spear slingers, of wood, or a bow 

and a modified smaller spear, called an arrow, that penetrated fairly large game with deadly 

accuracy at quite great distances. It would be quite a while before the answers to many of his 

questions would be given by a man named Sir Isaac Newton, but still, the principles that were at 

work could be utilised without understanding them ("Maths, what's that, is it edible??"). 

The biggest problem with not knowing, or understanding fully, the principles governing some 

phenomena, is that one can then only reach a serviceable solution by trial and error (or should 

that be, "trial and success"?), developing a "gut feel" for the better solutions as time goes by and 

experience accumulates. As the years marched on from the time of the first hunters, physical 

testing became more and more expensive, until, today, it has become nearly too costly to do at 

all. This, however, happened in a time when another handy tool had been developed, one that 

millions of people can use today and keeps on getting cheaper and cheaper: the personal 

computer (PC). But there is just one catch, one has to really understand the principles that 

govern and describe the phenomena in order to reproduce them on a computer, since a computer 

is a mathematical tool as far as engineers and many other scientifically oriented users are 

concerned. One can only describe the phenomena to be simulated and, later, applications of 

these to be tested, using mathematical expressions and techniques on a computer. But, once that 

hurdle is passed, the possibilities are almost intimite, and the testing can be done at literally a 

fraction of the cost of physical testing. Not to mention how much raw material is spared 

unnecessary usage, which is really good, since resources are currently under immense pressure 

and dwindling rapidly. This brings us to the field of interest to this study, as well as slightly 

related to the kind of design problems facing the people in the story relating the spear throwing 

quest. 

The research topic of analytical dynamics proper had been initialised by Sir Isaac Newton 

himself. Terms both endearing and inspiring to many a physics or engineering student, such as 

"What goes up must come down", can be ascribed to this great thinker. But, moving on from the 

reverie, Newton, as he is most often referred to by the general scientific community, had 

contributed greatly to various fields of science. For everyday practical calculations, of particular 

interest to the dynamics researcher, the relationships between mass, displacement and time that 

had been determined by Newton are still applicable to this very day. Had Newton been alive 

today, he would most probably have taken on (and solved) very much the same types of 



problems facing the dynamics researchers of today, and with the aid of computer power he might 

very well have been unstoppable. But, alas, that genius had passed away and we normal people 

have to struggle along without him. Fortunately, the man did what I sometimes fail to do, he 

wrote down everything. Newton was, of course, neither the first nor the only scientist to be 

interested in mathematics, geometry, bodies, forces and motion. The Greeks Thales, F'ythagoras, 

Plato, Aristoteles, Euclidius, Archimedes and Ptolemeus, the Pole Nicolaus Copernicus (Mikolaj 

Koppemigk), the Italians Galileo Galilei and Leonardo da Vinci and the German Kepler, 

amongst many others, were way ahead of their times and worked on aspects of the topics related 

to mathematics, geometry, astronomy, mechanics and dynamics as we know them today. Galileo 

even had a lifelong imprisonment imposed upon him by the Roman Catholic Church for 

supporting the Copernican theory, thus being a heretic to their minds. Only recently, on October 

31, 1992,350 years later, Pope John Paul I1 admitted to mistakes made during the prosecution by 

the clergy of the time, but still did not overturn the conviction. Even though Galileo was thus 

convicted, he continued working and looking for answers, and developing new theories no 

matter what the resistance to them had been - somethmg he had in common with all the other 

great contributors to modem scientific knowledge and theory, both before and after him. We all 

can leam from such brave and dedicated scientific practice: nothing should ever be considered 

totally impossible to understand or improve upon. 

1.1 SCOPE AND GOAL OF THIS STUDY 

All the work done by the scientists mentioned earlier (and others), can only be useful if applied 

to one or more of the problems faced today, especially in the fields of engineering and science. 

Combining and utilising all relevant knowledge one had leamt from previous researchers, 

exchanging ideas with contemporary researchers and then producing a new scientific theory or 

providing tools for advancing insight into lesser studied principles and phenomena, can be 

considered as useful. This study mainly aims to provide more detailed insight into the behmiour 

of and simple, yet accurate simulation capabilities for multi-body simultaneous collisions 

(henceforth termed cluster collisions) as encountered in engineering applications, such as ball 

mills, jluidised chemical beds or other &namic multi-body systems, through evaluation or 

solution ofphysically based analytical expressions. The latest appropriate models for rigid body 

motion and interactions need to be found, studied and compared with one another where and if 

possible. Applicable mathematical solution techniques will also have to be identified and 

employed, either in adapted form or as-is, with full cognisance of strengths and weaknesses of 

the techniques eventually employed (e.g. when severe calculation errors can be expected, when 
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techniques will break down, or when techniques will be highly appropriate for or ideally suited 

to a certain calculation). 

In order to determine the range of rigid body motion and interaction models currently used, as 

well as associated solution techniques currently employed, the standard research procedure is 

followed. Firstly a need is identified, and in this case, that was the more detailed study and 

eventual simulation of cluster collisions. Knowing what the aim might be, one then has to make 

sure that which will be attempted was not yet done, since that would be time well wasted if it had 

been done. The only way to ascertain the uniqueness of any study and the accompanying theory 

to be developed is to do a thorough literature survey, the results of which can be found 

summarised in Chapter 2. Apart from ascertaining uniqueness, various handy pieces of 

information which might help with solving the problem at hand - should the topic prove to be 

unique after all - are uncovered. After a general literature survey determining the contribution 

and niche of the intended study, a more detailed literature "study" commences, during which the 

researcher has to identify and extract theory relevant to the problem intended to be solved from 

the reviewed and other literature and these can be found in Chapter 3. 

Having the appropriate theory all identified and summarised, it is time for the development and 

implementation of additional theory, derived from, in extension to, or modified from existing 

theory. This new theory development andlor implementation is at the heart of the study, since 

this is where the real intellectual contribution would be seated, and this can be seen in Chapter 4. 

Once implementation had been done, a certain amount of fine tuning and improvements have to 

be done using test cases and their results as guidelines. The test results also provide the 

researcher with a measure of the success and accuracy achieved with the study, since it can be 

compared with the results of certain bench marks, alternative implementations/solutions or 

physical experiments. All of these test cases and results need to be neatly summarised, as is 

done in Chapter 5, in order to convince any scientific non-believers or sceptics that the latest 

solution indeed does provide whatever the researcher claimed it would. After running various 

tests and test cases to establish the degree of reliability, the results are discussed, conclusions are 

made and aberrant behaviour and inaccuracies are also stated and explained wherever possible. 

Finally, Chapter 6 deals with a summary of all work done, pointing out all the new contributions 

that had been made, and also suggesting topics for further research. 



hapter 
rature Surv 

The literature survey for any study is crucial to ascertain the uniqueness of any research activity, 

but it also serves to determine the context of a researcher's work within the broader field of 

relevant work and provides the researcher with enough applicable theory and methods to be able 

to develop something useful to contribute to the field of study in question. In this chapter 

various literature sources are classified, discussed and rated with respect to relevance to the 

current research effort. From the literature, motivation for the current study can be extracted and 

neatly formulated. 

By far the most of the literature that had been collected is available on the internet as PDF and 

PS format documents, since they had been obtained by doing literature searches using keywords 

such as "rigid body collision" and "rigid body impact", on internet based search engines Google 

(at http://www.google.com) and Scims (http://www.scims.com). Further specialising search 

results by looking for "multiple contact" or "simultaneous impact", the most appropriate papers 

were obtained from all kinds of electronic sources. Once the sources had been verified (i.e. the 

internet-links had been checked, or their existence in a journal), they are ordered by date and 

category for chronological reading and discussion in groups of relevance, as can be seen in 

section 2.2 below. As the literature survey progresses, it might be necessary to add more 

references related to a specific field of interest for the sake of completeness, or in order to better 

place the whole study in context for the more inquisitive reader, or simply because it is a key 

reference with respect to better understanding certain concepts or phenomena. 

The reviewed literature can be divided into several sub categories, all relevant to various extents 

to the study undertaken. The obvious main field of interest would be physics, but without 

disciplines of mathematics (in particular geometry, calculus and numerical maths) and computer 

programming (design patterns, object oriented analysis and problem solution using C+t in 

particular), the research would not but very successful. These fields of interest and some of the 



more relevant literature are now described and discussed in more detail in the following sub- 

sections. 

2.2.1 Physics 

The formal defmition of physics according to the Concise Oxford Dictionary by Thompson 

(1995) reads: "The science dealing with the properties and interactions of matter and energy", 

from the Greek "phusika" for "natural things" (Thompson, 1995:1030). This general statement 

encompasses a vast array and multitude of sub-disciplines, of which most are not of direct 

interest or applicability to the present study. However wide the physics discipline, engineering 

will always be dependent on the results of physics research in its quest to design, develop and 

deliver products for the ever more impatient and comfort-loving consumer market. Without 

knowing the basic principles to apply, engineers would have no alternative but to become demi- 

physicists themselves. Fortunately there are many physicists and equally many research results 

to apply for engineering means. A good and sufficiently brief o v e ~ e w  of the history and 

achievements of physics can be found on the web page named "Physics Time Line" at 

http://www.weburbia.dernon.co.uk!pghistoria.htm and its sub-pages (last accessed January 23, 

2004). If the contents of those pages are studied, it can be seen that the origin and development 

of physics can not truly be traced to any one of those contributors specifically, but, rather, to all 

of them, and most probably there had been some Babylonian, Chinese, Phoenician, Egyptian, 

Mayan, Scythian, Celtic, Germanic or other even extinct populations' "proto-physicists" 

precedmg Thales of Miletus. The fact of the matter is that it does not really matter. What does 

matter, is what is left of what was leamt and what can be done with that. The Greeks started 

writing down all kinds of things, including their mathematical and astronomical hypotheses, and 

thus they could be considered the originators of physics in the modem format. Physics can be 

sub-divided into several sub-disciplines, such as the study of energy transfer, dynamics, statics, 

mechanics, nuclear physics, etc. The sub-disciplines of direct relevance to the present study are 

listed in the following sub-sections. 

2.2.1.1 Mechanics 

The Concise Oxford Dictionary by Thompson (1995) states that mechanics is: "the branch of 

applied mathematics dealing with motion and tendencies to motion" or, perhaps more applicable 

to the current study topic, "the science of machine$, from the Greek "mekhane" for "machine" 

(Thompson, 1995:846, under "mechano-"). Judging by such a definition of the discipline of 

mechanics, it would indeed be the most logical place to start looking for information on and 



related to rigid body systems, their motions, their interactions and their simulation. First, the 

basics need to be understood, and these can be found in various books available on the topic of 

mechanics, of which Goldstein (1980) appears to have been a popular choice in the literature 

encountered. In this text, information can be found on the elementary principles, such as particle 

and particle system mechanics, constraints, D'Alembert's principle, Lagrange's equations, 

velocity-dependent potentials and dissipation functions. Furthermore, these basic principles are 

expanded or utilised in more detailed subsequent chapters, variational principles, rigid body 

kinematics and equations of motion and, perhaps of special interest to this study, the Lagrangian 

and Hamiltonian formulations for continuous systems and fields. 

2.2.1.1.1 Dynamics 

The Concise Oxford Dictionary by Thompson (1995) states that dynamics is: "the branch of 

mechanics concerned with the motion of bodies under the action of forces", indirectly from the 

Greek "dunamis" for power (Thompson, 1995:424, see dynamic). Glancing at the description, 

there has to be some form of relationship between forces and movement, and Sir Isaac Newton 

determined and penned down just such a relationship which is still quite applicable for the range 

of velocities, accelerations, masses and energies that the everyday mechanical engineer 

encounters, barring applications such as space travel and other (currently) less conventional 

modes of transportation, where the influence of Einstein's famous theory of relativity plays a 

larger than negligible role. More about Newton's equations of motion and impact can be found 

in Chapter 3. Some of the basic background theory for dynamics was obtained from Goldstein 

(1980) and some of the more mathematically oriented theory could be found in publications such 

as Woodhouse (1987), though the latter mostly appears to contain a subset of the former. 

2.2.1.1.1.1 Free Body Dynamics 

As the description might suggest, the discipline of free body dynamics entails the study of the 

motion of freely moving bodies in a three-dimensional domain under the influence of various 

kinds of forces. This is usually done by the application of the equations of motion and energy 

balance developed by Newton. Though Newton's equations are simple in principle, they are 

highly applicable to various engineering problems, barring the effects of frictiodviscous drag 

one can, for instance, determine trajectories of projectiles (this would greatly have assisted the 

poor man with the spear-throwing problem in the previous section, who probably did not have 

that much time to test all his designs with the pressure of hunting and general survival being so 

high). The study of free motion is applicable to any system where projectile movement is of 



importance and even in some systems where only a balance of forces and momentum is needed 

to determine, for instance, the amount of fuel necessary in a rocket. 

2.2.1.1.1.2 Interactive Dynamics 

As might be expected, Newton also had a stake in the principles of interaction between two free 

moving bodies, under the influence of forces such as weight and drag. The principles of 

conservation of momentum were formulated by Newton, and they still need to be satisfied for 

most earth-bound types of applications when occurrences such as collisions take place. A 

slightly humoristic deffition of a two-body (also called binary) collision can be given as 

follows: "The result of two physical entities attempting to partially or entirely occupy one 

another's volumetric space at the exact same instant". Extending this defmition of a collision to 

the more general case of multiple concurrent collisions or contacts, the following can be stated: 

"Two or more physical entities attempting to partially or entirely mutually occupy the volumetric 

space of one or all of the other entities present in the interacting cluster at the exact same time". 

Newton also formulated the inter-body gravitational law, which is, of course, another type of 

interaction between bodies and not presently under scrutiny for the masses considered in our 

investigations. 

2.2.1.1.1.3 Rigid Body Interaction 

Bodies that do not deform much (i.e. the point of impact does not migrate in any direction during 

collision and the physical geometries of the colliding objects do not change significantly) when 

undergoing a collision, can be considered rigid. Rigid bodies are, of course, a simplification of 

the actual physical reality, but the theory is simple enough and apparently easy to implement on 

a computer (more about the actual simplicity will follow later in this study), which we are 

ultimately aiming at. For the record it should be noted that Chatterjee and Ruina (1997) 

discussed and provided a proper account of the measure of rigidity and basically concluded that 

rigidity is well defined for smooth motions but not so for collisions. Even though this is the 

case, rigidity can still be assumed, since the assumption does not lead to too much inaccuracy in 

the types of applications the results of this study are intended to be employed. Quite a few 

materials used in engineering exhibit properties that are more "rigid-body"-like than they are 

"pliant-body"-like, such as steel, graphite, rocks/stones and glass. 

Rigid-body type behaviour can be simulated using various k i d s  of approaches, even ones that 

seemingly contradict the very defmition of rigidity (such as the penalty method that will be 

discussed in more detail in a section below), and all of these methods have their pros and cons. 



The greater part of this literature survey which follows, is dedicated to identifying, describing 

and understanding as many of these alternative simulation approaches as possible in order to 

make informed decisions about the research objectives. From a brief overview of the literature 

and by reading highly informative and very thorough summaries of literature published in 

various papers, it could be determined that there are basically two main types of approaches, 

namely (mathematically) continuous contact models and (mathematically) discontinuous contact 

models (Gilardi & Sharf, 2002:1214), both of which approaches are described in detail and 

supplemented with references to literature in the following sections. 

In order to gradually and gently introduce the whole field of rigid body system simulation, some 

more generally summarising and reviewing sources, such as McAllester (1996), are first 

discussed. In the aforementioned paper, the increasing importance to and usage of computers by 

the modem engineer are stated and various solution algorithms for non-linear mathematical 

programs (i.e. sets of equations and constraints, either linear or non-linear) are discussed, 

analysed and compared. Various alternative granular media modeling techniques for 

engineering purposes had been investigated by Herrmann and Luding (1998), including the hard 

sphere binary collision model, penalty methods and stochastic models, providing a valuable 

source of possible references. A more general approach was discussed by Keller et al. (1998), 

describing and using a combination of both continuous and impulsive contact models to simulate 

systems of rigid bodies and expressed the need for a simultaneous multiple impact model to be 

developed. 

With relevance to computer graphics, Mirtich (1998) discussed penalty methods, Linear 

Complementarity Problem (LCP) methods and impulse-based methods and also describes a 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method which can be used to fmd the solution vector with 

the minimum norm for a complementarity problem as defmed for normal LCPs. Contact 

detection using a V-Clip algorithm for polygonal bodies is also discussed. LCP and impulse- 

based methods was also investigated by Sauer et al. (1998), describing their use for real-time 

rigid body simulations. In more granular media research for engineering applications, Hoomans 

(1999) provided a thorough summary of fluidised granular media simulation techniques available 

at the time, and amongst the techniques were binary collision impulse-based and penalty-force 

based simulation, respectively called hard sphere and soft sphere models. Another text providing 

a general overview is that of Engelsson (2000), who produced a dissertation containing a chapter 

on the use of the impulse-based and collision force based methods for contact resolution and in 



that same year Luh (2000) did a thorough and critical synopsis of the paper on "Analytical 

methods for dynamic simulation of non-penetrating rigid bodies" by Baraff (1989). 

A comprehensive text on rigid body system simulation related topics, also aimed at the computer 

graphics field of interest, were compiled by Erleben (2001), ranging from linear algebraic 

concepts through 3D geometry, contact detection, contact resolution methods (such as LCP 

formulations and impulsive impact theory) to the laws of motion with their applications and the 

underlying mathematics and numerical techniques necessary for solution. At roughly the same 

time and once more in the same genre, Milenkovic and Schmidl(2001) investigated optimisation 

based simulation and compared their technique with the alternatives, especially constraint based 

methods, such as LCPs. Their proposed optimisation based method addressed many of the 

problems, such as non-solutions and long calculation times for large numbers of concurrent 

contacts associated with LCPs. A later text by Erleben (2002) is a document describing the 

outlines of a modular rigid body simulation algorithm, as well as summarizing the various 

simulator paradigms that were known at the time, such as analytical methods, penalty methods, 

impulse-based methods and hybrid methods combining the aforementioned other paradigms. 

Still on the topic of computer graphics and rigid body modeling, Kry and Pai (2002) suggested a 

continuous contact simulation technique for smooth surfaced rigid bodies, unfortunately only for 

single contacts. 

Also in the realm of computer graphics, Benedetti (2002) investigated physical response to 

collisions between deformable objects, describing in some detail the Coulomb friction law and 

Hooke's spring force law, as well as the concept of an impulse. Some attention was also given 

to describing the penalty methods and the constraint based approach taken by Baraff (1993) and 

the consequently necessary LCP formulation and its solution, as well as the impulse-based 

approach taken by Mirtich (1996). A handy table, providing comparative analysis of the various 

methods that had been scrutinized, had also been compiled (Benedetti, 2002:30). In their paper, 

Gilardi and Sharf (2002) provided a comprehensive literature survey of contact dynamics 

modelling, wherein topics ranged from a general impact definition through the various contact 

resolution paradigms and solution techniques to restitution defmitions and friction models, but 

eventually the penalty method was preferred due to its ease of implementation and generality 

(can be used for both static and dynamic contact). The field of computer graphics and rigid body 

modelling was also the one in which Holmlund (2002) compiled a set of lecture slides that 

explain the rationale for physics-based modeling and related topics such as free body motion and 



numerical integration were discussed and the penalty and impulse-based methods, chiefly the 

binary collision approach for the latter, were also briefly touched upon. 

Computer graphics related rigid body simulation techniques were also investigated by Egan 

(2003), who discussed standard real time techniques, such as penalty methods, and impulse- 

based methods, and analytical methods, such as the original formulation (LCP-approach), Gauss' 

principle of least constraints, position based time stepping and energy based methods, briefly 

referring to several possibly useful literature sources for further work. 

Progress had also been made in the field of Finite Element Modeling (FEM) regarding force 

calculations for interactive solid mechanics, as J i g  (2003) demonstrated in a very thorough 

investigation of the various techniques, advances and outstanding issues in numerical modelling 

of rock mechanics, judging by the list of references provided and also the content of the paper. 

Of relevance to the present study is the fleeting mention of a penalty-like method to determine 

boundary conditions for a Finite Element Method (FEM) rock simulation grid. In the meantime, 

back in the computer graphics rigid body simulation category, Klein (2003) combined the 

approach of Chatterjee and Ruina (1998) for collisions, with some type of penalty method, for 

relatively static contact. 

Another paper by Schmidl and Milenkovic (2003) provided a brief overview of the methods 

available and employed till early 2003, but mainly concentrated on utilising the impulse method 

for use in rigid body system simulations, while Stronge (2003) investigated the influence of 

several factors playing a role in a system containing multiple contacts and the validity of 

assumption that instantaneous impulse transfer occur in such systems, mentioning the work of 

Ivanov (1995) who investigated the validity of assumptions that simultaneous momentum 

transfer can be simulated using a series of binary contact resolutions and found that the 

calculated momentum distribution was flawed when compared with an analytical solution of 

general cases in both co-axial and planar three-body cluster collisions. 

The subject of contact detection is a whole separate field of study, but it is nonetheless relevant 

and important to rigid body modelling, since it is the most time consuming part of simulation 

algorithms. The more recent work done by Fortin and Coorevits (2004) suggested an improved 

contact searching routine, able to find potential neighbours in large systems (+lo4 bodies) using 

a connectivity table. In recent times, three dimensional elastoplastic frictional contact problems 

using Boundary Element methods had been investigated by Gun (2004) and might prove a 

valuable source of information for the present study, while Renouf et al. (2004:377-378) used a 



method similar to that of Baraff (1993:9-13) for finding contact forces, employing non-linear 

Gauss-Seidel iteration in a parallel processor environment. 

2.2.1.1.1.3.1 Continuous Contact Models 

The continuous methods are so called because they do not require a halt in normal free body 

motion integration to first calculate interactive forces if time steps are chosen sufficiently small 

(typically of the order 1.8e-6 seconds per step, according to Mishra and Rajamani (1992), but 

highly dependent on the physical dimensions of the bodies being modelled, their velocities, and 

the amount of maximum overlap that is considered allowable). The most commonly known 

continuous contact resolution methods are penalty methods, which simply refers to the way 

interactions are handled or, more specifically, how inter-penetrations (be they due to collisions or 

static contact) are handled, namely by "penalising" a penetration with some counteractive force 

related to the distance of penetration or overlapping volume, material type and also the relative 

velocity. Penalty methods enable simulators to avoid having to distinguish between static or 

dynamic contact (i.e. collisions) by treating both types of contact the same way using the same 

types of parameters. A brief chronologically ordered discussion of contributors to this type of 

approach can be found in the next paragraphs. 

Cundall and Strack (1979) were amongst the first researchers to implement a model having a 

spring and damper (dashpot) in both the normal and tangential directions of a contact (henceforth 

called Distinct Element Modelling or DEM) to simulate the physical material response during 

contact, but considered the solution a single contact at a time. Further work was done on this 

method by several other authors since then, especially in more recent years. Amongst others, 

Mishra and Rajamani (1992), (1993) used the basic DEM principles to develop 2D ball mill 

simulators and Hustrulid (1995) extended the DEM algorithm to make provision for parallel 

calculations in the 3D simulation of rock mechanics using an implicit formulation for the contact 

force expressions. Related to DEM, Kraus et al. (1997), (1998) and Kraus and Kumar (1997) 

proposed a modified spring-damper approach combining distance integrations and also an LCP 

solution to the frictional contact problem making provision for rolling and sliding with multiple 

concurrent impacts. 

In frictionless collision modelling related research, Neethling (1998) compared basic frictionless 

collision handling using DEM with an alternative analytical method based on momentum 

conservation and impact equations and found that static contacts were easily and reliably handled 



by DEM, but dynamic contacts had undesirable artificial energy gains and spatial roundmg 

errors associated with them, whilst the alternative method had no such problems for impulsive 

impacts. What could also be seen from computer simulations is that realistic spring and damper 

constants are very hard to obtain, and that they are sensitive to relative velocities and spatial 

considerations (e.g. exact positioning relative to one another and number of simultaneous 

contacts). Related to DEM, the simulation paradigm of Finite Element Modelling (FEM) had 

some further contributions in the form of Gu et al. (2002), who used a variant of the penalty 

method for Finite Element Modelling (FEM) contact resolution, and Pandolfi et al. (2002), who 

developed a time discretised variational algorithm for the determination of inter-object forces, 

able to detect contact terminations and slippage, apparently related in some way to the Least 

Constraints Principle described by Redon et al. (2002), while Hasegawa et al. (2003) improved 

upon the simple overlapdistance-based penalty method model by taking into account the 

overlapping volume and determining a reactionary force based thereupon. 

Stronge (2003) identified various contact resolution methods and investigated the phenomenon 

of impulse propagation. It was found that true simultaneous impacts can be assumed for high 

relative velocities and materials with high wave propagation properties, whilst true simultaneous 

impacts cannot at all occur for low relative velocities and low wave propagation properties. 

Another further improvement on the penalty method with specific application in FEM for solid 

mechanics was also proposed by Chamoret et al. (2004) along with a contact smoothing 

algorithm, employing automatically adjusting penalty parameter and time step based on the 

measure of interpenetration, only for frictionless contacts at the time of publication. In another, 

more recent, contribution to the field of DEM, Schafer et al. (2004) investigated the use of 

FPGAs to accelerate calculation routines by means of optimised parallel processing. 

2.2.1.1 .I .3.2 Discontinuous Contact Models 

A discontinuous contact model is only concerned with the states of a system of contacting rigid 

bodies immediately before and after a seemingly instantaneous event, such as a rigid body 

collision, and one could therefore call it a macroscopic view. It is called discontinuous, since 

velocities within the system appear to instantaneously change at the time of impact, thus a 

mathematical representation of each body's velocity appears "discontinuous" with respect to 

time. The advantages of using such a model to calculate the post-collision state of a system are 

that collisions are calculated at one single time step and that this avoids rounding errors which 

might have occurred as in the case of penalty methods. As mentioned earlier, the correctness of 
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assuming perfectly instantaneous momentum transfer due to impact had been investigated by 

Stronge (2003) and it was found to be related to, amongst other factors, relative velocity and 

wave propagation speed (e.g. the higher the relative velocity and wave propagation coeficient, 

the more correct the assumption). For this study, instantaneous momentum transfer through the 

whole system will always be assumed, since materials that have high wave propagation speeds 

are mainly under consideration, and thus the impulsive momentum transfer model can be used. 

The first impulsive momentum transfer investigations were done by Newton, who studied the 

phenomenon of pendular motion and impulsive momentum transfer during collisions, hence the 

name "Newton's cradle" for a certain well known apparatus decorating many a CEO's desk. 

The motion of the Newton-cradle penduli can be used to demonstrate the relationship between 

kinetic and potential energy, as well as the concept of momentum transfer. The binary collision 

model, developed by Newton to explain and quantify the phenomenon of momentum transfer 

during impact serves the investigator of such systems as the Newton's cradle well (until work 

done by Ceanga and Hurmuzlu (2001) shed some more and totally different light on this simple 

assumption), but there are shortcomings to this collision model, as will be seen in the course of 

this literature survey related to discontinuous contact resolution models. 

The discontinuous models for contact resolution have steadily advanced in complexity and 

extent of their applicability, mainly due to the advances in computing power and available 

memory. Subsequent usage of more complex or previously impractical solution techniques had 

now become a reality and there are now a number of different approaches to handling 

contact/collision problems in a discontinuous manner, with those encountered during this 

literature survey listed in the following paragraphs. 

The currently most popular method for handling concurrent contacts and collisions, encountered 

during this survey, appears to be the Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP) approach, which is 

essentially a linear or quadratic programming application, i.e. finding a "best solution" for a set 

of equations given a set of constraints to be satisfied. After an extensive study of existing 

techniques available at the time, Baraff (1989) proposed a scheme making use of heuristic LCP 

solution techniques to analytically solve for systems of simultaneous frictionless contacts, both 

static and impulsive, after first discussing the disadvantages of penalty methods. The concept of 

vanishing contact points is also discussed and a solution to the associated problem of predicting 

such points is proposed. The original proposed method was then also extended by Baraff (l993), 

(1994) to also incorporate friction and the various difficulties associated with both 2D and 3D 

solutions of this type were discussed, also citing other researchers working on related problems. 
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Stewart and Trinkle (1995) conducted a thorough survey of literature and is an excellent source 

on the origins of complementarity problems in general, as well as related formulations. There 

was also a very informative discussion on the principles of the existence and uniqueness of 

solutions and their meanings in general, as well as convergence and dynamics issues. Yet 

another improvement on previous work was made by Baraff (1997), (1999) with each 

consecutive set of conference contributions and in a collaborative effort, Baraff and Witkin 

(1997) also looked at partitioned dynamics which appears to be a good approach to 

approximately solve for multiple contacts between many rigid bodies at once. Similar work had 

been done by Sauer and Schorner (1998) and Sauer et al. (1998), who used a modified LCP 

approach with a complicated complementarity relationship imposed for two types of initially 

non-linear constraints (Sauer et al., 1998:3) to solve concurrent contacts, also describing the 

handling of rolling contact, while Song et al. (1999) used an LCP approach to solve frictional 

contact problems incorporating a model for contact compliance, which is essentially a penalty- 

based approach. 

The impulse based research of Anitescu and Hart (2000a), (2000b) employed velocity-impulse 

LCP-based techniques for calculating impulse magnitudes for concurrent collisions, which 

avoids the lack of existence of a specific solution as might be the case with some Differential 

Algebraic Equation (DAE) approaches, as well as the artificial stiffness resulting from the 

penalty methods, with their work only focusing on totally plastic collisions. It was El Kahoui et 

al. (2001) who could prove that the algorithm developed by Baraff (1989) does terminate for 

LCPs derived from contact problems, but not for general LCPs, subsequently developing an 

algorithm to treat the unsolvable subclass of these problems. As is the case for others, Anitescu 

and Hart (2002) extended their original work (Anitescu & Hart, 2000a), (Anitescu & Hart, 

2000b) too, to handle problems with small friction using a fixed-point iteration technique. Also 

using the LCP approach, Cline (2002) dealt mainly with contact force determination, also 

summarising a basic LCP solution technique, called the algorithm of Lemke, which is the 

algorithm Stewart and Trinkle (2002) also employed to solve the set inequalities arising from 

non-penetration and frictional constraint problems as described in Stewart and Trinkle (1995) 

while also pointing out the relationship between Ordinary Differential Equations (ODES) and 

complementarity problems, as well as describing in some detail the phenomenon of friction. 

A method related to the LCP approach, is the Non-Linear Complementarity Problem (NCP) 

formulation, more applicable to situations where non-linear constraints are involved, such as in 

work by Buck and Schorner (1998), who used LCP and NCP approaches to solve non-linear 
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constraints for inter-body force calculations, employing a Newton type of iteration for the NCP. 

A thorough summary of work done to date, especially related to time stepping techniques for 

solving LCPs, was provided by Tzitzouris (2001) and Trinkle et al. (2001) did an informative 

study on the solution of concurrent contact problems for engineering applications using an NCP- 

approach. A slightly different approach was investigated by Adreani et al. (2002), showing that 

an LCP modeling three-dimensional multi-rigid-body contact with friction can be formulated as 

equivalent non-linear bound constrained optimisation problems, also describing the concept of 

Mixed Non-linear Complementarity Problems (MNCPs) and their solution using merit functions 

to be minimized, which yielded promising results. 

Another method, related to LCP and NCP methods (and basically employing one or both of these 

methods as sub-procedures), is the Mathematical Program with Complementarity Constraints 

(MPCC) approach, pertaining to which Anitescu (2003) investigated the possibility of using 

algorithms and procedures usually applied to smooth non-linear programming for the solution of 

general non-linear programming problems. A constraint-stabilisation scheme for linear- 

complementarity-based time stepping was described in Anitescu et al. (2003) to deal with 

problems encountered in multibody dynamics with joints and contacts taking friction into 

account, which might be more useful since it avoids the need for multiple LCP solutions in 

favour of only one per time step (Anitescu et al., 2003:4). The MPCC approach was also 

implemented by Peng et al. (2004) for the simulation of interacting robot systems with friction 

and seems to be using much of the theory in Anitescu et al. (2003). 

A more physically based approach is the impulse-based range of simulation methods (in which 

the present study can also be included). Some form of momentum or energy transfer is 

considered and used to determine post-collision states. Mirtich and Canny (1994), (1995) 

described a method for and investigated the behaviour and applicability of impulse integration 

for binary collisions, while the Ph.D. dissertation by Mirtich (1996) conglomerated and 

implemented this research. It was concluded that the new impulse based method proposed and 

used for simulations were faster and more accurate than its contemporary penalty based 

counterparts. In a different approach, Kawachi et al. (1997) handled frictional multiple contact 

point impulse calculations by using an extension of the LCP formulation proposed by Baraff 

(1989:230). A more advanced approach in impulse based simulations was followed by 

Chatterjee and Ruina (1998), who proposed a new approach for handling simultaneous collisions 

by ordering the various collisions with respect to relative normal approach velocities, but still 

stuck to binary impulse based collision handling, while Goldberg et al. (1999) successf~~lly 
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implemented the impulse based theory originally developed by Mirtich (1996) for a part pose- 

statistics estimator and Mirtich (1999) also investigated the combination of impulse and 

constraint based methods for mixed simulation environments. 

The impulse-based binary collision resolution was also one of the techniques used by Hoomans 

(1999:32-47) to model granular media and Ouyang and Li (1999) also used what is essentially a 

binary collision model coupled with a fluid solution algorithm to simulate gas-solid interactive 

behaviour in a two-dimensional domain. A similar approach was taken by Cafiero and Luding 

(2000), except that a mean field kinetic theory is applied to determine translational & rotational 

temperatures. The impulse-based calculations for binary collisions were also used by Zhou e! al. 

(2002:1803-1805) to model fluidized granular media. Yet another example of impulse-based 

binary collision resolution, similar to that of Kawachi et al. (1997), was the work of Dingliana 

and O'Sullivan (2003:4). Until recently, only binary collisions had been considered for true 

impulse based methods, but Giang e! al. (2003) proposed using what appears to be a hybrid 

scheme utilizing Newton's impulse equations and LCP solutions, yet again similar to the 

approaches by Kawachi et al. (1997) and Dingliana and O'Sullivan (2003). There are a few 

shortcomings to the impulsive approaches presented. They are usually frictionless and LCPs do 

not necessarily always yield physically correct (or sufficiently accurate) solutions. 

Some other related methods have been found to exist. In the field of granular media simulations, 

for instance, Glocker (1997) investigated the formulation of interaction laws for rigid multibody 

systems by generalizing the principles of d'Alembert, Jourdain and Gauss in terms of variational 

inequalities with impacts excluded which provided mathematical proof for the existence and 

uniqueness of accelerations in a rigid body system containing static contacts. A type of time 

dependent binary collision formulation was proposed by Luding and McNamara (1998), making 

it possible to calculate finite forces acting over a f ~ t e l y  short time for a collision based on 

energy transfer considerations. In addition to previous work done, Mirtich (1998) summarised 

some techniques for contact reaction calculations such as penalty and LCP methods, including 

the impulse based approach and its advantages with respect to stability and speed, as well as its 

disadvantages with respect to lasting simultaneous contacts (and, in fact, all true simultaneous 

contacts in general). As mentioned earlier, the then relatively new SVD approach was also 

discussed and described in some detail as an alternative collision resolution technique by Mirtich 

(1998). The use of control vectors for affecting externally imposed user interactions were 

proposed and investigated by Popovic et al. (2000), implementing an impulsive collision 

resolution model utilizing the LCP method developed by Baraff (1994). 
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The work of Bruynickx and Khatib (2000) described, in detail, combining d'Alembert, Jourdain 

and Gauss' principles to take geometric motion constraints into account for a system of dynamic 

redundant and constrained manipulators, while Ceanga and Hurmuzlu (2001) investigated the 

phenomenon of the simplest of multi-impact systems in the form of a Newton cradle. A more 

accurate alternative method was sought to overcome the problems associated with the simple 

impulse-based and compliance based methods for co-linear impact of an assembly of three balls 

and the solution was found in a modified impulse correlation method. This assumes prior 

knowledge of the impact propagation direction, which is not always possible or even advisable to 

guess. Nonetheless, this paper contains novel work done with respect to the case of an arbitrary 

number of balls in simultaneous rectilinear collision and the impulse distribution throughout 

such a system. Following earlier work, an arbitrarily changeable simulation paradigm had been 

developed by Popovic (2001), able to alter parameters and requirements and implementing a 

control vector as described in Popovic et al. (2000) and a continuous integrator scheme utilising 

Jacobian computation. 

A very informative and highly applicable paper was published by Milenkovic and Schmidl 

(2001) in which a form of Gauss' least constraints principle was apparently used (Redon et al., 

2002:2) to solve for large systems of concurrently contacting rigid bodies with Coulomb friction 

incorporated. According to them, systems of rigid bodies can be l i e d  mathematically using 

impulse equations and the loss of kinetic energy is maximised by using an optimisation 

algorithm - e.g. quadratic programming - suitable for such calculations. It should be noted that 

this method was only employed to obtain visually plausible results and not necessarily for 

engineering level accurate solutions (Milenkovic & Schmidl, 2001:2). One of the problems 

apparent from the equations used (Milenkovic & Schmidl, 2001:6) is that the linear contribution 

of the tangential impulses is not mentioned, furthermore, the regular tangential impulse 

equations that resemble those for normal direction impulses are neglected. 

Another method seemingly related to the SVD and least squares minimisation/optimisation 

approaches was implemented by Redon et al. (2002) using Gauss' least constraints principle, 

classified as a form of Nearest Point Problem (NPP), in motion space formulations without 

friction. The algorithm operating in motion space performed increasingly better in preliminary 

test cases than the algorithms operating in contact space (e.g. LCPs) as the total numer of 

contacts increased (Redon, 2002:l-2). The advantage of using Gauss' principle is that it allows a 

very intuitive formulation of constrained systems (Redon, 2002:2) although only frictionless 

assemblies were considered. Of particular interest are the actual minimisation objectives (Redon 
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et a/. ,  2002:2, 3). The Gauss principle converts the linear programming (LP) optimisation 

problem to a least squares optimisation problem (Redon et al., 2002:4). 

2.2.1.1.2 Statics 

Statics is essentially a special case of dynamics, where the sum of all forces and torques in a 

system should be zero, no movement relative to an inertial reference frame occurs and 

continuous contact between all the components of such a system is involved. For the present 

study the static contact resolutions will not be delved into too deeply, since it is not really within 

the main scope. The work done by researchers such as Anitescu (2002), (2003), Anitescu and 

Hart (2000a), (2000b), (2002), Anitescu et a/. (2003), Baraff (1989), (1993), (1994), (1997), 

(1999), Baraff and Witkin (1997), Benedetti (2002), Cline (2002), Cundall & Strack (1979), 

Egan (2003), Erleben (2001), El Kahoui et al. (2000), Gilardi and Sharf (2002), Holmlund 

(2002), Hustrulid (1995), Ladeveze et al. (2002), Lee at al. (1994), Trinkle (2003), Trinkle et al. 

(2001) and Tzitzouris (2001) all dealt with or referred to static contact force resolution to some 

extent regarding the use of mainly constraint based methods (i.e. implementing LCPs or NCPs) 

and penalty methods, but also occasionally mentioning some other currently less used methods 

(m the field of contact resolutions, at least) such as the Gauss principle and quadratic 

programming. 

2.2.2 Mathematics 

Referencing the Concise Oxford dictionary yet again, one fmds that mathematics is: "the abstract 

science of number, quantity and space studied in its own right" (Thompson, 1995:840), from the 

Greek "mathematikos", via "mathema" - "matos" 'science' from "manthano" 'learn' 

(Thompson, 1995340, under "mathematical"). It would be slightly redundant to go into the 

same depth of detail as had been done for the section on physics, since the whole discipline of 

mathematics had many of the same players involved and one only has to look at names of many 

of the terms, concepts and theorems encountered in mathematics to realise this very fact (e.g. 

Euclidian geometry, theorem of Pythagoras, Gauss elimination). The larger discipline of 

mathematics includes algebra, calculus and applied mathematics, all of which are applicable to 

some extent in the fields of physics, chemistry, engineering and economics, amongst others. As 

mathematical knowledge progresses, the continuing synthesis of knowledge from the different 

divisions of mathematical research to deal with ever more complex uses, makes it hard to 

determine within which division some of the research efforts actually belong. This is by no 

means such a bad thing, since it is, ironically, how it must have started out, there was no special 



division of mathematics in the time of Thales, they could try their hand at everything, and seeing 

the whole picture usually leads to much more innovative thinking in any discipline. Be that as it 

may, for the sake of simplicity and clarity, the following few sections do roughly divide the 

literature into some categories, simply to ease the process of setting what is known to text in a 

neat format. Here, then, follows the most basic of divisions to be made. 

2.2.2.1 Algebra 

The word "algebra" is derived from the Arabic word "a1 jabr", which essentially means "the 

reunion of broken parts" (Thompson, 1995:31) and is today used to describe the mathematical 

discipline concemed with mostly abstract concepts (but which are found to have evermore 

relevance and application in various and diverse aspects of everyday life) in mathematics, or, as 

stated in the Oxford Concise Dictionary (Thompson, 1995:31), algebra is: "the branch of 

mathematics that uses letters and other general symbols to represent numbers and quantities in 

formulae and equations". Many texts on algebra exist - (Durbin, 1992) and (Johnson et al., 

1993) to mention but two of them - and they all are equally well suited to referencing where 

basic concepts are concemed, though their emphases might differ slightly. Durbin (1992) 

appears to cover most of the bases and provides a general overview, which is why it was 

arbitrarily chosen as the main reference on algebra. Typical examples of the use of algebra 

throughout history can be found briefly summarised in Durbin (1992:l-9), and special attention 

is drawn to the relatively small section on computer related algebra (Durbin, 1992:7) in the 

introduction, since this is relevant to the present study. The chapter on algebraic coding (Durbin, 

1992:273-288) deals in some detail with the aforementioned topic of computer related algebra. 

Substantial portions of mathematical theory relevant and applicable to engineering calculations, 

and to this study in particular, belong to the mathematical sub-discipline of linear algebra. 

2.2.2.1.1 Linear Algebra 

The specialising word "linear" is obtained from the Latin via "linearis" from "linea" for "line" 

(Thompson, 1995:792). It thus implies that this type of algebraic analysis concentrates on the 

properties of lines in three-dimensional space, which, indeed, it was originally mostly used for. 

Though the concepts of lines and related objects are simple, much can be done with the basic 

theory in, for example, curve fitting, analytical geometry, rigid body mechanics, graph theory 

and multi-variable calculations (including linear programming or optimisation problem solution) 

as can be seen if one pages through books like the ones by Rorres and Anton (1979), Durbin 

(1992), Johnson et al. (1993) and Oliver (1993). Some of the very first applications of linear 



algebra one encounters as an engineering student is the calculation of torque using the cross 

product, as can be seen in Goldstein (1980:2) or Salas (1995:876), or the component of a force 

vector in the direction of a specified vector using scalar products (Salas, 1995:799). Vector 

operations and analysis straddle the mathematical disciplines of algebra and calculus, and is 

covered in texts from both fields, such as Rorres and Anton (1979:9-35), Johnson et al. 

(1993:117-214), Kreyszig (1993:325-564), Ellis and Gulick (1994:690-733) and Salas 

(1995:773-897), though their emphases are slightly different. The sections in Kreyszig (1993) 

and especially Erleben (2001:19-33) is particularly important since it provides an overview of 

the relationship and collaboration between linear algebra and vector calculus. Cheney and 

Kincaid (1999:605-621) also provides a brief summary of frequently used linear algebraic 

terminology as utilized in numerical analysis. 

The algebraic approach tends to be much more theoretical and abstract (e.g. n-dimensional, 

though still applicable to practical applications for three-dimensional cases), whilst the calculus 

approach tends to be more real-world based, though these differences are vanishing rapidly as 

the advantages of cross-discipline approaches are increasingly realised, recognised and followed. 

One is also gradually introduced to matrix theory, e.g. Johnson et al. (1993:l-116), which mostly 

deals with the problem of solving simultaneous sets of linear multi-variable equations (Johnson 

et al., 1993:l-8), (Henrici, 1982:169-179), and its applications (Rorres & Anton, 1979), (Oliver, 

1993:297-327), such as least square curve fitting (Rorres & Anton, 1979:193-202), (Durbin, 

1992:328-358), (Johnson et al., 1993: 196-2 12), multi-variable Newton-Raphson solutions 

(Stoecker, 1989:124-127), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999: 110-1 13), linear programming for 

optimisation problems (Oliver, 1993:310-319), (Rorres & Anton, 1979:219-274), (Cheney & 

Kincaid, 1999:579-603), stress calculations in mechanics of materials (Boresi et al., 1993:30- 

43), fmite element methods for flow and structures (Reddy, 1993:486-502), (Reddy, 1993:147- 

192) and fmite difference (Anderson et al., 1984:479-517) methods for flow. Once the theory of 

matrices is understood, literally a whole new world of applications unfolds to the researcher. 

The current developments in matrix usage seems to not as much focus on the development of 

new applications as it is on fmding more accurate and efficient ways to determine solutions for 

literally massive sets of simultaneous linear equations. More about these methods (and their 

applications) will be said in the section on Sparse Matrix Solution Algorithms. 

2.2.2.2 Calculus 

According to Thompson (1995: 185), calculus is: "a particular calculation or reasoning" or, more 

appropriate to engineering, "the infinitesimal calculuses of integration or differentiation", from 



-- 

the Latin "calculus" for a "small stone used in reckoning on an abacus" (Thompson, 1995:185). 

Due to the inherently time-dependent nature of processes and phenomena, differential calculus is 

of extreme importance and relevance to most engineering problems attempting to reflect real 

world situations accurately. Integral calculus has an equally important and prominent role to 

play in engineering, for example in the determinations of volumes (Ellis & Gulick, 1994:494- 

507), (Salas, 1995:363-370), c w e  lengths (Ellis & Gulick, 1994507-511), (Salas, 1995:612- 

619), surface areas (Ellis & Gulick, 1994512-516), (Salas, 1995:347-351), work done (Ellis & 

Gulick, 1994:516-522), (Salas, 1995:379-384), moments and centers of gravity (Ellis & Gulick, 

1994525-531), (Salas, 1995:371-376), hydrostatic force, (Ellis & Gulick, 1994533-537), (Salas, 

1995:386-389), etc. As is the case with algebra, there exist many books on calculus, of which 

the ones by Ellis and Gulick (1994), Salas (1995) and Stewart (1998a), (1998b) are but four, 

though four very good, examples. It can be seen that the common thread running through all of 

these hooks, is the basic theory pertaining to functions and function properties, limits, 

differentiation, integration, deduction and expansions of [Taylor & Fourier] sequences and 

series, as well as their usages in everyday calculations and applications, such as those seen in 

Stoecker (1989:121-127), Henrici (1993:222-273, 275-330), (1993:332-396), Ellis and Gulick 

(1994544-634), Salas (1995:693-769), Stewart (1998b558-640) and Cheney and Kincaid 

(1999: 102-1 13, 123-129,374-389,412-414). 

Of particular interest to the present study are the sections dealing with Lagrange multipliers , as 

can be found in Ellis and Gulick (1994565-878) or Salas (1995:1008-1013), since they are 

mentioned more than a few times in the literature on linear complementarity (Anitescu & Hart, 

2000a:4), (Anitescu & Hart, 2002:2, 9, 12), (Anitescu, 2003:3,4), (Anitescu et al., 2003:2) and 

general mechanics (Goldstein, 1980:35-64), (Woodhouse, 1987:31-80). From the texts on 

calculus surveyed (Ellis & Gulick, 1994), (Salas, 1995), it can be seen that calculus is indeed 

highly applicable to and useful for various physics and engineering problems or calculations. A 

few examples can be given. The Divergence Theorem, e.g. in Ellis and Gulick (1994:1013- 

1020), relating the total surface area and volume of a region, is used in computational grid 

calculations to simplify volume calculations. The relationship between f ~ t e  difference and 

f i t e  volume approaches for flow solutions can also be demonstrated by virtue of the 

Divergence Theorem. The first order simple Taylor series expansion for multiple variable 

functions is easily used to derive the basic theory for the Newton-Raphson iterative solution for 

multiple variables (Stoecker, 1989:124-130), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:llO-113). 



2.2.2.2.1 Geometry 

Thompson (1995566) states that geometry is: "the branch of mathematics concerned with the 

properties and relations of points, lines, surfaces and solids", from the Greek "gem for "earth" 

(Thompson, 1995566, under "geo") and "-metria" from "metron" for "measure" (Thompson, 

1995: under "metre" and "metry"). Though geometry qualifies as a discipline in its own right 

(and most likely was the origin of mathematical theory as we know it today), it is included in 

calculus texts, and thus most often considered to be a sub-discipline of calculus. When working 

with the physical properties (e.g. volume, surface area, projected area, mass, centre of mass) and 

spatial attributes (e.g. inter-object distances) of objects such as rigid bodies, the use of analytical 

geometry is encountered very early in the investigations conducted. In the present study, the fast 

and efficient calculation of inter-object distances between various types of simple geometrical 

entities (e.g. vertices, limes, triangular facets and spheres) is of primary concern and utmost 

importance. Other types of geometrically based information that need to be efficiently 

calculated are collision and contact normal vectors, and constructed orthonormal bases for each 

of the collisions and contact points. As already mentioned some relevant theory for vector based 

analytical geometry, such as line magnitudes, vector component projections, orthogonal vector 

constructions, vector addition, etc. can be found in calculus texts such as Ellis and Gulick 

(1994:691-735), Salas (1995:773-837) or Stewart (1998b:644-682), while other relevant theory 

or examples of usage can also be found in algebra texts such as Rorres and Anton (1979:l-8, 9- 

18, 121-129) and Johnson et al. (1993:117-203) and also in the texts by Kreyszig (1993:325- 

564) and Erleben (2001:34-41). 

2.2.2.3 Av~lied Mathematics 

The Oxford Concise Dictionary (Thompson, 19952340 under "mathematics") states that applied 

mathematics is: "[mathematics] as applied to other disciplines such as physics, engineering, etc." 

Judging by the foregoing description, applied mathematics is essentially the practical application 

of theoretical mathematics in whatever fields they happen to be of use. It could be argued that 

applied mathematics is the final test of validity for otherwise purely theoretical mathematics. 

Applied mathematics is the reason for the current blurring of the lines of distinction between, for 

instance, algebra and calculus, since it is the main source and cause of cross pollination between 

various fields of mathematical research. Specifically in the heat transfer field of engineering, 

Stoecker (1989) provides several examples of the practical application of mathematics to solve 

engineering problems such as fmancial calculations (Stoecker, 1989:27-45), mathematical 

modelling (Stoecker, 1989:53-74), system simulation (Stoecker, 1989:lll-131) and optimisation 



(Stoecker, 1989:143-152). There is also a section on Lagrange multipliers and their use in 

calculus methods of optimisation (Stoecker, 1989:161-176). Useful sections on search methods 

pertaining to optimisation are also included (Stoecker, 1989:186-209), (Stoecker, 1989454-465). 

More details on geometric programming (Stoecker, 1989:240-255), linear programming 

(Stoecker, 1989:260-291) and calculus based methods of optimisation (Stoecker, 1989:430-451) 

can also be found in Stoecker (1989). Other texts used during the course of this study are 

Henrici (1982), Press et al. (1992), Kreyszig (1993) and Cheney and Kincaid (1999), and they 

provide more general information on how to numerically approach the applied mathematics 

needed in various divisions of engineering. 

2.2.2.3.1 Numerical Analysis 

Numerical analysis is: "the branch of mathematics that deals with the development and use of 

numerical methods for solving problems." (Thompson, 1995:934) and the word "numerical" is 

derived from Latin via "numericus" from "numems" (Thompson, 1995:934, under "number" and 

"numerical"). Numerical analysis or mathematics is, thus, part of the real-world application of 

mathematics mentioned before. Practical problems pertaining to the evaluation or calculation of 

many types of mathematical expressions are addressed by various types of numerical solutions 

and one can see quite a few of these summarised in texts like Henrici (1982), Press et al. (1992), 

Kreyszig (1993) and Cheney and Kincaid (1999). One should always remember that there are 

various types of errors (Henrici, 1982:39-50), (Press et al,, 1992:28-31), (Kreyszig, 1993:920- 

921, 922-924), (Cheney & Kincaid, 199944-89), (Pettersson, 2003:5-7), such as instabilities 

(Henrici, 1982:33-38), (Kreyszig, 1993:921), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:402-404), conditioning 

aspects (Henrici, 1982:51-62), (Kreyszig, 1993:993-998), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:249-250) 

and representation-related problems (Henrici, 1982:4-30), (Press et al., 1992:29-31), (Kreyszig, 

1993:919-920), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:63-68, 74-82) associated with numerical work, since 

almost all numerical work now done is done on a digital computer representing all numbers in 

sets of bits. Failure to take into account the aforementioned affects or to somehow make 

provision for them when coding, could lead to very rapid procurement (due to high processor 

speeds nowadays) of very wrong, and thus useless, expensive or even dangerous, answers in 

some cases. 

Many of the various mathematical concepts that exist in theoretical mathematics (i.e. algebra and 

calculus) had been found to have one or more application in especially engineering, as could be 

seen in the various chapters of Stoecker (1989), who concentrated on thermal system simulation, 
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design and analysis, Press et al. (1992) which is also a compilation of numerical methods and the 

whole of Kreyszig (1993), which is an extensive compendium of engineering related 

mathematical theory, their applications and specialised numerical techniques to solve the 

expressions and equations originating from such typical engineering problems. A good overview 

of various numerical methods can be found in a section of and Press et al. (1992), Kreyszig 

(1993:916-1082) and the greater part of Cheney and Kincaid (1999). Methods of possible 

particular interest to the present study are highlighted and discussed in the following sections. 

2.2.2.3.1.1 Linear Multiple Variable Equation Solufion Techniques 

Simultaneous sets of linearly independent linear equations can always be represented by an 

augmented matrix (Johnson et al., 1993:23) type of problem which can be solved using several 

alternative techniques. Several practical applications involve the solution of simultaneous linear 

equations at some stage as part of the algorithms. Perhaps the most powerful and applicable 

method known to engineers are the Newton-Raphson iteration and its related Secant iteration for 

solving systems of non-linear equations, which rely on sets of linear equations resulting from the 

Taylor expansion of multi-variable functions to be solved. The solution of linear systems is also 

encountered and required in Least Squares curve fitting and minimisation techniques, the 

solution of linear ordinaty differential equations with specified initial values and the equations 

resulting from the discretisations of equations representing the physical properties and behaviour 

of fluids and materials (e.g. Fmite Difference Methods, Finite Volume Methods, Finite Element 

Methods). 

Returning to the topic of solving systems of linear equations; augmented matrix expressions can 

easily be directly solved by using Gaussian elimination (Henrici, 1989:169-179), (Johnson et al., 

1993:5-8, 10-17,21-32), (Kreyszig, 1993:972-979), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:241-265) which is 

an analytically-based algorithm that eliminates all sub-diagonal entries. Although it is the most 

analytically correct method, it unfortunately requires a full matrix to store all the coefficients as 

the elimination progresses, thus making it only applicable for solving relatively small systems of 

linear equations. 

For larger, usually sparse, matrices several solution methods had to be devised and do exist. The 

simplest of all is the Jacobi iteration (Kreyszig, 1993:990-991), (Barret et al., 1994:s-9), 

(Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:309) which can be used to solve relatively large systems of linear 

equations by approximating new guess values for all variables using only the original guess 

values. Similar in approach to the Jacobi iteration, the Gauss-Seidel iteration (Kreyszig, 



1993:986-988), (Barret et al., 1994:9-lo), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:309) simply makes use of 

only the latest guess values (i.e. the old guesses where not available, else, the new values) to 

calculate new guess values. Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) (Barret et al., 1994:lO-14), 

(Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:309-310) is, in its turn, an acceleration of the Gauss-Seidel iteration 

where the contribution ratio (called relaxation factor) of the old guess values and new guess 

values to the new guess values can be specified. Setting the relaxation to 0.0 yields the Jacobi 

iteration, whilst using a relaxation of 1.0 yields the original Gauss-Seidel iteration. The 

advantages for any of these techniques are that they can also be used to solve sparse matrices, 

thus making the number of variables that can be solved for simultaneously much greater and the 

storage requirement can be minimised as far as possible. 

Spectral property based methods for solving large sparse matrices such as the Conjugate 

Gradient Method (CGM) and its derivative methods such as Bi-Conjugate Gradient Method 

(BiCGM), Bi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilised (BiCGSTAB) and Bi-Conjugate Gradient Squared 

(BiCGS) had been developed to address the need for rapid solution of massive systems of linear 

equations (Barret et al., 1995), (Bucker, 2002). Conjugate Gradient methods (as well as some 

other solvers) emphasise the importance and applicability of combining linear algebra and 

calculus concepts once more, since they are based on the construction of series of mutually 

orthogonal residual vectors - for example, in the Bi-Conjugate methods this is attempted for two 

series of residuals. Iterative solution methods for parallel implementation was also discussed by 

Bucker (2002), naming such alternatives as the Classic (Bucker, 2002526-528), e.g. Gauss- 

Seidel, Jacobi and SOR, Projection (Bucker, 2002528-529) and Krylov Subspace (Biicker, 

2002530-540), e.g. Power Method, Amoldi, Lancws, Bi-Lanczos, Ritz-Galerkin, Petrov- 

Galerkin, Generalised Mimimum Residual (GMRes) and Quasi-Minimal Residual (QMR), 

methods. In their recent paper, Alanelli and Hadjimos (2004) described the use of block Gauss 

elimination followed by classic iterative solution techniques, e.g. Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and SOR, 

for solving linear systems. 

The convergence properties for matrix solution techniques are important to take notice of (Barret 

et al. 1994:30-34), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:312-315), (Biicker, 2002540-541), since this can 

have an influence on the general stability of algorithms where matrices are employed. Some 

literature dealing specifically with convergence properties had been surveyed. Amongst others, 

Axelsson (2003) studied the iteration number for the Conjugate Gradient method providing 

insight into and explanations for the behaviour of the CGM when solving large ill-conditioned 



linear systems, as might be encountered in this study. Yun and Kim (2004) studied the 

convergence of two-stage iterative methods using incomplete factorisation 

Whether applying SOR, CGM, BiCGM, BiCGSTAB, BiCGS or other related solution methods, 

conditioning of the matrices and convergence rates can be improved by using preconditioning 

algorithms (Barret et al., 1994:39), (Biicker, 2002:540). Basic preconditioning algorithms for 

various methods are described extensively in Barett et al. (1994:39-55) and Oppe et al. 

(2002:12-17) as well as very briefly in Biicker (2002:540-541). In relation to more specialised 

applications, examples were selected only from a few more recent papers. Preconditioning as 

used in the solution of the general second order elliptic problems were described by Chen et al. 

(2000) and Zhang (2002) proposed an alternative approximate inverse preconditioner suitable for 

parallel preconditioning of general sparse matrices solved using Krylov methods. The accuracy 

of preconditioned CG-type methods as applied to least squares problems specifically was 

investigated by Yang (2003). Analysis of separate displacement preconditioners for matrices 

arising from the solution of nonlinear elasticity problems was done by Axelsson and Karatson 

(2004). In another type of application, the solution of linear ODES, Ghoresbi and Hosseini 

(2004) made use of a new preconditioning technique in conjunction with an adapted "Tau" 

method. 

2.2.2.3.1.2 Differential Equation Solution Techniques 

First order differential equations (Kreyszig, 1993:1034-1047), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:410- 

419), a type of ODE (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:370-409), are usually used to describe 

phenomena that only have variable(s) implicitly related by first derivatives to some other 

variable(s) in the same equation. This, informally, implies that a single integration would yield 

the value of the independent variable, given some initial values for the problem being solved. 

Integrating for location from velocity with respect to time is a simple example, as is the related 

integration from acceleration with respect to time to obtain velocities. Second order differential 

equations (Kreyszig, 1993: 1048- 1054), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:421-425) are used to describe 

phenomena where the second derivative of some other variable is the highest level of 

differentiation required, and thus also only two integrations are required for such an expression, 

again given some initial values. A typical example of this would be the relationship between 

acceleration and position with respect to time derivatives. 

Solving differential equations by direct integration is not always easy, and some numerical 

techniques need to be employed, such as those that can be found in Kreyszig (1993:1034-1082). 
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For second order DEs in particular, the most popular method currently in use, at least in the field 

of rigid body dynamics, is the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta method (Kreyszig, 1993:1040-1043), 

(Hibbeler, 1995:602-604), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:387-389, 415-419) since it is sufficiently 

accurate, fast and easy to implement. The Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method (Kreyszig, 1993:1051- 

1054) for general second order DE integration should also be taken note of. Possibly useful 

predictor-corrector techniques are described in Cheney and Kincaid (1999:428-436). 

2.2.2.3.1.3 Nun-Linear Multiple Variable Equation Solution Techniques 

One of the most powerful numerical solution methods used for solving large systems of non- 

linear equations with easily evaluated/calculated partial derivatives is the Newton-Raphson 

iteration (Stoecker, 1989:124-130), (Press et a l . ,  1992:362-368, 379-383), (Cheney & Kincaid, 

1999:llO-113) or related, e.g. Secant, methods. Important and useful aspects related to Newton- 

Raphson iterations are discussed in Stoecker (1989:339-359) and Press e t  al. (1992:383-393). 

Being powerful and popular, and it has been used in original form or slightly modified in several 

paradigms, including image registratiodprocessing (Lucas & Kanade, 1981), anisotropic 

nonlinear magnetic media modelling (Janicke & Kost, 1996), image reconstruction (Astrom et 

a l . ,  1996) as an alternative to the Gauss-Newton method and general root-fmding (Erlehen, 

2001:236). The Newton-Raphson iteration had also been employed in some form by Shin et al. 

(2002:1090) in the analysis of dynamic characteristics of a combined cycle power plant, as well 

as by Pettersson (2003:45-56) in a new polynomial based approach to numeric division, amongst 

many others. In a related field of study, a paper by Moore and Weiss (1979) described and 

discussed recursive prediction error methods for adaptive estimation, and it contains a section of 

possible interest or relevance to the Newton-Raphson iteration (Moore & Weiss, 1979: 198-199) 

with respect to initial guess values or correction of such values. 

2.2.2.3.1.4 Unconstrained and Constrained Multiple Variable Optimisation Techniques 

The basic concepts and terminology used in unconstrained dynamics need some explanation, and 

this is done compactly and clearly in Kreyszig (1993:1084-1086). Further descriptions for 

terminology used in constrained optimisation can also be found in Kreyszig (1993:1088-1104) as 

well as in Cheney and Kincaid (1999:548-578). Of particular importance are the definitions of 

an objective function, control variables and stationruy points since one or all of these are used 

quite often in some of the literature sources procured, such as Baraff (1989), Baraff (1994), 

Anitescu and Hart (2000a), (2000b), Erleben (2001), Milenkovic and Schmidl (2001), Popovic 



(2001), Adreani et al. (2002), Anitescu (2002), Anitescu and Hart (2002), Redon et al. (2002), 

Anitescu (2003), Rhagunathan and Biegler (2003), Peng et al. (2004). 

The simplex method (Stoecker, 1989:265-279), (Kreyszig, 1993:1092-1104), (Cheney & 

Kincaid, 1999:592-595), or variants thereof, is most often used to solve for both constrained and 

unconstrained objective functions. A more recent development in use of the simplex algorithm 

is described in Maros (2003), namely the dual simplex algorithm. A popular method for 

determining optimalextrema, i.e. maxima and minima (Salas, 1995:991-998, 999-1005, 1007- 

1013), for constrained sets of equations (equality and inequality constraints) is called linear 

programming (LP) (Henrici, 1982:210-220), (Stoecker, 1989:260-291), (Kreyszig, 1993:1088- 

1090), (Oliver, 1993:310-320), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999579-587) which employs the simplex 

numerical method or variants thereof to determine the best solution. 

The concept of Lagrange multipliers (Stoecker, 1989:161-176) is an analytical approach to 

finding extrema (Salas, 1995:1008-1013) subject to certain side conditions or equality 

constraints, although it equally well applies to unconstrained problems (Stoecker, 1989:164) but 

it cannot be directly used to solve for systems with inequality constraints. Although direct 

solution using Lagrange multipliers is not possible, repeated application of equality constraints to 

a problem can be used to iteratively optimise inequality constrained problems (Stoecker, 

1989:448-451). A fairly recent addition to optimisation techniques is geometric programming 

(Stoecker, 1989:240-255) capable of solving equality constrained and non-constrained problems, 

and even inequality constrained problems, though they are a little more complicated in nature. 

Wall (1991) used a Newton-Raphson-like iteration in the field of thermo-economics for the 

optimisation of a heat pump. 

Another method that might gain popularity for optimisation is the Gauss principle (Glocker, 

1997) which had been used specifically in the determination of impulse and force magnitudes 

and directions (Redon et al., 2002) in simultaneously colliding and contacting systems of rigid 

bodies. El Kahoui et al. (2001) discussed improved algorithms for solution of linear 

complementarity problems arising from collision response and described the mathematical 

background thoroughly (El Kahoui et al. 2001:72-73), (El Kahoui et al. 2001:73-90). A good 

explanatory description of the linear complementarity problem (LCP) and solution techniques for 

it can be found in Erleben (2001 :42-48). 

Xiu et al. (2001) and Noor (2003) discussed the usage of tangent projection equations in the 

analysis of convergence behaviour of iterative solution techniaues for variational ineaualities. 



Tangent projection methods also provide alternative solution approaches for solving various 

k i d s  of variational inequalities. Yang (2003) did some investigations on the accuracy of the 

preconditioned CGM for Least Squares type problems, which, incidentally, are always 

symmetric (Johnson et al., 1993:69, 196-212) and, thus, quicker to solve and more accurate, and, 

since the least squares method is a type of optimisation technique, it might be of relevance to the 

present study in some form. An improved simplex algorithm with primal and dual pivoting, 

suitable for possible use in LCP approaches, had been proposed by Chen et al. (1993) and it 

might be worth considering some or all of the principles used therein for further developments 

for optimisation techniques. On the possibly applicable subject of Least Squares 

approximations, Fasshauer (2004) investigated the use of approximated Jacobians with matrix 

free techniques for approximate Moving Least Squares algorithms. A slightly different approach 

to solving variational problems were followed by Hsiao (2004a), (2004b), using Haar-wavelets, 

warranting further investigation of its applicability in the field of concurrent contact resolution 

using LCP approaches. 

2.2.3 Computer Programming 

Computer programming is the process of specifying instructions to be executed by a computer. 

The instructions to be executed is usually stored in text format on some kind of medium, such as 

a magnetic (hard disk, floppy disk) or an optical (CD, DVD) storage device and always in the 

computer's native language called ASSEMBLER or ASSEMBLY. The ASSEMBLER 

instructions have to be generated somehow, and this is done by some form of translator or 

compiler, which basically interprets one of the various available human-like instruction sets 

(called higher level computer languages) and translates them into native ASSEMBLER 

instructions, which can be interpreted and executed by the processor. Computer programming is 

swiftly becoming evermore accessible to a larger subset of the modem population as general- 

and computer literacy progresses, due to the efforts of various software development companies 

to simplify and reduce the process of programming to such an extent that one scarcely needs to 

type a single line of code, one can simply point and click on a "concept", and the rest is done 

"automagically" like an Australian friend of mine (thanks, Martin MacRobert!) often remarks. 

The greater availability and user friendliness of programming tools still does not necessarily 

guarantee that there will suddenly be an abundance of sufficiently skilled programmers available 

for development of complex and specialised code required by the engineering disciplines in 

particular, which is not necessarily such a bad thing, since it does strengthen the market position 



of those engineers who do decide to take that route. Computer programming is becoming a very 

important, and in some cases indispensable, part of modem engineering analyses. The reason for 

this is the increasing reliance of engineering design processes on computational methods to 

simulate and investigate evermore complex problems and phenomena at least at some stage of 

the development cycle, usually in the preliminary/conceptual design phase, since physical 

prototyping could be both time consuming and expensive, as well as impact on the already 

limited natural resources used in the manufacture of such articles. The complicated solution 

techniques necessary for such complicated analyses also require evermore efficient programming 

techniques or increasingly powerful processors. The latter option is, of course, usually the more 

expensive one, and should be avoided as far as possible until the option of more efficient 

programming had been pushed to the limits. This practically leaves the engineer with only one 

best option: code better, more efficiently, more maintainable and more re-usable (Heller, 1995). 

2.2.3.1 Programming Languages 

The most basic computer language and thus also the lowest level of computer languages, is a 

language that the computer's processor would always understand, called the ASSEMBLY or 

ASSEMBLER language. Many new generation programmers not formally trained in computer 

science, never learn how to utilise ASSEMBLER, since really complicated operations have to be 

performed using the minimum set of instructions available to control hardware, manipulate 

memory and perform arithmetic operations. Apart from making it difficult (and thus, time 

consuming) to program, using a very basic set of instructions makes coding extremely error- 

prone. Fo~tunately for us, most of the very basic hardware handling is done by a pre-defined set 

of instructions, dubbed the Basic Input-Output System (BIOS) - formally defmed as the 

hardware-abstraction-layer, and it is provided as standard software with every computer's 

motherboard. Most basic (and treacherous) memory handling and hardware operation is also 

taken care of by an Operating System (0s )  which one needs to procure and install on the hard 

disk (though there are versions that run off storage media such as floppy drives and CDs). This 

basic set of enhanced ASSEMBLER instructions provide the most important and basic 

functionalities necessary for more complicated sets of instructions to be executed, but that is, 

unfortunately, where it ends, and this still leaves the programmer with quite a lot of additional 

work to be done for performing the simplest of tasks, such as calculating the values of simple 

trigonometric expressions (e.g. sin(), cos(), tan(), etc.) and performing repetitions of sub- 

instructions or specifying execution flow paths. This is where the value and use of higher level 

computer programming languages become clear (Stroustrup, 2000:9). Many higher level 



computer languages, such as ADA, BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, LOGO, C, Objective 

C, C++, Java and C# had been developed throughout the years since the initial use of punch 

cards in the 1960s, all of which have their own specific strengths and weaknesses. Personal 

experience and extensive use (and a slight amount of indoctrination throughout the past 9 years) 

had proven C++ to be a trusty companion to the engineer aiming at developing efficient and fast, 

yet highly maintainable applications with mainly numerical goals in mind. C t t  furthermore 

lends itself extremely well to the object oriented ( 0 0 )  design paradigm, since it supports all the 

constructs and concepts necessary for object oriented programming (OOP), see Martin and Odell 

(1992) for detailed discussion, but before a fmal decision can be made about the choice of 

programming language, some alternatives should at least be considered. Very recent additions to 

OOP languages are the Java language, developed by Sun ~ i c r o s ~ s t e m s ~ ,  and C# (pronounced 

C-sharp, as in the musical term), developed by ~ i c r o s o f i ~ .  Both Java and C# are aimed at the 

rapid development of Graphical User Interface (GUI) driven applications with minimum 

additional user coding for as wide an operating system range as possible. Java has the upper 

hand in this endeavour, for the moment, and it has proven to be really handy with respect to 

making it possible to run visually driven or visually oriented programs on a very wide range of 

operating systems with the use of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which is basically an in-time 

translator to the ASSEMBLER instructions native to various machines, but also taking into 

account 0s-specific behaviour, such as the form and functionality of windows, mouse pointer 

behaviour, error and warning message reflection, GUI control behaviour, etc. Both Java and C# 

appear to be visually-enabled extensions to or supersets of C++, and, although they might have 

been re-designed from basic principles and apparently dangerous or useless concepts were either 

totally discarded (e.g. pointers), or their functionality were restricted to the absolute minimum, 

they still have the look and feel that basic C as well as C++ had lent to the programming 

community. With respect to restricting or removing language features, Stroustrup (2000:9) 

comments that "...restricting language features with the intent of eliminating programmer errors 

is at best dangerous." and "Good design and the absence of errors cannot be guaranteed merely 

by the presence or absence of specific language features." 

What also makes C t c  attractive is that, lack of GUI functionality aside, it is every bit as 

platform-independent as Java, and it is, in fact, used as the development language of choice on 

several UNIX flavours, as well as for all Linux flavours. The GNU'S Not UNIX (GNU) project 

also contributes to platform independence by providing a (free) American National Standards 

Institute (ANSI) and International Standards Organisation (ISO) compliant GNU C+t compiler 



for almost every imaginable OS which is regularly revised and updated. Only a few drawbacks 

exist for the standard ANSVISO C++ user: it does not currently support threading (letting 

different parts of a program run on separate processor paths), it does not have default generic 

visual components for GUI transportability, it does not fully support user defined type 

information (i.e. what member variables exist, the name of the type itself, etc.) extraction for all 

user defined types and it does not by default have observer (Gamma et al., 1995:293-303) or any 

other design pattern concepts (Gamma et al., 1995) built in, as is the case with Java. Drawbacks 

notwithstanding, C++ remains the programming language of choice for engineering applications 

requiring rapid calculations ("number crunching") or processing of vast amounts of data whilst 

still utilising an OOP approach and gaining from the resulting maintainability. In the following 

section the various sources of C + +  knowledge that had been utilised throughout this study can be 

found. 

2.2.3.1.1 The C U  Programming Language 

A brief historical overview of the development of C++ is given by Stroustrup (2000:lO-1 I), who 

is the original designer and implementer of C*, and this section provides the reader with some 

reasons for the incorporation of and the original inspiration for the extensions added to the C 

programming language. Firstly, it should be stressed that C++ had been designed to be useful 

for various levels of expertise, including the apprentice programmer, just starting out, right 

through to the most advanced levels of programming imaginable. Stroustrup (2000:7) states that 

"you will be using C++ - often for building real systems - before understanding every language 

feature and technique. By supporting several programming paradigms ... C++ supports 

productive programming at several levels of expertise." and furthermore "C++ is organised so 

that you can learn its concepts in roughly linear order and gain practical benefits along the way." 

What this basically implies is that you do not need to first become OOP literate (as might be the 

case with Java and C#) to start writing basic programs in C++ and learning about basic C++ 

functionality and concepts, i.e. C++ supports incremental learning. A basic text on C++, such as 

Cohoon and Davidson (1999), would thus be sufficient to introduce oneself to the C++ 

programming experience and, in fact, it would be wise not to tackle the Stroustrup (2000) text 

right away, since it is tough reading for a novice. The text by Stroustrup (2000) is, however, 

very useful once the more intricate peculiarities of C* need to be investigated or understood, as 

well as explained, in some cases, and is an essential part of the C++ programmer's repertoire of 

references. 



Once basic concepts of C++ had been mastered, one can move on to the OOP paradigm, as 

described, for instance, in Martin and Odell(1992) or Nielsen (1995), and which is often referred 

to by Stroustrup (2000:37-39, 301-302, 692, 726). Having been introduced to OOP, one can 

start to look at ways to improve the execution time performance of compiled code by utilising 

techniques such as described in Heller (1995). Large software projects usually start to bloat 

terribly, code-wise, and the optimisation of file inclusion and linker dependencies for the 

software project, such as described in Lakos (1996) becomes essential to minimise compilation 

times and thus maintain or improve the productivity of a programmer-team (a project that 

compiles for a long time, wastes time during debugging when several re-compilations might be 

required, and it also impacts on normal production builds). Armed with an array of applicable 

theory, one then has to look at compendia, such as Oliver (1993), Lippman and Lajoie (1998) 

and Friedman et al. (1999) containing useful algorithms, solutions and, sometimes, also 

implementation details for several oft-encountered programming problems. 

2.2.3.2 Program Develoument and Design 

The development and design of software is an engineering discipline in its own right. A good 

overview of the software development and design process can be found in Stroustrup (2000:691- 

764), where some aspects of the design and implementation processes are highlighted. Further 

considerations to take into account for large scale systems can also be found in Lakos (1996). A 

new trend that is emerging is the use of design patterns (Gamma e! al., 1995) to address 

recurring problems uniformly. Design patterns can be more easily implemented or applied when 

object oriented programming techniques, such as described in Martin & Odell (1992), Nielsen 

(1995) and Stroustrup (2000), are applied. The C U  programming language specifically lends 

itself to very efficient and easy use of design patterns by enabling the programmer to implement 

concepts using objects, in the form of classes, for re-usability, as well as futher generalisation of 

design patterns, and thus even better re-usability, through the feature of template classes. One 

should always view design patterns, general OOP techniques and all the other factors named as 

one big collaborative and interactive collection of techniques to simplify and guide the design 

process as a whole. OOP works, and provides many answers, hut it is not the alpha and the 

omega of programming. Neither are design patterns. Where applicable they can, and should, he 

used to the advantage of the programmer, hut one should always strive to not compromise on 

execution and compilation times as far as possible, which is one of the main drawbacks of using 

a highly and purely object oriented language such as Java. 



2.2.3.2.1 Algorithms 

An algorithm is a set of instructions to be completed to obtain a required or desired output or 

outputs given some input or inputs. Apart from the design paradigms and approaches to be 

selected from or combined and eventually implemented, there are some basic algorithms that can 

(and usually should) be implemented and re-used. These include basic lmear algebra routines 

(Rorres & Anton, 1979), (Henrici, 1989), (Press et al., 1992), (Kreyszig, 1993), (Oliver, 1993), 

(Barret et al., 1995), (Biicker, 2002), (Oppe et al. 2002) preconditioning routines (Press et al., 

1992), (Barret et al., 1995), (Oppe et al. 2002) initial value problem solution routines (Cheney & 

Kincaid, 1999), optimisation routines (Stoecker, 1989), (Wall, 1991), (Press et al., 1992), 

(Cheney & Kincaid, 1999), search routines (Lippman & Lajoie, 1998), non-linear simultaneous 

equation solution routines (Stoecker, 1989), (Wall, 1991), (Press et al., 1992), (Cheney & 

Kincaid, 1999). These basic routines are usually employed at some stage or another withm more 

complex routines or algorithms, which are obtained from literature such as those in the papers 

and texts surveyed and discussed in the earlier sub-section on physics. Some custom algorithms 

might also be developed to deal with specific problems or challenges encountered during the 

course of this study. 

This section re-capitulates and summarises the current state of the art in the various fields of 

interest relevant to the present study as indicated by and deduced from the literature reviewed. 

Only the most recent and relevant literature sources are considered, since they already 

encompass most of the earlier work done, and where that is not the case, the earlier work is 

discussed on its own. Relevant suggestions for further work obtained from the literature 

considered are also provided as part of the formal motivation for this study. 

2.3.1 Mechanics 

Mechanics is a very comprehensive discipline, and the advent of the digital computer caused a 

dramatic increase in the advances in research seen in its various divisions, e.g. fluid mechanics, 

structural mechanics, rigid body mechanics, etc., especially in more recent years. Despite the 

greater efficiency with respect to cost and time, as well as increasingly easy user interfaces for 

most mechanics modelling tools, they are not that popular yet, since the general opinion 

regarding reliability of non-physical design paradigms is still not very positive. This will change 

in time as more verification and validation results are obtained and published. 



In rigid body mechanics, the topic of free moving rigid body motion had not advanced much in 

recent years, apart from improvements to the motion integrators employed (Faure, 1997), (Keller 

et al., 1998:21-23), (Erleben, 2001:49-56), (Holmlund, 2002:17-IS), (Celledoni & Owen, 

2003:425-428), (Klein, 2003:4), of which the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta integrator (Keller et al., 

1998:21-22), (Erleben, 200151-52) appears to be the most popular. In contrast to the 

aforementioned free body dynamics, the topic of interactive rigid body dynamics - especially 

involving multiple concurrent contacts - appears to be continuously growing and is being 

investigated by several researchers across the globe, such as Anitescu (2003), Anitescu and Hart 

(2002), Baraff (1999), Benedetti (2002), Chatterjee and Ruina (1998), Cline (2002), Egan 

(2003), El Kahoui et al. (2001), Gilardi and Sharf(2002), Glocker (1997), Hernnann and Luding 

(1998), Holmlund (2002), Hoomans (1999), Kawachi et al. (1997), Kraus and Kumar (1997), 

Kraus et al. (1997), Kraus et al. (1998), Lee et al. (1994), Luh (2000), Mirtich and Canny 

(1995), Mirtich (2000), Pang and Trinkle (1996), Popovic (2001), Raghunathan and Biegler 

(2003), Redon et al. (2002), Sauer and Schomer (1998), Schmidl and Milenkovic (2003), Song et 

al. (1999), Stewart and Trinkle (2002), Stronge (2003) and Tzitzouris (2001). A more detailed 

summary of the current state of interactive dynamics research can be found in the following 

section. 

2.3.1.1 Contact- and Collision Resolution Methods 

Several researchers (Keller et al., 1998:15), (Anitescu et al., 2003:l) pointed out the need for 

development of a multiple concurrent contact resolution algorithm and the advantages of 

physically based modelling (Baraff, 1999:A1), (Holmlund, 2002:2-3, 6). Gilardi and Sharf 

(2002) provided a very thorough summary and overview of all the most recent research and the 

state of collision and contact modelling in general at that time and had been a direct and source 

of most references with respect to rigid body collision and contact modelling for this study. As 

mentioned earlier, they stated that there are basically two main divisions in the rigid body 

contact simulation arena, namely the continuous contact (force-based) models and 

discontinuous/discrete (impulse-momentum) models (Gillardi & Sharf, 2002: 1214). 

According to Gilardi and Sharf (2002:1235-1236), discrete models pose several problems, such 

as the determination of the appropriate coefficient of restitution and collision models employing 

these coefficients of restitution. The discrete formulation also appeared to be d$$cult to extend 

to multi-paint impact scenarios in general when applying the available solution methods to the 

formulations currently known and that the use of Coulomb's friction law may lead to 

inconsistencies or multiple solutions (Gilardi & Sharf, 2002:1236). In contrast to the discrete 



contact model, the continuous contact models were considered to be more versatile, since one 

can model both static and dynamic contact and it is easily extendible to multi-contact scenarios 

(Gilardi & Sharf, 2002:1236). The possible problems that might be encountered in highly 

dynamic systems of very rigid bodies with high relative velocities, such as the di~'j'jculty of 

determining the correct spring and damper coefficients at various approach velocities and also 

possibly numerically unstable dzyerential equations (Mirtich, 1998: 1 I), (Holmlund, 2002:38), as 

well as excessive (i.e. physically non-realistic) overlaps, seem to have been neglected. Much 

research and investigation had been conducted in the discrete formulation field for both static 

and dynamic contacts, and the main approaches for multiple-contact calculations tend to be 

centred around optimisation of non-linear inequalities using various techniques, the latest of 

which are the Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP), Non-linear Complementarity Problem 

(NCP), Mathematical Program with Complementarity Constraints (Anitescu, 2003) and Gauss' 

Principle of Least Constraints. The discrete contact methods encountered in the literature all 

appear to approach the solution of multiple contact problems in a somewhat theoretical manner 

with regards to the mathematics employed (e.g. references to abstract matrix and vector theory 

abound, sometimes confusingly so). 

A discrete contact approach that generated interest regarding the present study was proposed by 

Ruspini and Khatib (1997:3-6), extending the impulse-based approach developed by Mirtich 

(1996) and then casting it in an LCP format to utilise solution techniques for such problems, as, 

for instance, described by Erleben (2001:42-48), Anitescu and Hart (2002) or Trinkle (2003). 

This study will be unique since it will be less based on optimisation type strategies - of which 

LCP, NCP, MPCC and Gauss' Least Constraints all are examples - and focus more on the basic 

principles of physics as far as possible, utilising only the absolutely essential mathematical 

techniques where applicable. The reason for attempting to develop a more physically based 

approach is that optimisation strategies for systems with non-linear constraints are not 

necessarily guaranteed to have unique, and thus physically accurate, solutions for the 

frictional contactproblem - see Kraus et al. (1998:l-2), Mirtich, (1998:ll) and Milenkovic and 

Schmidl(2001:2). 

The proposedphysically-based approach, and in particular the use of the impulse-based contact 

formulation for multiple concurrent contacts, was inspired by a combination of the work done by 

Ivanov (1995), Kawachi et al. (1997), Baraff (1999), M i i c h  (1996), (1998), Ruspini and Khatib 

(1997), Kraus et al. (1998), Milenkovic and Schmidl (2001), Tzitzouris (2001), Holmlund 

(2002), Redon et al. (2002), Giang et al. (2003), Noor (2003), Schmidl and Milenkovic (2003), 



Trinkle (2003) and Hsiao (2004a), (2004b), as well as preliminary work done by Neethling 

(1998), amongst others. It is hoped that, by selectively combining some or all of the approaches 

and supporting solution techniques encountered in the literature, a more physically accurate yet 

simpler algorithm for handling multiple concurrent contacts for a system of rigid bodies can be 

developed. 

2.3.2 Mathematics 

The general current state of the mathematical art cannot possibly be represented in any measure 

of completeness within this study, since only parts relevant to rigid body simulation were 

considered, but the current situation of mathematical disciplines for these relevant fields of 

interest can be given. These states of the art for the various mathematical techniques hitherto 

employed are briefly discussed in the following sections. 

2.3.2.1 Linear Algebra 

Basic linear algebraic theory had not really advanced that much in recent years, if one is to judge 

by the uniform content of texts containing sections on linear algebra, e.g. there is not much 

difference between the contents of Rorres and Anton (1979:9-35), Johnson et al. (1993:117-214) 

or Kreyszig (1993:325-564). On the flipside, the usage or application of basic linear algebraic 

theory is advancing at a tremendous rate. Papers from diverse fields of interest - e.g. computer 

graphics (Baraff, 1999), (Erleben, 2001), (Anitescu, 2003), engineering (Trinkle, 2003:3-lo), 

mechanics (Burov, 2003:641-646), pure and appliedlnumerical mathematics (Chen et al., 1993), 

(Xiu et al., 2001), (Noor, 2003), (Alanelli & Hadjimos, 2004), etc. - attest to the use of linear 

algebra as a tool for simplifying, organising and even solving expressions (with the aid of 

vectors and matrices) in problems that might otherwise appear extremely complex and confusing 

to comprehend. 

2.3.2.2 Calculus 

As in the case of linear algebra, the theory for basic calculus had remained largely unchanged in 

recent times. Also similar to the situation for linear algebra, the application of calculus 

principles, theory and techniques have increasing relevance in various other fields of interest. As 

an example, a recently proposed, more efficient, accurate and reliable optimisation strategy was 

devised using basic calculus and function theory, combined with linear algebra where needed 

(Xiu et al., 2001), (Celledoni & Owren, 2003), (Noor, 2003). Basic calculus is also being used 

as basis for the derivation of more efficient or accurate numerical algorithms applied in other 

contexts, such as error analysis, function approximations, differentiation and integration, 
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amongst others. The most useful basic theory appears to be the multiple variable Taylor series 

expansion used, for instance, in the various Runge-Kutta integration schemes and the Newton- 

RaphsodSecant root finding algorithms. Calculus can still be a rich source of ideas, concepts 

and theory to be mined in the quest for more efficient, elegant or accurate methods to be 

employed in various disciplines. 

2.3.3 Numerical Analysis 

Numerical analysis had gained in popularity, applicability and general relevance for various 

disciplines in recent times due to the greater affordability, general availability and relatively 

powerful processing capabilities of the digital computer. A "symbiotic", constructive interaction 

exists behveen the development of theory for numerical analysis and the development of 

algorithms from such theory. This happens since advances in numerical analysis theory leads to 

improved numerical algorithms when implemented and in its turn numerical analysis theory 

improves due to the greater insights into behaviour of numerical techniques gained from 

studying the results obtained from precedmg implementations. 

2.3.3.1 Numerical and Iterative Solution Methods for Linear Svstems 

In recent years, the focus and emphasis in numerical analysis pertaining linear algebra had been 

on the development of more computationally and memory efficient algorithms to deal with the 

solution of increasingly larger systems of linear equations (Press et al., 1992:71-89), (Barret et 

al., 1994), (Biicker, 2002), (Oppe et al., 2002), (Alanelli & Hadjimos, 2004), as well as the 

analysis (Axelsson, 2003), (Yang, 2003), (Axelsson & Karatson, 2004), (Yun & Kim, 2004) and 

improvement (Zhang, 2002) of the convergence properties of these algorithms. Understanding 

the convergence properties and other aspects of linear system solution techniques is important, 

since the solution of non-linear systems of equations and inequalities depend either directly or 

indirectly upon them. 

2.3.3.2 Multi-Variable Solution Techniques for Non-Linear Svstems 

In the relevant literature surveyed, multi-variable solution techniques all seem to be increasingly 

based on some form of the Newton-Raphson algorithm derived from the first-order Taylor 

expansion for multiple variable functions (Stoecker, 1989:124-130), (Press et al., 1992:362-368, 

379-383), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:llO-113). Though the Newton-Raphson algorithm is very 

powerful with excellent convergence properties for good guess values, it diverges as rapidly 

when bad initial values are guessed, but there seem to be some techniques available to overcome 

this problem, such as the Globally Convergent Method (Press et al., 1992:362-368, 383-393). If 



a system is convergent, the rate of convergence can be accelerated employing a technique 

proposed by Homeier (2004), i.e. a modified Newton-Raphson technique using a "half step" for 

improved convergence, with quadratic convergence properties. 

2.3.3.3 Multi-Variable O~timisation Techniaues 

Optimisation techniques are related to or dependent on multi-variable solution techniques in 

several ways, since the minimisation or maximisation of certain expressions or enforcement of 

some constraints are usually combined with non-linear system solution techniques, such as 

Newton-Raphson or Secant, which, in turn, is reliant on solution techniques for large linear 

systems. There are several examples of how the various mathematical disciplines are used in 

collaboration or combination to achieve better solutions to optimisation and related problems 

(Bruynickx & Khatib, 2000), (El Kaoui et al., 2001), (Adreani et al., 2002), (Horowitz & 

Afonso, 2002), (Redon et al., 2002), (Maros, 2003), (Noor, 2003), (Hsiao, 2004b). 

2.3.4 Computer Programming 

Computer programming had become an indispensable part of numerical analysis, since it is the 

only way that the algorithms devised by researchers can be converted into functioning and usable 

tools for computer simulation of phenomena too complex to be studied otherwise. Only the state 

of the art for selected aspects of computer programming relevant to rigid body simulation and the 

associated numerical algorithms are discussed in the following sections. 

2.3.4.1 Programming Languages 

Programming languages had evolved into highly specialised tools for organised and high-level 

computer instruction specification. The focus is more on rapid application development, and the 

latest programming languages available, such as Visual C++ .NET-, C#  NET^, Java, VB 

.NET"^, Objective C, etc., support quick and easy Graphical User Interface (GU1)-development 

as well as the latest design paradigms, e.g. Object Oriented ( 0 0 )  and the use of Design Patterns. 

Even though each of the programming languages have their own particular sets of advantages, 

the standard ANSVISO compliant C++ programming language (and Visual C++ .NET in 

particular) remains the vehicle of choice for coding in the engineering field, since it allows for 

hybrid coding, e.g. procedural and object-oriented mixed, as well as meta-programming (using 

expression templates) and the use of templates in general. 



2.3.4.2 Promam/System Desim 

The design of software had become an important aspect in almost every field of interest known 

today, since the use of software had extended into almost every niche imaginable. Object 

oriented ( 0 0 )  design is the current topic, paradigm and approach of choice amongst 

programmers. Object oriented programming techniques pose several advantages, especially with 

respect to maintainability and modularity, but one should remember that there are some penalties 

with respect to execution speed and memory usage, so moderation is the key. Along with the 

object oriented paradigm, comes the usage of design patterns to address certain recurring 

problems encountered by programmers, since most of these patterns rely on the knowledge about 

and usage of object oriented approaches. Programming languages that support object oriented 

programming, such as C++, Java, etc., is of cardinal importance today and it will become even 

more so in future. 

This literature survey unequivocally identified several shortcomings or opportunities for further 

work in various fields of interest. Since the main focus had originally been on rigid body 

simulation, it was decided to pursue the development of an improved numerical algorithm for 

multiple concurrent contacts (cluster collisions) in rigid body systems based on impulse and 

momentum balance equations in three dimensions. This is due to the fact that a simpler contact 

resolution model can be useful in general study, understandmg and teaching of system 

momentum principles at undergraduate level (physics). Handling multiple concurrent contacts if 

and when they do occur in 3-D engineering applications, especially where coupled with flow- 

grids such as in fluidised beds (Hoomans, 1999) is also a possible application. The gaming and 

general computer simulation community might also benefit from a simple general multi-contact 

capable solution algoritm. 

Several methods of addressing the non-linear equations encountered and inequality constraints 

involved in contact problems had also been identified and will be evaluated for merit in the 

course of this study. After finding or developing the best algorithm or algorithms for handling 

the problem obtained from the approach taken, the C++ implementation should be able to handle 

cluster collisions of at least more than two simultaneously colliding spheres and can serve as a 

basis for further investigation into multiple concurrent collision phenomena. This then 

concludes the literature survey and the synthesis of existing theory and possible development of 

new theory can now commence in the following chapter (Chapter 3). 



Chapter 
Theoretical 

In this chapter, the theory used in the current study is discussed, analysed, developed and 

motivated where necessary. Theory necessary for free body motion, Newtonian rigid body 

interaction, analytical geometry, collision searches, collision resolution, matrix solution 

techniques, multi-variable solution techniques and multi-variable optimisation techniques are all 

discussed here, and improvements or modifications are suggested where considered necessary. 

Only a small subdivision of the full discipline of mechanics is applicable to the present study, 

since it concentrates on the motion and interaction of rigid bodies - spheres to be precise. In this 

section the little theory is summarised and discussed. Conventions adopted with respect to 

mathematical expressions in this study need to be highlighted first. In all the equations shown, 

vector quantities are always underlined (e.g. x i ) ,  matricesAensors are capitalised non-underlined 

letters (e.g. Mi ), scalars are normal non-underlined letters (e.g. xZv) and first derivatives of any 

variables with respect to time are indicated with a dot (e.g. &). Also to be noted is that 

superscripts do not refer to exponents, but are used to keep expressions as compact as possible, 

unless otherwise stated. 

3.1.1 Rigid Body Mechanics 

As might be deduced from definitions given earlier, the term "rigid body mechanics" is self- 

explanatory. The motion, interactions and associated behaviour of rigid bodies are of interest in 

mechanics, and basic theory for these phenomena are described in the following sections. 

3.1.1.1 Free Bodv Motion 

Free body motion is the motion of a body not interacting with another in any way other than 

through mass related gravitational influences. Any linear displacement of the centre of mass of a 

body in a three dimensional domain is termed translation, whilst any angular displacement of a 

body round its own centre of mass is termed rotation. Since the earth is by far the most 

proximate body involved in earthbound applications, it is safe to assume that the influence of 

other stellar bodies can be neglected and only the gravitation due to earth needs to be considered. 



Furthermore, the small charges present on most rigid bodies can only generate negligible forces 

and torques due to electromagnetic influence compared to the gravitational force. Following 

these assumptions, the only external forces and torques experienced by all bodies in simulations 

for this study are due to gravity and drag, thus leading to the modified Newton's equation for 

linear motion as seen in equation (3.1) below. 

In equation (3.1) the Fi and xi vectors respectively represent the external force and linear 

position and the Cdp,, tensor is the profile drag coefficient of rigid body i. The mass tensor, Mi,  

in equation (3.1) is simply the diagonal matrix as shown in equation (3.2) below, representing 

the linear inertia of any rigid body. 

Similar to the linear case, a Newton's equation for angular motion, as seen in equation (3.3) 

below, can be formulated. 

In the case of the angular momentum equation, the vectors Ti and Bi respectively represent the 

external torque angular orientation, the tensor C,, represents the tangential viscous drag of rigid 

body i. The angular inertia tensor of any rigid body is represented by the matrix, I, ,  the 

components of which are shown in equation (3.4) below, with the tensor component in row 

j, column k, pj the density, f the general radius relative to the centre and dVj the idmitessimal 

volume of rigid body i. 

A further simplifying assumption had been made by neglecting the effects of viscous drag for the 

time being, resulting in yet simpler equations. The equation for linear motion can then be 

written as in equation (3.5) below, which is very familiar to most students having studied basic 

physics at some stage. 



Similarly, the equation for angular motion reduces to equation (3.6) below. 

That concludes this section on the basic theory relevant to free body motion as applicable to the 

present study. 

3.1.1.2 Rigid Bodv System Pro~erties 

Related to the theory withii the foregoing section, some theory for the properties of systems of 

rigid bodies could be of importance as well and this section briefly discusses them, starting off 

with the expression for the total mass of the whole rigid body system (RZ,~ ,~ , ) ,  as shown in 

equation (3.7) below, where each individual rigid body has the mass mi. 

The centre of mass ( E ~ ~ )  for such an assembly of rigid bodies can then be described as in 

equation (3.8) below. 

And then the average velocity of a rigid body system (i,) can be written as in equation (3.9) 

below. 

The total angular inertia of a rigid body system (I,o,,) can be computed using the expression in 

equation (3.10) below, where f i  is the position radius vector of rigid body i relative to the 

system centre of mass (z,). 

I,., + m,rj:rz:x + mjri:zrj:y + ~jrj:xrj:z 

1 , .  + j y j  I,,". + mjrlyri:y + mjr&rj:z 

I,,- + mjr(zrj:x + mjr:zrj:y If.- + mjrj:2rlz 



The average angular velocity (8,) for such a system can then be calculated using equation 

(3.1 I). 

The position vector for body i relative to the system centre of mass, f i ,  seen in equations (3.9) 

and (3.10) can be calculated using equation (3.12) below. 

Using the general expression for resultant velocity due to angular and linear components relative 

to any point ( p ) in a Cartesian coordmate system, as shown in equation (3.13), an expression for - 

the resultant velocity at any position (J,) in terms of the system centre of mass, as shown in 

equation (3.14), can be derived. 

Some of the foregoing equations and expressions might be employed to improve the initial guess 

values for the contact tangent vectors ($) to be determined by some or other iterative 

procedure. 

3.1.1.3 Rigid Bodv Interaction 

Rigid body interaction refers to how rigid bodies in continuous or momentary contact behave as 

an assembly in general. From the literature surveyed it could be deduced that one can employ 

either a continuous or a discrete contact model (Gilardi & Sharf, 2002:1214), both with their 

unique advantages and disadvantages. For this study, a form of discrete contact model had been 

selected since it does yield physically more realistic results for nearly perfectly rigid bodies 

when inter-body forces or impulses are very large (thus avoiding the problem of excessive inter- 

penetration). The investigation will be restricted to momentary contacts (i.e. collisions) for this 

study and hence only collision modelling theory will be discussed. Furthermore, since this study 

is mainly aimed at providing accurate basic analytical expressions for more detailed study of 

multiple concurrent contacts by extending the simplest existing collision and momentum 

conservation laws. The various models of contact and accompanying theory are discussed in the 

following sections. 



3.1.1.3.1 Continuous Contact 

In the continuous contact model, contacts are considered to occur within a fmite length of time, 

as opposed to being instantaneous singular events. That being the approach, the physical 

response of the actual materials comprising the bodies in contact is approximated using virtual 

springs and dampers at the points of contact in both the normal and tangential directions. This 

method is usually referred to the sot? bodylpenalty method or Distinct Element Method @EM) 

and is well suited to problems with both static and dynamic contacts. More recent work 

(Hustrulid, 1995), (Kraus et al., 1998) also made it possible to consider all contacts 

simultaneously, imparting greater realism and accuracy to simulations. The spring-and-damper 

models tend to be numerically very unstable (Benedetti, 2002:22) for high-speed simulations and 

are also restrictive on time step size. 

The various parameters needed to approximate collision restitution behaviour via penalty 

methods correctly have the added disadvantage of not being very easy to determine using 

experimental results since it is dependent on shape and relative approach velocities of the 

colliding objects. The most problematic aspect of the penalty approach is excessive 

overlappinglinter-penetration of bodies, especially with near perfect rigidity, when very high 

compressive forces occur, due to the very nature of the contact force calculation procedure (i.e. 

overlap/mter-penetration based penalty forces). Due to the highly rigid nature of the type of 

bodies (i.e. steel, graphite or nylon spheres) intended for consideration, it was decided to rather 

pursue the alternative hard body or instantaneous approach for better accuracy. 

3.1.1.3.2 Instantaneous Contact 

Discrete contact models assume that all present (sometimes concurrent) contacts are 

instantaneous in nature and can thus usually be resolved in one single computational step. 

Several methods exist for handling such assumptions, and all are especially suitable for ideal 

rigid body simulations, where overlaps or inter-penetrations cannot be allowed. The section on 

discontinuous contact in the literature survey chapter presents several popular methods available 

and currently employed and a creative blend of these will most likely yield a better solution 

technique. More about these techniques will follow in a later chapter, but first, the basic theory 

for collision modelling needs to be discussed in this section. 

The basic theory relevant to discrete contact modelling encompasses expressions for describing 

interactive momentum conservation and transfer. For each rigid body in a system, the sum of all 

linear momentum before and after a collision should be equal, which can be expressed 
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mathematically as in equation (3.15) below, where a '-superscript refers to instantaneous post- 

collision states, a --superscript refers to instantaneous pre-collision states, the vectors rz,;b and t_i.b 
respectively refer to the normal and tangential unit vectors and A;bg and 1; respectively refer to 

the normal and tangential impulse magnitudes at at contact number nb. 

Before discussion of the relevant theory can continue, it would be wise to first study the 

illustration of the contact-related unit vectors and their conventional orientations, regarding the 

subscripts i and j, as seen depicted in Figure 3.1 for two contacting spheres below. 

Figure 3.1: The contact normal and tangential unit vectors between spheres i and j 

In equation (3.15) above, the tangential vectors ($) all have to meet the requirement for 

orthogonality with respect to their associated contact normal vectors (?$) for each existing 

contact, which can be expressed mathematically as in equation (3.16) below, where the nb- 

superscript refers to the contact under consideration. 



Furthermore, the tangential vector has to be of unit magnitude, which can be specified 

mathematically by the expression shown in equation (3.17) below, with the "b-superscript 

referring to the contact being considered. 

For angular momentum, a relationship similar to the one for linear momentum holds, which can 

be described mathematically as in equation (3.18) below, where :Yh refers to the radial position 

vector of contact nb relative to the centre of mass for rigid body i. 

When spheres are the types of rigid bodies under consideration, some simplifications can be 

made. Firstly, the position vector for all contacts in any direction relative to the sphere centre of 

mass is parallel to the contact normal, thus this contact position vector can be described as a 

scalar multiple (equal to the sphere radius) of the unit normal, and secondly, the cross product of 

this position vector with the contact normal would then always be zero. These simplifications 

then result in the modified angular momentum expression as shown in equation (3.19) below, 

where is the radius of sphere i. 

Momentum transfer during collisions in the normal and tangential directions can be accounted 

for using one of various equations relating pre- and post collision properties, such as velocity, 

momentum or energy, between contacting bodies. The simplest collision relationships that can 

be used would be Newton's equations for restitution in the normal and tangential directions, 

relating relative velocities in the normal and tangential directions, which is why they were 

selected for this study. Equation (3.20) below, implicitly employing the expression in equation 

(3.13), describes the normal restitution relationship in mathematical terms, where the "b- 

superscript once more refers to the contact under consideration. 

Equation (3.20) can be simplified further, since the tangential velocity has no normal component 

for a sphere, resulting in equation (3.21). 



Similar to equation (3.20), the tangential restitution in the direction of the tangential unit vector 
"b can be expressed mathematically as in equation (3.22) below, the -superscript yet again 

referring to the contact under consideration. 

The relationship specified in equation (3.22) will not be enough to ensure that the tangential 

impulse is of maximum possible magnitude (i.e. in the direction of the sliding velocity if slip 

were to occur), but the additional specification of zero tangential restitution relationship for the 

orthonormal tangential direction, such as mathematically expressed in equation (3.23), will 

remedy this problem, with an nb-superscript again referring to the contact under consideration. 

The phenomenon of friction, or rather slippage, makes tangential restitution less user friendly 

since it should allow for slippage if the tangential impulse exceeds the maximum tangential-to- 

normal impulse ratio for the contact under consideration, which would be the static friction 

factor according to the standard Coulomb friction law. The aforementioned requirement can be 

expressed in mathematical terms as shown in equation (3.24) below, with the nb-superscript 

referring to the contact under consideration as before. 

Typically the relationship between normal and tangential impulse magnitude as described in 

equation (3.24) should replace the regular relative velocity relationship as shown in equation 

(3.22) only when equation (3.22) failed to result in a tangential impulse of magnitude bounded 

by the static friction coefficient. The approach to friction taken in this study avoids the use of an 

approximated friction pyramid and allows the use of the actual isotropic fiiction cone, which is 

an approach unique to this study not found in any of the references consulted. 

Another problematic condition applies to normal impulses, which can never be negative for 

freely contacting bodies and this also has to be taken into account. Mathematically the non- 

negative normal impulse condition can be described as in equation (3.25) below. 



A combination of all the foregoing equations can be used to describe implicit relationships 

between the various rigid bodies in a system with concurrent contacts occurring, which then has 

to be solved by appropriate techniques taking into account the necessary constraints, such as 

described by equations (3.24) and (3.25). The solution techniques for such types of problems 

will be discussed in a later chapter. 

Basic geometrical theory is a key element in contact determinations and calculations. It has to be 

used in contact detection and also for the calculation of actual contact point parameters such as 

exact location and surface normal orientation. The following sections briefly summarise the 

analytical geometry theo~y necessary for the relevant calculations. 

3.2.1 Analytical Geometry 

Analytical geometry refers to the branch of mathematics utilising algebraic and calculus 

concepts to represent various geometrical concepts, such as curves, intersections, volumes and 

surfaces. The basic geometrical entities used in this study are summarised in Table 3.1 below. 

Table 3.1: B 
Entity] 

Concept 
Depiction 

Vertex A point in 3-D space described bv a 
triad of real numbers representing 
Cartesian co-ordinates. 

A straight line in 3-D space connecting 
and bounded by two vertices. 

A perfectly flat 2-D surface oriented in 
3-D space, bounded by and sharing 
three vertices with three edges. 

- 3-D Vector 
- Magnitude 
- Direction 

- 3-D Vector 
- Length 
- Direction 
- Offset Vertex 
- Bounded 

- Triangular 
- Surface Area 
- Orientation 
- Bounded 



I I I I enitv with its entire surface perfectly I -volume I 

In this study, the spheres are the only moving objects considered, but their interactions with or 

relationships to other geometrical entities such as vertices, edges and facets, need to be described 

mathematically. Before one can tackle the problem of determining inter-object distances, 

possible closest neighbours to be checked for interaction need to be determined by some 

elimination or sorting technique. The following sections summarise the sorting technique 

employed, the mathematical expressions for inter-object distances and related quantities and also 

other aspects of contact related geometry. 

equidistant from its volumetric centre. 

3.2.2 Sorting and Locating Objects in a 3D Domain 

- Orientation 
- Centre of Volume 

Doing an exhaustive search for proximate objects in a three-dimensional domain containing a 

large number of such objects would take search times increasing exponentially with the 

increment in number of rigid bodies to be cross-checked. Narrowing down the number of 

possible object pairs to check for is a crucial part of contact determination in rigid body systems 

and fortunately there are some ways to handle such problems. The most efficient way of 

determining possible proximity is to use bounding boxes into which adjacent objects can be 

sorted using geometrical sorting techniques. Geometrical sorting can be done mathematically by 

evaluating coord'mates and sorting them according to some criteria, about which more will be 

said in the implementation chapter, along with storage schemes and other relevant design 

information. Once objects had been sorted into bins, i.e. the various bounding boxes into which 

objects are sorted, the search for contacting objects can be accomplished much faster, since only 

spatially closest neighbours are added to any specific bin and will thus be checked for 

interference against other objects in the same bin. 

3.2.3 Inter-Object Distances 

Inter object distances are easy to calculate when one has a little vector algebra and calculus 

theory in stock. In this study, the objects are very simple and only interactions between spheres, 

spheres and vertices, spheres and edges and spheres and facets need to be considered. All inter- 

object distance calculations reduce to mathematically describing the magnitude of the shortest 



possible straight distance between the geometrical objects considered. For spheres and vertices, 

the inter-object distance is the difference between the sphere's radius and the magnitude of the 

vector joining the vertex and the centre of the sphere, which can be expressed mathematically as 

in equation (3.26) below. 

The inter-object distance between two spheres is defmed in a similar fashion, as can be seen in 

equation (3.27) below. 

Before continuing, it is helpful to know that the perpendicular projection of any random point in 

three-dimensional space (p . )  onto an edge can be expressed mathematically as in equation 
- 8  

(3.28) below, which is similar and related to, but not based on, the formula in Mirtich (1998:9). 

In equation (3.28) above, an important scalar ( a , , )  termed the point-to-edge projection ratio can 

be isolated and is defined by the expression given in equation (3.29) below. 

The point-to-edge projection ratio can be used as a criterion during contact checking, as will be 

seen later, and should be taken special note of. Knowing the expression for a perpendicular 

projection, it can be shown that the inter-object distance between a sphere and an edge is given 

by the expression shown in equation (3.30) below. 

The sphere-facet inter-object distance formula can be shown to be represented by the expression 

in equation (3.3 1) below. 



Another important scalar quantity named the point-to-facet projection distance can be isolated in 

equation (3.31) above and is shown in equation (3.32). 

The point-to-facet projection distance can be used during contact checking to determine whether 

a point to be projected lies above or below a triangular facet with respect to its "positive surface 

side", but more about this later. 

3.2.4 Contact Related Theory 

The previous section summarised the theory related to determining inter-contact distances which 

can be used to check for direct contact, in which case the inter-object distances would be zero. 

One has to take into account some additional concepts when determining points of contact and 

their associated contact normal vectors, such as whether a contact is at all physically possible, 

and this will also be described in this section. 

The definitions for the basic geometric objects as listed in Table 3.1 are ideally suited for their 

intended purpose, i.e. describing surfaces and spherical rigid bodies unambiguously. First 

considering facets, the true facet region does not include the comer vertices or bounding edges, 

only the bounded triangular region, thus delegating the handling of collisions to edge entities 

where they occur right between two facets. In their turn, the line described by an edge only 

spans the range between two vertices, never including them, thus delegating the handling of 

collisions at the junction of hvO or more edges to vertex entities. Theoretically this approach 

leads to a set of unique sphere-and-entity-contacts that do not need to be checked for duplication 

after being determined. 

If the distance between a sphere and a vertex as shown in equation (3.26) is zero, they are 

automatically in contact, and the unit normal for this contact is then defined by the expression as 

seen in equation (3.33) below. 

xi - x , , j  n.. = 
-9  r: 

For inter-sphere contacts, a very similar expression, as seen in equation (3.34), exists for the 

contact normal whenever the inter-object distance as shown in equation (3.27) is zero. 



Xi - X .  - - J n.. = -- 
-'I 5 + r i  

The unit normal vector for contact between a sphere and an edge can be expressed as in equation 

(3.35) below if two conditions are met. The first condition is that the point-to-edge projection 

ratio, as shown in equation (3.29), should have a value of between 0 and 1.0 and the second 

condition is that the inter-object distance as shown in equation (3.30), must be zero. 

Contact between a facet and a sphere exists when four conditions are met. The fust three 

conditions have to be met to ensure that the sphere lies directly above the facet region (i.e. the 

perpendicularly projected point would lie within the region bound by the three edges) and they 

are a special application of the point-to-edge-projection ratio (see Figure 3.2 below for clarity). 

Figure 3.2: The various parameters involved in distance calculations for sphere i and facet j 



The point-to-edge projection ratio of the sphere centre to the projected perpendicular from each 

comer of a facet to the opposite side of the facet, as given in mathematical form for each line by 

equation (3.36), should all have values between 0 and 1.0 (see figure below for clarity). 

The perpendicularly projected points in equation (3.36) can be obtained by doing a normal 

projection using the point-to-edge projection expression as shown in equation (3.28), where the 

points to be projected for a facet, p ,  will be the comer vertices of the facet, z,,~,,, and the edges 
-1 

opposite to each vertex will be the edges projected to, e.g. for .x, . { ,  , , the opposite edge's first and 

second vertices would respectively be .x,,~,, and z , , ! ,~ ,  for z,,~,, they would be sf,,, and _x ,,;,, , 
and for z,,~,, they would be z,,;,, and z,,,~,,. The last condition, as for all other types of contact, 

is that the inter-object distance, as described in equation (3.31), be zero. The unit normal at a 

contact between a facet and a sphere is always the unit normal of the facet surface. This 

concludes the section on contact related theory and also on analytical geometry as a whole. 

Most of the theory related to programming principles belongs in the implementation chapter and 

that is where they are listed, but some principles should be considered as basic theory and those 

are listed in this section. 

3.3.1 General Software Development Cycle 

The software development cycle is a guideline for approaching the process of software 

development in a systematic and consistent manner, though d e f ~ t e l y  always iterative 

(Stroustmp, 2000:696). Following such a development cycle might seem tedious, but it leads to 

easier and better quality control and can also be enforced to ensure product quality and improved 

reliability. In addition to the quality benefits, there are also the advantages of better project 

scope definition, quicker development times and better and easier maintenance due to better and 

quicker error tracing at requirements level. Ultimately this leads to saving money in commercial 

environments. The most basic phases of the development cycle, as applicable to scientific and 

engineering code development, loosely based on the software development process described by 

Nielsen (1995:13), are summarised in the following sub-sections. 



3.3.1.1 Software Reauirements Analysis 

The first step necessary for the successful completion of a software development project would 

be the identification or compilation of a software requirement specification (SRS) during the 

software requirement analysis phase. An SRS need not necessarily be a large individual 

document; a section listing all the intended or required capabilities a computer program 

(application) should have, would be good enough. 

3.3.1.2 Software Design 

A software design phase follows the compilation of an SRS. In this phase, the actual 

implementation strategy necessary for fulfilling the requirements specified in the SRS is 

described and motivated. The sub-steps to be taken during the design phase are listed in the 

following sections. It should be duly noted that the actual design might not exactly follow the 

design steps in sequential fashion, but rather a highly iterative parallel execution of the various 

sub-steps might result due to unforeseen difficulties or amendments to the original requirement 

specification. 

3.3.1.2.1 Functional Specification 

Firstly, a functional specification that describes what exactly is expected from the software or 

software components to be developed has to be deduced from the software requirement 

specification. A functional specification differs from an SRS in that, in addition to the primary 

requirements as stated in the SRS, it also has to include secondary requirements to be met in 

support of those primary requirements. Secondary requirements usually deal with concepts such 

as data input, storage, retrieval, transfer, display and internal data representation structures as 

well as interactions and collaborations between various data representation structures. Having 

finished a functional specification, the proper architectural design can be done. 

3.3.1.2.2 Conceptual Architectural Design 

From the functional specification, a conceptual architectural design can be done by translating 

functional requirements into conceptual code, depicting relationships, collaborations, data 

groupings and operations to be executed diagrammatically. The object oriented programming 

(OOP) approach as well as the related design patterns can be used with great success in 

architectural design to deal with highly complex problems by delegating tasks, identifying 

common data storage expressions, etc. 
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3.3.1.3 Codinr 

From the conceptual architectural design, a detailed architectural implementation can be done by 

translating design concepts into actual computer programming language expressions, constructs 

and instructions. After the implementation had been done, the code can be compiled and is 

ready for testing. 

3.3.1.4 

In order to ensure that the implementation done actually works like it should, a test plan has to be 

compiled and followed. Such a test plan usually only verifies whether what was expected in the 

SRS was actually delivered and it can thus be compiled from the SRS even before the design 

phase is started. In most applications, verifying whether requirements as stated in the SRS had 

been met is, unfortunately, not sufficient to ensure reliability. The results obtained from the 

implementation of the theory used in the code always have to be validated by comparing to the 

results generated by some alternative implementation employing the same or a different 

approach, preferably not originating from the same programmer. 

3.3.1.5 Release 

After sufficient testing yielding no errors when run through the full test plan, the software can be 

released for general use and then usually only requires maintenance and support. 

3.3.1.6 Maintenance and Support 

Once a software package or component had been made available and is in use, one cannot ever 

expect perfectly problem free operation. Having a contingency plan for handling errors is thus 

part of the development process. Test versions are usually first made available to testers who 

then run through the test plans and report errors, but they may also opt to use the software in 

everyday situations, which sometimes uncovers less obvious errors in the code. Test plan entries 

to check for these everyday errors encountered then need to be added. All errors need to be 

promptly handled and updates of the software should be made available. In addition to fixing 

problems, software product developers should provide end users with assistance in using their 

product in whatever capacity it was designed to function. Apart from the normal assistance, 

expert advice might occasionally also be required for more specialised applications by some 

users and having an in-depth knowledge of both the code and its various applications, and 

limitations, is thus always essential. 



3.3.1.7 Decommissioninq 

From the time software is commissioned into service its relevance already starts diminishing, 

since no user's requirements ever remain exactly constant. After some time which could range 

from a few months to several years, the software simply becomes too outdated and will need to 

be decommissioned, with all support for that version terminating. By such time, though, most 

software developers have a newer, more relevant version (based on customer complaints, 

requests and general refactoring) ready to take the place of the defunct product. 

3.3.2 Object Oriented Programming 

Object Oriented Programming (OOP) techniques reach high levels of complexity, but that need 

not be the case for the theory relevant to this study, since simplicity is of greater importance and 

thus only the very basic concepts will be discussed here. First and foremost, object oriented 

programming can be seen as a "divide and conquern-strategy for computer software development 

and programming problem solution. The basic components and aspects of OOP are listed and 

described in the following sections, all of which were found in Nielsen (1995:40-53) and shown 

here either slightly modified or as it originally appears in the text. 

3.3.2.1 Classes and Objects 

The basic unit of object oriented programming is the object, as might be evident from the name 

for this programming paradigm. An object is a self-contained data type containing data and 

methods to operate on that data in various ways, usually representing a real life concept or 

object, but not necessarily restricted to that. Objects are defined using the class construct in C++ 

which is extremely well suited to do this. 

3.3.2.2 Encavsulation and Information Hiding 

Due to the fact that data can be grouped into objects and access to them can be limited to the 

usage of discrete methods operating on that data, data is encapsulated inside an object. Due to 

the encapsulation, data is also hidden from the user. 

3.3.2.3 Data Abstraction 

Objects provide for a means of data abstraction by being self contained entities. This means that 

an object can be used to represent a more complex concept (data type) without burdening the 

user with confusing or intimidating implementation details such as exact internal data 

representation and methods implementing algorithms to operate on or using the contained data. 



3.3.2.4 Responsibilities 

The methods operating on and within an object are termed the responsibilities of that object, 

though a more accurate description might be the hctionality of the object. 

3.3.2.5 Collaborations and Message Passing 

The service provided by one object for usage by others is termed collaboration. This can be 

either in the form of an operation or data storage capability. Message passing is a concept 

closely related to collaboration, since it describes the manner in which software modules 

communicate. Messages can be sent as variables by value in function parameters and received 

by return value or by referenced function parameters (such as references or pointers). 

3.3.2.6 Inheritance 

Inheritance refers to the re-use of the attributes of an existing object (superclass) in more 

complex or specialised objects (subclasses). Using the attributes of more than one superclass is 

termed multiple inheritance and can be useful for rapid subclassing whenever appropriate 

superclasses already exist and can be combined. One should keep in mind that there is a 

downside to multiple inheritance, especially where architecture and delegation of responsibilities 

was not done properly, since there might be clashes between certain identically named data 

members and methods contained within the various superclasses. It is evident that inheritance is 

the way to accomplish re-use of object code and thus minimising source file sizes and redundant 

object coding. 

3.3.2.7 Polvmorphism 

"Polymorphism refers to the characteristic that an object can exist as an instance of different 

classes at run-time." (Nielsen, 1995:48). This is a useful characteristic for the writing of generic 

code which relies on objects behaving differently in various situations whilst still appearing to 

have the same interface. 

3.3.2.8 Binding 

In programming, bindmg refers to the association of method calls or names with the actual 

implemented code to be executed upon invocation of that method. Binding can be done at 

compilation time (static bindmg) or be postponed to execution time (late or dynamic binding). 

Both types of binding have their particular uses in programming, and, as one might expect, 

dynamic biding is mostly used in event-driven scenarios, while static binding is preferred for 



standard code excerpt replacements, such as quickly running a loop to copy data or some similar 

operation. 

3.3.2.9 Modularity 

Modularity refers to the degree of segregation and delegation of responsibilities to be handled 

within a software project. Due to its inherent encapsulating and abstracting nature, OOP 

automatically simplifies and enforces the process of modularisation during the design phase. 

Greater modularity reduces the apparent complexity of large systems and also improves 

maintainability. 

3.3.2.10 Genericity 

Objects can be designed to be able to contain different parameterised data types specified at the 

time of object instantiation, thus usually being containers. The template class construct is used 

for this purpose in C++ and further contributes to the extent of code reuse. 

3.3.3 Generic Programming 

Generic programming is a term referring to creating code that represents concepts, such as 

containers or algorithms in parameterised format. As mentioned earlier, generic programming 

greatly contributes to code-re-use and general maintainability, since a wrongly implemented 

algorithm or container need be fixed at only one location, and the problem will be addressed for 

instances of usage, to name but one of the implied advantages. 

3.3.4 Design Patterns 

According to Gamma et al. (1995:3) design pattems are "descriptions of communicating objects 

and classes that are customised to solve a general design problem in a particular context." From 

the defmition can be deduced that, in a computer programming environment, design pattems 

could definitely rely on and can be used in object oriented programming. Design pattems are 

ideal to help maximise code reuse as well as simplify, organise and identify data abstractions, 

object collaborations and general architectural layout. 

3.3.5 Code Optimisation 

Code optimisation can be done with respect to architecture, execution speed, memory usage, user 

friendliness and maintainability. Optimisation is a simple concept that is difficult to implement, 

since it basically entails making code more desirable or sensible for use. 



3.3.5.1 Architectural Optimisation 

Architectural optimisation can usually be done even though a highly efficient design was 

implemented initially. Architectural improvements usually reduce to re-factoring of code, 

concentrating on no particular construct, but rather taking out common code in functions and 

objects and placing it in separate independent functions or objects. Dependencies can also be 

reworked and improved as can be seen in the whole text by Lakos (1996) as part of large scale 

C++ program design. 

3.3.5.2 Speed Optimisation 

Speed optimisation entails the minimisation of all time consuming operations, such as 

mathematical operations, class indirections, copy operations, memory allocations and de- 

allocations, etc. Stroustmp (2000:675) neatly summarises the aspects necessary to address when 

considering performance improvements. 

3.3.5.3 Memory Usage %timisation 

Apart from speed considerations, memory usage is also a problem, though not as much as it used 

to be a few decades ago. Memory usage usually increases with most techniques employed to 

decrease execution times, since use is often made of temporary variables. There are some 

instances where using less memory can increase execution times too, though, for instance when a 

lot of data needs to be transferred, since it takes longer to copy more data. Minimising the 

amount of memory used at any stage in a program's execution remains a good objective, no 

matter what the ultimate reason for it would be, since no-one appreciates a memory-hogging 

application. 

The theory listed and briefly discussed in this chapter is only the simplest, but nonetheless 

important basics for this study. Using the basic theory, new techniques can be developed or 

devised and finally implemented in a self-contained software component. 



Chapter 4
Algorithms and
Implementation

In this chapter, the extended or new theory and the algorithms to solve such problems are

presented, along with strategies for implementation thereof in computer code. The

implementation of theory is the first step to verifying whether new theory is actually feasible and

correct, along with the validation and verification process to be done after (or more aptly, during)

implementation and therefore plays a pivotal role in the research process.

4.1 ALGORITHMS TO BE USED

In this section, the numerical approaches to the solution of problems posed or implied by the

theory in the theoretical background are listed and described briefly. Several algorithms need to

be implemented in this study in order to accomplish the goal of doing multiple concurrent

contact simulation in a rigid body system. As can be seen in Figure 4.1 below, one has to set up

an initial configuration of the rigid bodies and then move the rigid bodies, detect contacts and

resolve contacts for one single simulation time step.

Setup
System

Move
Rigid

Bodi

~ Yes

( Terminate)

Figure 4.1: The basic rigid body simulation steps and simulation loop.

A little more will be said about the setup of rigid body systems later, but for now only the core

algorithms needed for basic simulation steps directly relevant to collisions will be discussed.
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4.1.1 Free Body Motion 

Free body motion is most often described using a simplified version of Newton's equations of 

motion as seen in equations (3.5) and (3.6). 

4.1.1.1 Problems 

The equations of motion to be used are second order ordina~y differential equations and thus 

cannot be solved using simple manipulation and substitution techniques. Differential equations 

need to be integrated with respect to the independent variable, in this case, the time, i.e. t in the 

relevant equations. One also needs to take into account the spatial restrictions or constraints that 

apply to a rigid body system, since no inter-penetration is allowed. 

4.1.1.2 Solutions/Algorithms 

The relevant algorithms or solutions for the types of differential equations encountered, as well 

as some strategies for avoiding inter-penetration are summarised in the following sections. 

4.1.1.2.1 Second Order Differential Equation Integration 

From the literature, the most popular technique for solvingiintegrating second order differential 

equations appears to be the Fourth-Order accurate Runge-Kutta technique (Kreyszig, 1993: 1040- 

1043), (Hibbeler, 1995:602-604), (Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:387-389, 415-419), (Erleben, 

200151-52), which is based on a type of Taylor series expansion. Looking in any of the 

literature sources mentioned, the general Runge-Kutta integrator steps, such as those extracted 

from Hibbeler (1995:602) and shown slightly modified in Figure 4.2, can be found or deduced. 

0 Calculate the four fourth-order integration constants: 
k, = hF( t i , x j , i j )  

k,  = hF(t, +0.5h,xj +0.5hi,,xi +0.5kl) 

k,  = hF(t, +0.5h,xj +0.5h(ij +0.5kl),ii +0.5k2) 

k, = hF(t, +h,x,  + h ( i j  +0.5k2),ij + k,) 

where F is the second order derivative function (x) defned in terms o f t ,  x anc 

x ,  with x any time-dependent variable, x itsJirst derivative with respect to t im~ 

and t the actual time. 

Calculate new approximatedfirst integral by evaluating: 
x,, =i,, +(k,  +2(k2 +k , )+k , ) /6  

Calculate new approximated second integral by evaluating: 
xi+, =x i  + h( i ,  +(kl  + k ,  + k , ) /6 )  

Figure 4.2: The fourth-order Ruuge-Kutta integration steps 



An actual integration time step (I1tstep)can be divided into several sub-divisions of size h for

greater accuracy, but with sufficiently small time steps, h can be set equal to the full time step

( I1tstep)and the terms with the subscript i+1 will then refer to the next approximated time step

values. In the case of the simple equations of motion, such as (3.5) and (3.6), the time step

becomes less critical, due to their simple nature, but care should always be taken not to make

time steps too large in any case. Integration of each linear and angular velocity vector

component can be done separately by using the fourth order Runge-Kutta method as outlined in

Figure 4.2.

4.1.1.2.2 Avoidance of Inter-Penetration

In order to avoid inter-penetration, the spatial distribution results yielded by the integration

routine, need to be checked for overlaps anywhere after each attempted integration time step.

The description of the overlap detection will be delegated to the following section, since it is

basically the same as the contact detection routine described there and only the main algorithm

steps, as seen in Figure 4.3 will be described here.

Integrate
Equations of

Motion

Find Minimum
Time to First

Contact

Determine
<C=;::II Adjusted Time

Step

~ Yes

Find
Contacts

Figure 4.3: The basic rigid body motion loop.

The most difficult part of the free motion simulation with inter-penetration avoidance is the

determination of the critical time step to be taken from the original state so as to avoid inter-

penetration. This is an iterative process and shown in Figure 4.4 integrated with the rest of the

free motion routine.
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Integrate equations of motion for each rigid body using fourth order Runge-Kutta. 

Ifan overlap exists anywhere, start or continue iterative integration. I 
l o Estimate the time step adjustment needed far a legal state by evaluating: 1 

where AtH is the time step adjustment and [d4/11in,bllLn is the minimum 

overlap-to-relative velocity magnitude-ratio (i.e. estimated time to Jirst 

collision) found at a particular overlap between body i and j. 

1 o Adjust the previous integration time step by adding Atadl to it. 1 
1 o Return to integration with new estimated time step as parameter. I 
I . Else, store new positions and exit. I 

Figure 4.4: The basic rigid body motion algorithm with critical time estimation. 

The expression for the velocity of object i relative to object j can be written mathematically as in 

equation (4.1) below, once again implicitly based on the expression in equation (3.13), where it 

is specialised for the sphere-sphere interaction case, but can easily be further specialised for the 

sphere-fixed object interaction case by zeroing the j components. 

Knowing what the general expression for relative velocity between two objects is, one can derive 

an expression for its normal component by taking its scalar product with the unit normal between 

the interacting objects, given mathematically as in equation (4.2) below, once again simplified 

since the tangential velocity for a sphere has no normal component. 

Having found the critical time step, the contacts can fmally be detected and stored and then the 

contact/collision resolution can commence. 

4.1.2 Overlap and Contact/Collision Detection 

Once all objects had been moved using the motion integrator, they need to be sorted into their 

respective bins for grouping prospective contact candidates and then the occurrence of such 

contacts or overlaps can be determined by evaluating the expressions for inter-object distances in 

equations (3.26), (3.27), (3.30) and (3.31). Due to the repetitive nature of collision detections, 



the evaluation routines need to be very efficient, especially since they are repetitively used 

within the free body motion algorithm too. 

4.1.2.1 Problems 

The problems faced by the contact detection sub-routine can basically be divided into a macro- 

scale search problem to determine physical proximity of objects and then more refined detailed 

checking for geometrical object pairs actually touching or overlapping. Overlap needs to be 

checked continuously, whilst contact detection only needs to be done once. When contact 

detection is completed, contact parameters need to be determined and stored. 

4.1.2.2 SolutionslAlgorithms 

The relevant algorithms or solutions for the general proximity sorting as well as some strategies 

for determining overlaps and contacts efficiently are discussed in this section. In addition to this, 

the handling of the various parameters involved in contact/collisions, such as contact normal 

vectors, combined normal and tangential restitution factors and static friction and dynamic 

friction factors. 

4.1.2.2.1 Determining Closest Neighbours Using Bin Sorting 

The best way to narrow the number of object pairs to check for contact, is to sort them into bins 

based on their geometrical locations in the 3D domain. This list of static objects should be 

retained, since sorting does consume time, and the re-sorting should thus be kept to a minimum. 

Geometric bin sorting is a fairly simple process based on lower and upper x ,  y and z Cartesian 

coordinates for the sorting bins to determine the x, y or z Cartesian "index" of the bin lattice the 

objects are sorted into. Depending on what types of objects are being sorted, their "critical 

coordinates" are "located" using a simple division of each ordinate by the bin grid interval in that 

Cartesian direction (see Figure 4.5 for an illustration of how the sub-division of a one- 

dimensional domain works and Figure 4.6 for a summary of the calculations to be done in 3D). 



original divisions - original offset 

overlapping -binH 
interval 
& 

I A and A \ ordinate to locate I 
Figure 4.5: Depiction of the overlapping "bin" layout in ID. 

In Figure 4.5 the solid vertical lines indicate the original grid into which the domain is divided 

and the dotted lines indicate lower and upper bounds for all extended bins, which are deliberately 

chosen to overlap with adjoining hins in order to not miss any possible contacts due to objects 

lying in separate bins. The lower limit of the original domain division is termed the offset and 

the upper and lower offsets are then set a distance of A,,, respectively to the negative and 

positive side thereof. It should be noted that the upper offset should actually only start at the 

right of the original division between the first and second hins, but for computational simplicity 

and consistency (see the section on calculation of the upper and lower indices in Figure 4.6) the 

upper offset is chosen as indicated. 

The domain division depicted in Figure 4.5 can be extended to the 3D case without much 

alteration, since the three Cartesian coordinate directions are independent of one another with 

respect to the grid and the general procedure for determining position indices, as used to locate 

spheres and vertices in a 3D domain can be seen in Figure 4.6 with the subscript k referring to x, 

y and z Cartesian axis directions. 

The principle of geometric point, vertex or sphere locating is perhaps best illustrated by a simple 

example involving the domain illustrated in Figure 4.5 and calculations indicated in Figure 4.6. 

First, consider the one-dimensional domain in Figure 4.5; by visual inspection it can be seen that 

the ordinate to he located lies within both bin 3 and 4. The actual principle of this visual 

inspection, however, needs to be translated into some mathematical expression if it is to he 

useful in computer coding. The expressions in the section on object location index determination 

seen in Figure 4.6 would yield the results positionuF, = 3 and positionhver = 4 for the ordinate 

indicated on Figure 4.5. 



0 Divide the 3 0  domain into an evenly spaced lattice of overlapping "bins". 

Calculate and store the lower grid offsets by subtracting the over1aps)om the origina 
grid offsets, or mathematically: 

off~et,",,, = offset, - A,,,,,c 

0 Calculate and store the upper grid offsets by adding the overlaps to the original grid 
offsets, or mathematically: 

off~et,,,., = offset, + A,,d,.k 

Determine each object's location indices by evaluating its "critical coordinate 
indices" with the following expressions: 

position ,,,,, i,k = ro~ndup((ordinate,,~ - offset ,,,,,, ,) l Ad,,) 

subject to 

1 5 position i,k 5 n@,, 

and 

position ,,,,i,k = roundup ((ordinate i,k - offset ,w,, , )I A,,, ) 

subject to 

1 5 position, ,,,,, , 5 n,,,, 
where n,,, is the number of bins in the k" Cartesian axis direch'on. 

Add the sorted object's number to appropriate lists in the "bins" in lattice positions 
given by the following set of combinations: 

for upper and lower x indices 

for upper and lowery indices 

for upper and lower z indices 

Add object i to appropriate list in bin [x-index][y-index][z-index] 

Figure 4.6: The geometrical sorting routine. 

Dealing with more complex objects is more difficult since they might span several bins in a three 

dimensional domain and simple solutions had been devised for determining those bins for both 

edges and facets. Firstly, determining edge location in the bin grid requires interpolating for 

intersection positions where an edge crosses the original bin division planes between its 

endpoints (see Figure 4.7 for a 2-D example of edge locating considerations). The general 

interpolation routine for edge j, with endpoints xc,i., and xe,,,, , can be described mathematically 

as in equation (4.3) below, where pa, is a scalar representing the edge extension ratio which can 

be used to describe any point ( p ' . )  along the line vector described by the edge. 
- <  



If the general plane ordinate in the kh Cartesian axis direction is defined as pLk , it can be shown 

that the intersection point for the ? plane in the k& axis direction and the edge in equation (4.3) 

would be given by the expression in equation (4.4) below. 

On closer inspection of equation (4.4) it can be seen that only two coordinates need to be 
t h .  interpolated for, since the third (k direction) coordinate is specified by the plane where the 

intersection is to be interpolated 

- - - lower bounds - - lower bound offset 
original divisions - original offset 

. , . . . . .. . . upper bounds ,...... upper bound offset - edge to locate 0 ordinates to locate 

Figure 4.7: Depiction of edge location in a 2D domain. 

The endpoints and interpolated coordinates (i.e. critical coordinates) on the edge can 

subsequently be used to locate the edge subsections using the regular procedure as outlined in 

Figure 4.6 and the unique bin entries can be added to the bins' edge lists. 

A physical example might once again be employed here to demonstrate the principle of locating 

a line in a 2-D domain. Consider the line in Figure 4.7; sections of the lime cut across bins 1, 5, 

6, 10, 11 and 15. Evaluating the critical coordinates on the line using the locating procedure 

outlined in Figure 4.6, the index pairs that are found would be 1 & 5, 1 & 5, 5 & 6,6 & 10, 10 & 



11 and I1 & 15. Removing the copy bin indices, the list of indices obtained is 1, 5,6, 10, 11 and 

15. Strictly speaking, taking the extended size of the bins into account, bin 14 would also have 

to be included into the list, but since the overlaps are actually only necessary to ensure that 

partial spheres are not missed in contact detections, this method is acceptable. This method 

works equally well in a 3D domain, since only plane intersection points are located and sorted 

into bins. 

Before continuing to the next type of object to locate (facets), a simple expression for use in 

arbitrary edge-plane intersection determinations is given in equation (4.9, in case one needs to 

rotate or transform the bin grid for more efficient or appropriate domain subdivision at some 

stage and intersections still need to be determined very quickly. 

In equation (4.5) z,,,,, and g,,,,, are once again the endpoints of edge j of which the intersection 

with any arbitrary plane with normal Nplm and any point on the plane p needs to be 
- piom 

determined. Inspecting equation (4.9, yet another handy ratio as shown in equation (4.6) below 

can be isolated, this time called the edge-to-plane intersection extension ratio, since it refers to 

the factor with which an edge's original length needs to be multiplied to end on the exact point 

on the plane where the intersection occurs when starting from x,,,,, along edge j's unit vector 

direction, being the special plane-intersection case equivalent of the general line extension ratio 

( p,, ) in equation (4.3). 

As with other ratios, the edge extension ratio indicates that a plane cuts an edge whenever the 

ratio has a value of between or equal to 0.0 and 1.0, otherwise the edge and plane do not 

physically intersect. What makes the expression for the edge extension ratio numerically 

appealing is that the plane normal (NPhe) need not be of unit magnitude, thus avoiding costly 

and unnecessary square root determinations. It can be shown that the general case in equation 

(4.5) reduces to the specialised case in equation (4.4) whenever the normal vectors point along 

Cartesian axes and the points on the planes lie directly on those axes. 

The last geometric entity to be located in this study, namely facets, can now be discussed. Facets 

are more complex than edges to locate, since they represent a 2-D sub-region in 3-D space and 



can therefore be part of several bms spread throughout a 3D domain. The way facet locating is 

handled in this study, is to do a critical line-representation of the plane as seen in Figure 4.8 and 

then locating the plane intersection points for all critical lines, adding the unique facet numbers 

to the various bins' facet lists as they are encountered. 

A degree of redundancy is to be expected (e.g. bin 11 in Figure 4.8 is "hit" by the locator no less 

than 9 times), but this is acceptable for the time being, since not many such extremely large 

facets spanning several bins at a time are normally used in actual simulations. 

- - - lower bounds - - lower bound offset 
original divisions - original offset 

.. . .. . . . . upper bounds upper bound offset - edge to locate 0 ordinates to locate 

Figure 4.8: Depiction of facet location in a 2D domain. 

Another physical example would be redundant and will thus be refrained from, but it can be seen 

in Figure 4.8 that the appropriate bins will be located from the various intersection points by the 

algorithm outlined. This concludes the geometric location and sorting of entities. Once all the 

objects present in the domain had been sorted into bins using the geometric locator routines, the 

search for overlaps can commence. 

4.1.2.2.2 Searching for Overlaps 

Searching for geometric entity overlaps is much simplified and highly localised due to the 

sorting into bins that precedes the detailed search. The lists of spheres and other objects present 



in each bin can be checked against one another for overlaps by evaluating their inter-object 

distances as described in equations (3.26), (3.27), (3.30) and (3.31). An overlap is constituted by 

an inter-object distance less than zero and it is an illegal state in rigid body system simulation. 

The overlap distance and the relative approach velocity together provide an approximation for 

the time since impact. Thus, if one encounters an overlap during an integration time step, the 

original time step is shortened by the maximum estimated overlap time and integration is 

restarted from the previous time step. To find an exact time of impact, one then usually has to 

iterate between a forward and a backward time step adjustment (At,, , as defined in Figure 4.4) 

of the previous time step till the adjustment is close enough to zero within a prescribed tolerance. 

Once a legal state with only contacts but no overlaps had been found, contacts can be located and 

stored with the necessary parameters. 

4.1.2.2.3 Searching for Contacts 

After determination of the critical time step using estimations based on overlaps and relative 

normal velocities (see Figure 4.4), and integrating the total system to that instant in time, the lists 

of spheres and other objects present in each bin (already sorted during the overlap-routine) can 

be checked against one another for contacts by evaluating their inter-object distances as 

described in equations (3.26), (3.27), (3.30) and (3.31). Upon encountering a contact, where an 

inter-object distance is within tolerance distance from zero, contact parameters need to be 

determined and stored in the contact list. 

4.1.2.2.4 Determining Contact Parameters 

Various contact parameters need to be calculated and stored for use during the contact resolution 

phase. Firstly, the object index number and type needs to be stored for both contacting objects at 

each contact in order to facilitate the correct setup of the equations during the resolution phase. 

The aforementioned approach assumes that all contacts are always bilateral (i.e. only two objects 

are involved at each specific contact point), and it would be a reasonable assumption based on 

physical and spatial considerations. Secondly, one needs to determine the contact normal ( E ~ ) ,  

obtained by the evaluation of the appropriate one of three different types of contact normal 

expressions in equations (3.33), (3.34) and (3.35) or, for facets, the unit normal of the facet needs 

to be stored. The full relative velocity vector and its normal and tangential components all need 

to he calculated and stored for each contact, along with the normal and tangential restitution 

factors and the effective static and dynamic friction factors. Interactive restitution factors 

determined from experimental results can he used, hashmg those of various materials against one 



another in a table. The friction factors can, likewise, be determined from hash tables correlating 

the static and dynamic friction factors for various material combinations. In order to simplify 

initial model evaluation, the restitution and friction factors will be initially be set to some 

arbitrary constant values. Once all the parameters had been determined, the collision resolution 

phase can commence. 

4.1.3 ContactICollision Resolution 

From the literature survey conducted, it is evident that multiple concurrent impact analysis is by 

no means yet a fully understood or accurately modelled phenomenon and that a multitude of 

alternative approaches to model them exists. All of the approaches pose some difficulties, 

advantages and disadvantages and this makes each well suited for specific applications, and less 

suitable for others. It could be seen that the various methods are usually not reconcilable, since 

they are often based on different principles, e.g. some elect to model problems at material 

mechanics level by using spring and damper configurations (continuous contact or soft-body 

approaches) while others prefer to consider the macroscopic or instantaneous dynamics of 

colliding systems (discrete or discontinuous contact or hard body approaches). For this study, a 

form of discrete contact model was chosen due to the mathematical simplicity and elegance of its 

fundamental equations, and physical accuracy during high speed or large force interactions, 

where continuous contact models pose several difficulties with respect to parameter 

determination (e.g. restitution coefficients do not translate well into a spring-and-damper model 

at all) and numerical instabilities (e.g. stiff numerical equations restricting time steps and the 

effectively non-concurrent impact resulting from delays due to spring-and-damper 

approximations for material responses). 

4.1.3.1 Problems 

The most difficult problem encountered in this simulation process would be solving the 

inequality constrained non-linear equalities arising from the set of equations as described in 

equations (3.15) through (3.17) and (3.19) through (3.25). Solution of inequality constrained 

non-linear equalities usually involves application of non-linear equality solution techniques, 

linear equality solution techniques and general variational calculus. It also requires knowledge 

of the mathematical behaviour and properties of all the aforementioned solution techniques. The 

manner in which these problems are addressed is described in the following section. 



4.1.3.2 SolutionsIAl~orithms 

Various problems had been identified in the preceding section, all of which have to be addressed 

to some extent if a workable total solution is to be produced. The best strategy would be to 

divide and conquer the problem, delegating whatever tasks can be delegated to more suitable 

algorithms or solution techniques where possible. The general problem had been described in 

the previous chapter, using the set of equations (3.15) through (3.17) and (3.19) through (3.25) 

for a whole system of simultaneously contacting rigid bodies. In general, the statement as 

summarised in Figure 4.9 below can be made regarding the set of equations to be solved for 

collision resolution. 

Find the set ofpost-collision linear and angular velocities, normal and tangential 

impulses and tangential unit vectors given by: 

. + where: ii = [ i ~  ,i,++ , iLz  ,..., i k  fi_,r, n Mte3,?, xi,, ,,r r is the global linear velocity vector 

8' = [B,:, elp, @, ,..., 81diii,x, 8 ,  ,,,?, 8,,e,,,,, r is the global angular velocity vecr - 

1, [A,,, , ..., A n,cm,oc, p is the global normal impulse magnitude vector, - 

A, = [A,., ,..., 1 ,,coH,m, p is the global tangential impulse magnitude vector - 

Such that the following relationships are satisfied for aN bodies i and contacts nb: 

A:!? t 0 (contact normal impulse constraints) 

nb 
= pg.+A::'i u A:, > p y,S,Ur A:!,, (contact tangential impulse constraints) 

Figure 4.9: The mathematical problem statement for collision resolution. 



From the mathematical problem statement in Figure 4.9 above, it can be seen that the 

simultaneous solution of the set of equations is severely complicated by the additional inequality 

constraints on the set of solutions with respect to the normal and tangential impulse magnitudes 

(4 ,  and ) A further complication of the tangential impulse constraint is that the friction 

phenomenon is discontinuous, since it allows for tangential force and impulse magnitude to rise 

to a higher level during non-slipping contact before transitioning to a lower value at slipping 

contact and, since the tangential impulse direction is also unknown, this becomes an implicit 

non-linear inequality, but is not a real problem in the formulation used, since only the tangential 

impulse magnitude is actually considered. 

What is generally needed for this problem is some kind of multi-variable solution technique that 

would yield physically correct and accurate solutions to the set of momentum balance and 

transfer equations as summarised in Figure 4.9 subject to the constraints shown. Various 

techniques exist for handling non-linear inequalities, of which this problem is a typical example, 

and these all have their unique advantages and disadvantages. In order to solve non-linear 

inequalities, nonlinear equality and linear inequality solution techniques usually need to be 

incorporated and understood, which in turn all require the usage of linear equality solution 

techniques, better known as matrix solution techniques, and in particular, hopefully sparse matrix 

storage and solution techniques. All the aforementioned types of multi-variable solution 

techniques are discussed in the following sections in the order they had been mentioned. 

4.1.3.2.1 Non-Linear Inequality Solution 

The pseudo-mathematical nonlinear inequality formulation shown in Figure 4.9 is not 

necessarily totally unique, since Kraus and Kumar (1997:2), Kraus et al. (1998:l-2) and Redon 

et al. (2002:3-4) used Lagrange equations applicable to a general system of rigid bodies for their 

collision simulation theory, and these are similar to the equations of impulsive interaction 

derived in this study using the basic Newtonian principles of momentum transfer and impulsive 

velocity changes, as are formulations given by Kawachi et al. (1997:184) and Giang er al. 

(2003:4) to some extent. What does make this study unique is the manner in which the sliding 

velocity direction is implicitly specified using equation (3.23), avoiding the explicit use of the 

assumption that energy loss should be maximised. A further unique attribute, as pointed out 

earlier, is the simplicity of representing the isotropic friction cone avoiding the pyramidal 

approximation thereof as encountered in other texts. Also unique is the approach taken for the 

solution of this problem, since it is more physically based than any of the alternative methods to 

date, at least compared to the methods described in the literature reviewed. 
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As remarked earlier, several candidates for linear inequality solution techniques can be isolated 

from the literature surveyed, but it was decided to take a more intuitive, physically based 

approach in stead, since the optimisation-based techniques are not yet suitable for engineering 

level applications (Kraus et al., 1998:l-2), (Milenkovic & Schmidl, 2001:2). This does not 

preclude the possible use of some parts of the techniques employed, such as that of Milenkovic 

and Schmidl (2001) who employed a Quadratic Programming (QP) technique to solve for 

unknown impulses and the associated changed linear and angular momentum, later identified by 

Redon et al. (2002:2) as being an instance of Gauss' Least Constraints Principle - GLCP - 

(Glocker, 1997), (Redon et al., 2002:2-3) at work. The GLCP method is a promising candidate 

for solving the type of problem to be dealt with in this study, since the number of variables to be 

optimised for is considerably less than those for the conventional LCP or NCP approaches, hut 

no conclusive evidence had, as yet, been obtained or documented regarding the accuracy of 

results obtained from GLCP techniques (Redon et al., 2002:6) and thus some of its principles can 

possibly only be used in a type of intuitive predictor tool to determine where contacts are likely 

to break or slip, leaving the more detailed calculation to a more accurate solver, since, once 

points of breaking and sliding contact had been determined, equalities can be instated and the 

problem can be solved as a nonlinear equality. 

For the actual non-linear inequality solution, the technique as described in Figure 4.10, based on 

intuitive analysis of the physical situation, and incidentally bearing a slight resemblance to the 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique proposed by Mirtich (1998: 12-1 4) regarding the 

handling of negative normal impulses and excessive tangential impulses, emerges. The main 

motivation and rationale for the particular algorithm developed, is a statement in Stoecker 

(1989:448-451) regarding the technique for solving inequality constrained problems by using a 

series of equality constraints. Though the concept of successive equality constraint application 

might appear to be simple, choosing which equality constraints to apply at what stage is quite 

tricky. In the case of this study it was assumed that the largest negative normal impulse or 

impulses during any particular iteration should be the first to be rendered inactive until all 

negative impulses were eliminated, after which the contact or contacts with the largest 

tangential-to-normal ratio exceeding the static friction factor should be removed. 



( I f  a new set of equations is wed, guess new initial values for all unknown variables 

Check for convergence by evaluating function value sum -terminate loop if below tolerance 

I f  not converged : 

Do one Newton - Raphson iteration 

Find contacts with maximum negative normal impulses 

I f  negative normal impulses were found, remove the relevant contacts. 

I 
If no negative normal impulses existed : 

Find contacts with maximum tangenthorntal impulse ratios exceeding static friction factor 

I f  exceeding tangent impulses were found : 

Alter relevant contact equations to couple normal and tangent impulse magnitudes 

- 
Check for convergence - terminate main loop if below tolerance . 

Figure 4.10: The proposed non-linear collision resolution algorithm. 

Though seemingly simple, the algorithm outlined in Figure 4.10 entails a bit of theoretical 

gymnastics, since generically identifying the exact contacts to remove from the list and the 

contacts where the tangential impulse equation should be altered is no menial task. As an initial 

solution/approach, it will be assumed that only the maximum negative impulses are the 

offending ones and by sequentially removing all those, the system will be nudged towards 

compliance with respect to normal impulse magnitudes. The tangential impulse equations will 

also need to be adjusted to account for slippage where necessary as described in the algorithm in 

Figure 4.10. As can be seen from the algorithm, it is assumed that negative normal impulses 

should all be eliminated before any tangential slippage checking is done. In order to obtain the 

temporary solutions each time, a non-linear equality solution algorithm needs to be employed, 

and one is described in the following section. 

4.1.3.2.2 Non-Linear Equality Solution 

The most popular and powerful technique for solving non-linear equalities is the Newton- 

Raphson iteration for multiple variables, e.g. as described in Cheney and Kincaid (1999:llO- 

112). As mentioned earlier, the multi-variable Newton-Raphson iteration is based on the first 

order Taylor polynomial expansion for multiple variables. When expressed in vector notation 

(Cheney & Kincaid, 1999:llO-112), each iteration's adjustor vector (&) can be implicitly found 

by solving the mathematical expression in equation (4.7). 



In equation (4.7) each function evaluated has to be of the form F,(_x) = 0 when the solution 

vector _x contains all the roots of the equations, and to avoid confusion henceforth, all function 

braces and the iteration superscript (') will be omitted but implied. The Jacobian matrix for any 

iteration is obtained by evaluating the mathematical expression as given in equation (4.8) 

below,with J ,  the Jacobian matrix ( J )  entry at row i, column j. 

a& 
J . .  = - 

II axj  

In index-notation, equation (4.7) can be rewritten mathematically as seen in equation (4.9) 

below. 

Fortunately for the current study, the coefftcients of the Jacobian matrix for any iteration can be 

calculated directly using analytical expressions obtained from analytical differentiation of the 

governing equations. First, all the relevant equations need to be written in the form F+(.x) = 0 as 

required, resulting in equations (4.10) to (4.18) below. 

nth+ [(it + r ~ h ~ : ; h ~ ~ ~ ) - ( & ; h , i - r ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ] . ( ~ ~ ~ t ~ ) = ~  (4.14) 

"h nb 
I& s f e  = O  (4.15) 

"b "b t .  . t  -1=0  
-!i -Y  (4.16) 

For the contacts where normal impulse magnitudes are in breach of constraints, equation (4.12) 

should either be replaced by equation (4.17) below, or the contact should be totally removed. 

A:",, = 0 u A:ji < 0 (4.1 7 )  



And for the contacts where the tangential impulse exceeds the static friction limit as governed by 

the normal impulse, equation (4.13) should be replaced by equation (4.18) below. 

The Newton-Raphson iteration equations to be simultaneously solved for all the adjustors can 

then be written as in equations (4.19) to (4.26) below following manipulation and simplification 

and substituting ?fib for n;b x $  where possible, always using only the latest known previous 

In the foregoing equations all the symbols containing A represent the adjustor components to be 

solved for simultaneously using a linear equality solver technique, after which the adjustor 

components are added to the values of the previous iteration, demonstrated in vector format in 

equation (4.27) below, with the superscript (") once more refemng to iteration number (Cheney 

& Kincaid, 1999: 112). 



Afier new solution values had been obtained, the iteration can be restarted after function 

evaluations had been done to ascertain whether the current solution is not sufficiently converged, 

in which case the iterations can terminate. The choice of initial values for the components of 

x k ( = & ' )  is of great importance and this will be discussed in a later section. The general - 

Newton-Raphson algorithm implemented as part of the algorithm for this study can be seen in 

Figure 4.1 1 below. 

I .  Evaluate each of the n functions in the system using the latest available solution vector, 

entering the values into the right-hand vector, F ,  whilst also accumulating their 

absolute values to obtain a residual, r k  . 

2. If r 2 r,o,em_e , continue iterations by going to the next step. 

Else, terminate iteration. 

3. Set up Jacobian matrix, J ,  shown here in index format for the entry at row i, column j. 

4. Solve for adjusters  from the matrix-vector equation, shown in index-format here. 

J.!A'. = -F; 
'I I 

5. Adjust all old solution values, and return to step I ,  using the new solution values. 

x:" = x: +A: 

Figure 4.11: The general Newton-Raphson multi-variable solution algorithm steps. 

From the algorithm outlined in Figure 4.11 the necessity for some form of linear equality solver 

is clearly demonstrated. The best way to handle a linear equality solution is to cast the linear 

equations into an augmented matrix format and solve using some matrix solution technique - see 

Appendix A, section A.2 for an example of how this algorithm is deployed in actual matrix- 

vector format for the non-linear solution approach described in Figure 4.10. The matrix solution 

techniques available and used in this study are described in the following section. 

4.1.3.2.3 Linear Equality Solution 

The most basic and oft-used theory encountered in engineering pertains to the solution of sets of 

linear equations with implicitly related variables, which is usually accomplished using various 
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matrix solution techniques. Some methods are direct, and others are iterative - see Laurie 

(1983:204-224) and Barett et al. (19945-38), each with its particular pros and cons. A 

phenomenon often encountered in engineering is that of the sparse matrix, as is evidently the 

case with this study, since no rows contain all the linear components to be solved for - see 

equations (4.19) to (4.26) for clarity. In order to solve sparse matrices one needs to represent 

them first in some or other kind of data structure, various matrix operations need to be supported 

and subsequently one has to choose and employ an appropriate sparse matrix solution technique. 

These aspects are discussed more extensively below. 

4.1.3.2.3.1 Sparse Matrix Setup and Representation 

In order to exploit sparse matrix properties, the entries in a matrix should, literally, be few and 

far between. Fortunately, the type of problem considered in this study yields such linear 

systems, with matrix fill (the ratio of non-zero entries to total entries) ranging from about 75 % 

for small problems to less than 5 % for massive problems. Apart from the computational 

advantages, i.e. there are fewer coefficients to actually multiply, there is also the advantage of 

being able to make use of matrix entry sparseness to minimise memory usage. For more reading 

on sparse matrix issues related to storage, Barret et al. (1994:63-68) is recommended, where it 

can be seen that several sparse matrix entry storage schemes are available, but for this study the 

compressed row format (Barret et al., 1994:64-65) was chosen as it can represent the coefficients 

resulting from the relevant equations in an easily understandable manner whilst retaining 

efficiency during setup and calculation phases. In order to simplify, abstract and automate the 

process of matrix entry input, several tools need to be developed, the most important of which is 

the matrix entry list object, which reduces the input from the user to merely entering row and 

column indices and coefficient value for each matrix coefficient. Since an entry list would 

greatly abstract the process of matrix coefficient entry, it would make it possible to implement 

other types of storage schemes, should they prove to be more beneficial, without affecting the 

end useluser coding at all. 

Once storage scheme and strategies had been decided, the various matrix solution algorithms can 

be implemented and these as well as the various supporting operations are discussed briefly in 

the following sections. 



4.1.3.2.3.2 Sparse Matrix Solution 

Sparse matrix solution techniques are becoming evermore important as the number of 

applications for matrix theory increases, along with the sizes of the linear systems encountered in 

various genres, engineering being only one of many. Laurie (1983:204-224) and Barret et al. 

(1994) provide a good introduction to and summary of the various aspects related to sparse 

matrix solution techniques. Other sources of information on these techniques and related theory, 

such as Press et al. (1992:96-98, 833), Biicker (2002), Oppe (2002), Zhang (2002), Alanelli and 

Hadjimos (2004), Axelsson (2003), Yang (2003), Axelsson and Karatson (2004), Yun & Kim 

(2004) are available too, dealing with specific issues such as parallelisation (Biicker, 2002), 

preconditioning (Zhang, 2002) and convergence behaviour analysis (Axelsson, 2003), (Yang, 

2003), (Axelsson & Karatson, 2004), (Yun & Kim, 2004). The various necessary supporting 

operations and the main solution algorithms are briefly discussed or summarised in the following 

sub sections and the actual pseudo-code will be shown in the implementation section if deemed 

necessary. The actual implementations of these supporting routines or operations all need to be 

highly efficient with respect to memory usage and execution speed and reliable with respect to 

the numerical results obtained. 

Matrix Pre-Conditioning 

Sparse matrices can and do become very ill conditioned in certain instances, usually when the 

sum of the off-diagonal entries are considerably larger than the corresponding diagonal entries. 

The direct solution methods, such as Gauss-elimination, can cope with the problem of ill 

conditioning to a degree by pivoting, but most sparse matrix solution techniques do not have the 

luxury of being able to exchange rows, due to difficulties related to storage issues. In order to 

address such problems, matrix preconditioning usually needs to be done and it helps with both 

improving the chances of finding a solution to a sparse linear system and the speed of 

convergence during iterations. The incomplete Cboleski preconditioner (Laurie, 1983:219) had 

been chosen as the main type for this study, since it is fairly quick and reasonably simple to 

implement, but a sparse approximate inverse preconditioner proposed and investigated by Zhang 

(2002) and sparse approximate preconditioner by GonAlez et al. (2004) might also be 

advantageous to have available for use with particularly ill conditioned systems.. For more 

information on preconditioning in general, the texts by Laurie (1983:216-219), Barret et al. 

(1994:39-56) and Gonzilez et al. (2004:l) provide a good overview of most available 

preconditioning techniques and the rationale for them. 



Upper and Lower Triangle Solution 

It will become apparent in the actually implemented algorithms that one can approximate the 

solution of the preconditioned matrix by doing a pseudo-LU-decomposition which is in actual 

fact still part of the preconditioning and entails solving for approximate solutions by back- 

substitution for the preconditioned super-diagonal, diagonal and sub-diagonal matrices in order - 

see Laurie (1983:216-219) and Barret et al. (1994:43-44). This technique seems to be loosely 

based on or related to the Choleski factorisation as described in Laurie (1983:206-207). The 

same can be done for the transpose of a matrix by doing a pseudo-LU-decomposition for the 

transposed upper and lower triangular and diagonal matrices. 

Vector-Scalar Product 

Vector-Vector Scalar Product 

Matrix-Vector Multiplication 

Iterative Sparse Matrix Solution 

The ultimate goal of a set of linear equalities is to solve for various linearly inter-related 

variables simultaneously, and in many engineering applications such systems of equations tend 

to be very sparse, especially as the number of inter-related unknowns increase. This 

phenomenon has advantages with respect to storage space required, but it presents several 

problems at the same time. Most sparse matrix solution techniques have to be developed to 

avoid alteration of the coefficients present in the matrix, since this usually leads to complications 

such as fill-in and row-swapping when, for instance, Gauss elimination with pivoting is 

employed. All of the methods employed in this study were obtained from Barret ef al. (1994:5- 

38) and more information on them can be obtained from there. Methods that were earmarked for 

implementation in this study were the Bi-Conjugate Gradient (BiCGM), Bi-Conjugate Gradient 

Stabilised (BiCGSTAB) and Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGSQUARE) algorithms. One 

should always keep in mind that these methods might not work, and one might need to resort to 

direct solution techniques after all, thus restricting one to fairly small problems due to storage 

considerations, yet allowing the simple inversion of matrices otherwise very hard to accomplish. 



4.2 IMPLEMENTATION

Implementing all the necessary data structures and the routines to operate on the data therein is a

crucial activity in any software project, including this one, especially with the object oriented

approach being employed. The usual software development process, as typically described in

section 3.3, was followed to arrive at the architecture and the various aspects thereof as

summarised in the following sections. The modified C++ coding standards as described in the

document obtained from M-Tech Industrial (Van Heerden, 2000) were adhered to as much as

possible, including the use of Hungarian prefix qualifiers for variable names.

4.2.1 Software Architecture

Resulting from the user requirements specified, which in turn had been obtained or deduced from

the study objectives, the software architecture as seen in Figure 4.12 below had been devised.

The diagram in Figure 4.12 is only a partial overview of the most important components present

in the code developed and in turn only some of these will be discussed in detail in the following

two sections.

TCArrayAutoPtr

TCLattice

rCPalr

Figure 4.12: Pseudo-UML hierarchy aud collaboratiou diagram.

The higher level objects, such as TCSortingGrid, TCGeometricGrid and TCRBSystem are all

template classes at the heart of the simulation code developed and together they address the

various requirements to be met for this project. The lower level storage objects such as TCPair,
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TCFirstValuePair, TCArrayAutoPtr, TCVector, TCLattice, TCSubDivision, TCEntityData,

TCMatrixEntryData, TCDLinkList, TCDLinkElement all mainly fulfil container object roles and

they are therefore all created as template classes, developed during the course of this study. The

vector container available in the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) is employed where

memory and execution speed efficiency is of great importance and is only included in the

hierarchical diagram of Figure 4.12 for the sake of completeness, since it had not been self-

developed in the course of this study.

Two other objects developed for this study are the TCGeometryMathTools and TCSparsM

template classes. The former provides basic 3-D geometric calculation functionality, such as

point-to-line projections, line-to-line projections, point-to-plane projection, line-plane

intersections, etc., and can be included as a base class by any C++ class, as long as the

TCArrayAutoPtr class is also available, since pre-allocated "scratch-pad" arrays of that type are

used to avoid unnecessary time consuming memory allocation and de-allocation during repeated

function calls. The TCSparsM class provides the sparse matrix storage functionality and such

objects can be used by various sparse matrix solution routines that are provided as globally

available functions. The architectural overview in Figure 4.12 does not reflect the actual mode

of usage for all the collaborating objects, since usage actually resorts under two categories,

namely data storage and data operation. The various data structures, corresponding to data

storage use, and the implemented supporting routines, corresponding to data operation use, are

discussed in the following sections.

4.2.2 Data Structures

As mentioned before, data storage is accomplished by employing data structures representing the

data to be used in whatever capacity they are needed in the code. Various data storage objects

had been developed in the course of this study to meet the needs of the algorithms and routines

that have been implemented.

4.2.2.1 General Arrav Storage

In various instances there is the need for using a raw pointer associated with dynamically

allocated array memory. Since it is easy to forget to delete a dynamically allocated array, and to

do it correctly to boot, it is more advantageous to make use of an auto-pointer, such as the

TCArrayAutoPtr template class. It is employed in the same manner as a normal pointer, but

guarantees dynamically allocated memory to be freed up whenever it goes out of scope. It also

prevents unassigned pointers from having a non-null value, which can cause all sorts of memory
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access related problems, since a constructor takes care of that. A related TCObjectPtr auto-

pointer template is also available for non-array dynamic pointer usage. The concept of auto-

pointers in C++ is similar to that of the Java pointer type, with its garbage collection. The C++

STL has a built-in auto-pointer template class, named autoytr, too, but some of its features

make it less suitable for usage in the context of this study and thus necessitated the development

of a similar template object. In addition to the aforementioned, the concept of an array-type of

auto-pointer is not at all native to the STL.

4.2.2.2 Specialised Array Storage

The most common and efficient way of storing data, is in contiguous arrays. Since arrays are

useful data structures, it is always wise to implement them as template classes, so that they can

contain any data types. Sometimes, mathematical functionality is required, and this should also

be provided. It was decided to group purely container-type arrays in a namespace called

Container, whilst the versions supporting various vector-matrix mathematical operations were

implemented without namespace.

4.2.2.2.1 Vector Storage

There is a Container and a mathematical version available for this one-dimensional array

template named TCVector. Essentially it is a template encapsulation of a dynamically allocated

array pointer (very similar to the TCArrayAutoPtr) supporting resizing, copying, and raw pointer

extraction amongst other functionalities. The general data members for a TCVector template can

be seen in Figure 4.13 below.

E!V TCVector<T>

T* m_pData
int mJSize
int m_iTrueSize

Figure 4.13: TCVector data members.

4.2.2.2.2 Sparse Vector Storage

Sparse vector storage is done by simply using a full TCVector with zero entries where

appropriate.

4.2.2.2.3 Matrix Storage

There is a Container and a mathematical version available for this two-dimensional array

template named TCMatrix. Essentially it is a template encapsulation of a dynamically allocated
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pointer array pointer supporting resizing, copying, and raw pointer extraction amongst other

functionalities. The mathematical version also supports Pivoting Gauss elimination matrix

solution, as well as inverse, transpose and determinant calculation. The general data members for

the TCMatrix template can be seen in Figure 4.14 below.

Figure 4.14: TCMatrix data members.

4.2.2.2.4 Sparse Matrix Storage

Sparse matrix storage reduces to storing the diagonal entries, the super-diagonal coefficients and

their corresponding indices and the sub-diagonal coefficients and their corresponding indices, as

well as some necessary offset indices. This data structure can be utilised whether the storage is

compressed row or compressed column format, but for this study the former option was selected,

since it is easier to enter data row-by-row for the particular set of linear equations.

Figure 4.15: TCSparsM data members.

4.2.2.2.5 Lattice Storage

There is a Container and a mathematical version available for this three-dimensional array

template named TCLattice. Essentially it is a template encapsulation of a dynamically allocated

double pointer array pointer supporting resizing, copying, and raw pointer extraction amongst

other functionalities. The general data members for the TCLattice template can be seen in

Figure 4.16.
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'T TCMatrix<T>

T." m_ppData
int mjRows
intmjColumns
int m_iTrueSize

TCSparsM<T>

T* rJ'1_pDiagona!
T" m_pRightCoeff
int. m_piRightlndex
int. m_piRightOffset
T* m_pLeftCoeff
int. m_piLeftlndex
int.. m_piLeftOffset
int m_iSize
int m_iRig!;ltSize
int m_iLeftSize



Figure 4.16: TCLattice data members.

4.2.2.3 Sorting Results Storage

The sorting algorithm needs some form of three dimensional representation or storage scheme

for its results, and such a representation is what the TCSortingGrid, of which some data members

are shown in Figure 4.17, provides. It is basically a three-dimensional lattice of "bins" of type

TCSubDivision, each of which containing two dynamic arrays of object index-and-type-ID pairs

as shown in the general data member summary shown in Figure 4.18. The lists in each bin can

be used to check for inter-object contacts of physically proximate objects.

TCSubDivision<FirstType, SecondType>

std: :vector<FirstT ype> m_ FixedMember
std::vector<SecondType> m_Dy"amicMember

Figure 4.17: TCSubDivision data members.

Apart from the "bin" lattice, TCSortingGrid also contains additional information on the

Cartesian sorting grid domain not shown in Figure 4.18 for the sake of avoiding clutter, e.g. the

original and order of magnitude adjusted minima, maxima and bin division lower and upper

offsets in the x, y and z Cartesian directions, the dimensions of the bins, overlap for each bin and

some other information and "scratch pad" variables used during object location.

TCSortingGrid<lntType, DoubleType>

Container::TCLattice<TCSubDivision<TCPair<lntType, IntType>, TCPair<lntType, l"tType> > > m_Bin

Figure 4.18: TCSortingGrid data members.

In order to do the necessary geometrical calculations, the TCGeometryMathTools utility

decorator class is included as a base for TCSortingGrid and more will be said about this

decorator template in the algorithm section.
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I!V TCLattice<T>

T*....m_pppData
int mjRows

, int m_iColumns
int mjLevels
m_iTrueSize



4.2.2.4 Generic Data Storage

All the physical objects that need to be represented in this study have members that are of

Boolean, Integer, Real, Integer Pair List or Integer List type. Representing the data for a

collection of objects of the same type as rows in the appropriate types of matrices can greatly

speed up access and calculation times, since object overheads are kept to a minimum. It also

simplifies and generalises the function arguments whenever parameters need to be passed to

generic functions, such as those used for copying or resizing. Seen as a whole, this approach is

akin to the use of database tables, except that each of the "tables", i.e. matrices, in this case

contains only variables of a single type, but their columns are still analogue to fields with names.

An example using the Vertex object type might serve to illustrate the concept. Vertices have

various properties of importance to the present study, such as the flag indicating that the vertex

had changed (Boolean), the material type index (Integer), the Cartesian x, y and z coordinates

(Real) and the lists of edge, facet and contact neighbours (Integer Pair List). If, for example,

provision is made for 10 vertices in the data structures, there should be a matrix with 10 rows

and 1 column of Boolean entries, a matrix with 10 rows and 1 column of Integer entries, a matrix

with 10 rows and 3 columns of Real entries and a matrix with 10 rows and 3 columns Integer

Pair List entries.

The template container TCEntityData, with general data members shown in Figure 4.19 below,

was developed to handle the memory allocation and access for such representations in a generic

manner. The number of columns for each of the Boolean, Integer, Real, Integer Pair List and

Integer List matrices is set to accommodate the number of variables of each type present for a

particular type of entity, such as a material, vertex, edge, facet or rigid body, and the number of

rows for each matrix is set to make provision for the maximum allowed number of entities

expected to be used for that particular type.

Figure 4.19: TCEntityData data members.
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TCEntityData< RealType, IntType, BoolType, SizeType>

BooIType** m_ppBoolData
SizeType m_NumBoolMembers
IntTyped m_pplntData
SizeType m_NumlntMembers
RealType** m_ppRealData
SizeType m_NumRealMembers
TCDLinkList<TCFirstValuePair<lntType, IntType> >**m_ppNeighbourPairListData
SizeType m_NumNeighbourPairListMembers
TCDLinkList<SizeType>** m_ppNeighbourListData
SizeType m_NumNeighbourListMembers
SizeType m_MaxEntities



p p p p p  - - 

To extract data from a particular matrix, one simply needs to use the appropriate accessor, e.g. 

Into for obtaining the full integer matrix, Int(iEntityNumber) to extract the integer data row for a 

particular entity or Int(iEntityNumber, iMember) for a specific integer of a particular entity. 

4.2.2.5 Grid Data Storage 

Since a geometrical grid consists of a collection of inter-connected and inter-relatedldependent 

vertices, edges and facets, it is viewed as the basic unitlobject encapsulating and maintaining all 

those objects it is comprised of. No unnecessary data needs to be passed between the various 

components of a grid, since the master-object, i.e. the geometrical grid, maintains and manages 

that data and facilitates or coordinates the interactions between its constituting components. For 

this study, the TCGeometricGrid template is derived from the TCSortingGrid base class in order 

to avail to it all the base class' sorting as well as the geometrical calculation capabilities and the 

data relevant to its various grid components are stored in the general entity storage format as 

provided by the TCEntityData container template. The most important data members are 

depicted in Figure 4.20 and then discussed in the paragraph below and the subsequent sub- 

sections. 

Figure 4.20: TCGeometricGrid data members. 

The Boolean flags m-bSortVertices, m-bSortEdges, mbSortFacets, i.e. Sorting Flags, are used 

to indicate whether any re-sorting of the associated entitieslobjects into bins needs to be done, 

and are set to true whenever anything changes for any object or objects of a particular type. The 
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flags will also need to be set to true for all hierarchically higher objects, e.g. whenever a vertex' 

data changes, all edges and facets connected to it also need to be updated, but if, for instance, a 

facet changes, only the facets need to be re-sorted. The flag m-bUpdateRange is set to true 

whenever a new vertex coordinate lies outside the present range as indicated by m-XMinimum, 

m-XMaximum, m-minimum, m-maximum, m-ZMinimum and m-ZMaximum, causing the 

sorting grid range to be adjusted and also setting all the Sorting Flags to true. All flags are set to 

false after the required operation is completed, e.g. after the vertices were sorted, the 

m-bSortVertices flag is switched off and when the range had been updated for the sorting grid, 

the m-bUpdateRange flag is set to false. 

4.2.2.5.1 Material Storage 

Using the TCEntityData template, the material data is generically stored and the enumerations to 

assist in data extraction based on the various member type matrix column indices are defined as 

shown in the code excerpt in Figure 4.21 below 

I enum EMateriallnt 

enum EMaterialNeiqhbourPaiiList 
I 

emnMaterialRigidBodyTypeNeiqhbours = :, 
, , :: hiw-ys A13 a-d Renore E~l;merat:iOrs Above Ttxi? Co,mmer: 
emnpMax 

t i  

enurn EMaterialNeiqhbaurList 

m-Materlal Set(m~lMaxNumaterlals, embMax- , ernlMax- , e m a n -  , ernnpMan- , ernnMax- 

Figure 4.21: Material data member and helper enumerator definitions. 



Some presently unused variables, relevant to heat transfer solutions, are provided for by way of 

the enumerations emMaterialConductivity and emMaterialSepcificHeat and due to the genericity 

of the code there would be no impact at all on existing code if such enumerations were to be 

removed, provided they were not used in any code within the project. It would be equally easy 

to add additional variables, such at those required for magnetic flux calculations, once again 

impacting only on the code where the variables are actually used, not even where parameters are 

passed, since this is most often done by pointer. 

4.2.2.5.2 Vertex Storage 

Using the TCEntityData template, the vertex data is generically stored and the enumerations to 

assist in data extraction based on the various member type matrix column indices are defmed as 

shown in the code excerpt in Figure 4.22 below. 

eviVertexMateria1 = :, 
eviVertexHasNeighbours, 
/; ili.:ayi Add ar.i %eai.re ;rilirterarions Abnnt Phii Corcoent 
eviMax 

1 ;  

evVertexX = :, 
evVertexY, 
evvertexz, 
/i -:ways Add and ?.eneve Eniinlfritinlis Aboca This ~ o m e n r  
evMax 

1 ;  

enum EVertenNeigbbourList 
{ 

rn~Vertex.Setfm~lMaxNurnVertlces, evbMax- , evlMax- , evMan-I, evnpMax- , evnMan-1); 

Figure 4.22: Vertex data member and helper enumerator definitions. 



4.2.2.5.3 Edge Storage 

Using the TCEntityData template, the edge data is generically stored and the enumerations to 

assist in data extraction based on the various member type matrix column indices are defined as 

shown in the code excerpt in Figure 4.23 below. 

eeiEdgeVertex1 = :, 
eeiEdgeVertex2, 
eeiEdgeMateria1, 
eeiEdgeHasNeighbouTS, 
/ /  3;u:ir.s Add ar.d Peniive Znir~era:inns Above Tnis C n m i - n t  
eeiMax 

1 ;  

eenpEdgeFacetNeighbOurs = I, 
eenpEdgeCellNeighbours. 
/ /  A r w o v :  Add aria Fe;.i,rc E,li,?lr.ratior,i. Atrove 'Tills C0, lmzn t  
eenpMan 

1; 

m - Edge.Set/m~lMaxNum~dges. e e b M a ~ - ~ ,  eelMax- , eeMan-1, eenpMax- , eenMan-11, 

Figure 4.23: Edge data member and helper enumerator definitions. 

4.2.2.5.4 Facet Storage 

Using the TCEntityData template, the facet data is generically stored and the enumerations to 

assist in data extraction based on column indices are defined as shown in the code excerpt in 

Figure 4.24. 



efifacetvertenl = 1, 
efiFacetVertex2, 
efiFacetVerten3, 
efiFacetMateria1. 
efiFacetEdqe1, 
efiFacetEdge2, 
efiFacetEdge3, 
efiFacetNeighbour1, 
eEiFacetNeighbour2. 
/; i l l i m y s  ACKI aici liemeie E i l i m e r a ' i o n .  Cit->ow T h i  Comm~i l r .  
ef iMax 

t ; 

enum EFacetNeiqbbourPairList 
1 

efnpFacetCellNelghbours = 1, 
efnpFacetContactNeiqhbburs, 
, , ;, AIklay5 Acid ard Rm?' ie  Eillllnerilriiins ~AboVe This C0rLil i )Xlt 

efnpMan 
I i 

enum EFacetNeigbbourList 

rn Facet.set lm ~MaxNwnFacets, efbMax- , eflMax- , efMax-,, efnpMax-J, efnMax-l 1 ,  

Figure 4.24: Facet data member and helper enumerator definitions. 

4.2.2.6 Rigid Bodv Svstem Related Storage 

As with all the TCGeometricGrid components, such as vertices, edges and facets, the rigid body 

type, rigid body and contact related variables are stored using the generic TCEntityData 

container template in the TCRBSystem template derived from TCGeometricGrid to avail to it all 

grid-related and sorting capabilities and properties, as well as the geometric calculation methods. 

A summary of the data members in the TCRBSystem template can be seen in Figure 4.25 below. 



TCRBSvstem<T>

typedefTCEntityData<T, int, bool, int> EntityDataType;
typedef TCMatrixEntryData<T> MatrixEntryUstType
typedef TCVectorEntryData<T> VectorEntryUstType
typedef int (*SparseMatrixSolverPointerType)(TCSparsM<T>& SparsM,

TCVector<T>&.Vector,
TCVector<T>* pX,
int iMaxlter,
int iFullyConverge,
T Tolerance,
int iVVrite,
char szFileName[))

bool m_bUpdateDivisions
int mJMaxNumRigidBodyTypes
int mJNumRigidBodyTypes
T m_MinimumRadius
T m_MaximumRadius
EntityDataType m_RigidBodyType
int mJMaxNumRigidBodies
int m_iNumRigidBodies
EntityDataType m_RigidBody
Container::TCVector<T> m_Gravity
Container: :TCVector<T> m_SystemCentreOfMass
Container: :TCVector<T> m_SystemOldTotalUnearMomentum
Container::TCVector<T> m_SystemNewTotalLinearMomentum
Container: :TCVector<T> m_SystemTotalUnearMomentum
Container::TCVector<T> m_SystemAverageUnearVelocity
Container: :TCVector<T> m_SystemOldTotalAngularMomentum
Container::TCVector<T> m_SystemNewTotalAngularMomentum
Container::TCVector<T> m_SystemTotalAngularMomentum
Container::TCVector<T> m_SystemAverageAngularVelocity
TCMatrix<T> m_SystemTotalinertia;
Container:: TCVector<T> m_FirstTryBaseVector;
Container::TCVector<T> m_SecondTryBaseVector;
Container::TCVector<T> m_ThirdTryBaseVector;
T m_TimeStep
bool m_bStoreContacts
boo I m_bNoOverlaps
T m_TimeToCollision
T m_MaxAllowableTimeStep
int m_iMaxNumContacts
int m_iNumContacts
EntityDataType m_Contact
int mJNumDynamicContacts
boor m_blnvalidSolution
int m_iNumlterations
T m_OldEnergy, m_NewEnergy
TIFMatrixEntryUst<T>* m_pMatrixEntry
TCSparsM<T> m_lmplicitExpressions
VectorEntryListType m_VectorEntry
TCVector<T> m_ExplicitExpressions
TCVector<T> m_Solution

Figure 4.25: TCRBSystem data members.

The m_Material, m_Vertex, m_Edge, m_Facet, m_RigidBodyType, m_RigidBody and

m_Contact members ofTCRBSystem contain the data necessary for simulations to be done.
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4.2.2.6.1 Rigid Body Type Parameter Storage 

Using the TCEntityData template, the rigid body type, i.e. sphere, data is generically stored and 

the enumerations to assist in data extraction based on column indices are defmed as shown in the 

code excerpt in Figure 4.26. 

enum ERigidBodyTypeInt 

enum ERigidBodyType 

enum ERigidBodyTypeNeigbbourList 

Figure 4.26: Rigid body type data member and helper enumerator definitions. 

4.2.2.6.2 Rigid Body Parameter Storage 

Using the TCEntityData template, the rigid body data is generically stored and the enumerations 

to assist in data extraction based on column indices are defined as shown in the code excerpt in 

Figure 4.27, Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29. A large amount of Real type data needs to be stored 

for a rigid body, and therefore the code excerpt had to he shown in three segments. The first 

segment, Figure 4.27, contains the Boolean and Integer data related enumerations. 





The last segment, Figure 4.29, depicts the neighbour list related enumerations, as well as the 

initialisation call for the rigid body data structure. Some of the neighbour lists might not yet be 

in full use, but they might be handy whenever algorithm refinements are done. 

e n m  ERigidBadyNeigbbourList 
I 

Figure 4.29: Rigid bodylsphere neighbour data member and helper enumerator definitions. 

4.2.2.6.3 Contact Parameter Storage 

Using the TCEntityData template, the contact data is generically stored and the enumerations to 

assist in data extraction based on column indices are defined as shown in the code excerpt in 

Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.3 1, shown in segments again for lack of space. 

enum EContactDataBool 
I 

ecdbContactBinary = 1, 
ecdbContactActioe, 
ecdbContactSiipping, 
ecdbContactNoTangentia1, 
/; A l l w a y s  Add inn: xtirove E:;u;nsrations nh6X.e Tkii c0""nent 
ecdbMax 

1 ;  

enum EContactType 

enum EContactDataInt 
I 

ecdiC0ntactType = i, :I Ell.!lc; 3yfian;iz iir S t i l c i c  
ecdiContictobjectNumber1, 
ecdiContactobjectType1, 
ecdiContactObjectNumber2, 
ecdiContactObjectType2, 
, !  
;; RLlwiys Add and Kerrovc Enrirneraticins ahave Tkir CcmwCnt  
ecdiMax 

Figure 4.30: Contact bool, type & iut data member and helper enumerator definitions. 



( 
ecdCOntactNormalX = - ,  
ecdCOntactN~rmalY, 
ecdContactNomalZ, 
ecdContactNomalOpposittX, 
ecdC~n tac tNomalOppoS i t eY .  
ecdContactNormalOppositeZ. 
ecdContactFirstTangentialX, 
ecdContactEir~tTangentialY, 
ecdC~ntactFirstTangeetialz, 
e~dContactFirstTanqeetii1OppositeX. 
ecdContactFirstTangentialOppositeY, 
e~dConta~tFirstTangentii1OppositeZ. 
ecdContactSecondTangentialX. 
ecdContactSecondTangentialY, 
ecdC~ntactSec~ndTangeetiilz, 
ecdC~ntactSec~ndTangentiiIOppositeX. 
ecdContactSecandTangentialOppositeY, 
ecdC~ntactSec~ndTanqentiiIOpp~siteZ. 
ecdContactPositionX, 
ecdContactPositionY, 
ecdContactPositionZ, 
ecdC~ntactRelativeVelocityX, 
ecdcontactRelativeVelocityY, 
ecdC~ntactRelativeVelocityZ, 
ecdcontactN~rmalRelatiieVelocity, 
ecdC0ntictFir~tTanqeetialRelatiaeVe1OCity, 
ecdContactSecondTangentialRelatiaeVelocity, 
e c d C ~ n t a c t N ~ m a l R e ~ t i t u t i ~ n F a ~ t ~ r ,  
ecdcontactTangentialRestitutio~Facttt, 
ecdContactDynamicFrictionEactor, 
ecdContactStaticFrictionFacttt, 

.. i/  hi- ~o;;owl?g variables ;re used ~ u r i n g  4ew5:,n-~~$so5 Iterations 
ecdC0ntactIterationNormm1Impu1~e, 
ecdContactIterationFirstTanqentialImpulse, 
ecdC~ntactIterationSec~ndT~ngentiilImp~lse, 
ecdC0ntactIterationTangentia11mpu155, 
ecdContactIterationTaagentialX. 
ecdContactIterationTangeetialY. 
ecdC~ntactIterationTangentialZ. 
1;  A: l r 2 y s  anti i.::.i nmo-r E,nurncratlor:s r!r:,as -!-is c c m e r :  
ecdMax 

1; 

m~contact.Setlm~~ManNmCantacts, ecdbMax-., ecdlMax--, ecdMax , ,, 1 ;  

Figure 4.31: Contact real type data member and helper enumerator definitions. 

As is the case with the rigid body data, some variables are used only in specific solution routines, 

whilst being redundant in others. 

4.2.3 Algorithms 

Once the data structures had been defined and implemented as shown in section 4.2.2, the task of 

implementing the various algorithms to be used with and operating on the data bas to be 

performed. Firstly one needs to decide how and where the various methods and functions should 

(and thus will) best be grouped, and then these algorithms and operators need to be physically 

coded using the theory documented earlier. This section strives to give a simple overview of and 

motivation for the collaboration and delegation that had been chosen. 



4.2.3.1 Geometrical Calculations

The geometrical calculation routines are of pivotal importance, particularly for the collision time

calculator and contact detection routines. Since encapsulated methods are always more easily

included as decorators without the hassle of having to declare them as friends wherever they are

to be used, it was decided to group all the geometrical calculation routines as static methods in

the TCGeometryMathTools decorator template, along with some static "scratch pad" variables

and arrays to be used within and by calculation routines. At the moment this decision might

possibly preclude the use of multithreading or maybe even parallel processing, but that is fme for

the time being, since the code execution performance on a single processor machine, as a single

threaded application is acceptable. The prototypes of the various static methods available in

TCGeometryMathTools are shown in Figure 4.32 below.

TCGeometryMathTools<ReaIType, IntType. CharType, BoolTYpe>

ScalarProduct(pLine1, pLine2, pScalarProduct)
Modulus(pPoint1, pPoint2,pModulus, pUnitLine =0)
CrossProductFromLines(pUne1, pLine2, pCrossProduet, pCrossProductLength :::0, pUnitCrossProduct::: 0)
CrossProduct(pPoint1, pPoint2, pPoint3, pCrossProduct, pCrossProductLength =0, pUnitCrossProduct =0)

ProjectLineToLine(pOffsetPoint, pLineProjected, pLineProjectedTo, LineLength, pProjectedPoint = 0, pFraction =0)
ProjectPointToLine(pAnyPoint, pLinePoint1, pLinePoint2, pProjectedPoint =0, pFraction =0, pLineLength = 0,

pUnitLine = 0. pDistanceFromLine = 0, pUnitNormal = 0)
ProjectPointToPlane(pAnyPoint, pPIanePoint1, pPlanePoint2, pPIanePoint3, pProjectedPoint,

pPlaneUnitNormal =0, pPlaneNofmalLength = 0, pDistanceFrofllPlane =Q,
bUsePlaneUnitNormalProvided =false)

FacetEdgePerpendicularPoints(pPlanePoint1, pPIanePoint2, pPlanePoint3,
pPerpendicuiarPointSide1 =0,
pPerpendicuiarPointSide2 =0,
pPerpendicuiarPointSide3 =0)

Centroid(pPlanePoint 1, pPlanePoint2, pPIanePoint3, pCentroid)
PointOverBoundedPlane(pAnyPoint, pPIanePoint1, pPlanePoint2, pPIanePoint3,

pPerpendicuiarPointSide1 =0,

pPerpendicuiarPointSide2 =0,
pPerpendicula[PointSide3 =0,
bUsePerpendicuiarPointSide1 Provided =true,
bUsePerpendicuiarPointSide2Provided =true,
bUsePerpendicuiarPointSide3Provided =true)

Pointlnside Tetrahedron(pAnyPoint, pTetrahedronPoint1, pTetral'1edronPoint2, pT~trah~d[oI1Poil1t~,pT etrahedroni=>oirn4,
pPerpendicuiarPointFacet1 =0, pPerpehdicularPointFacet2 =0,
pPerpendicuiarPointFacet3 =0, pPerpendicuiarPointFacet4 =0,
bUsePerpendicuiarPointFacet1Provided =true, bUsePerpendicularPointFacet2Provided =true,
bUsePerpendicuiarPointFacet3Provided =trUe, bUsePeq:JendicularP6intFabet4Provided;= true,
pFraction1 = 0, pFraction2 = 0, pFraction3 = 0, pFraction4 = 0)

IntersectLineWithPlane(pLinePoint1, pLinePoint2, pPlanePoint1, pPlanePoint2, pPianePoint3,
plntersectionPoint =0, pPlaneUnitNormal =O,const pProjectedPoint =0,
pExtensionFactor =0,. bUsePlaneUnitNormalProvided =false,
bUseProjectedPointProvided =false, bChecklntersection =false)

Interpolate(AnyOrdinate, oiOrdinatelndex, pLinePoint1, pLinePoint2, plnterpolatedPoint =0, pExtensionFactor =0)
ConstructOrthogonal(pAnyVector, pBaseVectq[, pOrthogonaiVector1 =O,.pOrthogonaIVector2 =;0,

bUnitOrthogonaIVector1 =true, bUnitOrthogonalVector2= true)

Figure 4.32: TCGeometryTools methods.

The methods shown in Figure 4.32 form the basis for all geometry-related calculations done in

this study and the TCGeometryMathTools static template can be included as a decorator for any

class to avail the static methods to them. All methods return a Boolean value indicating success

(true) or failure (false) and contain C++ code renditions of some of the mathematical expressions
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or calculations documented or referred to in sections 3.2 and 4.1.2. The pointer arguments (with

prefix p...) all refer to three-element zero-based arrays (triads) representing three-dimensional

Cartesian coordinates, i.e. a point in a 3-D domain, and it illustrates the versatility of opting for

the storage scheme described in 4.2.2.4. Since the passing of any triad is done by pointer, one

simply passes the address of the first element in a triad if it is stored in contiguous memory, e.g.

the various triads present in the real type data storage for the Rigid Body and Contact objects -

see Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.31 for practical examples.

4.2.3.2 Sorting Routines

The sorting routines are relevant to and impact on the data stored within the TCSortingGrid

template and therefore they had been grouped as members thereof. The methods listed in Figure

4.33 below indirectly utilise the object locating algorithms implemented as described in section

4.1.2.2.1.

TCSortingGrid<lntType, DoubleType>

SortVertex(iElementNumber, pVertex)
SortEdge(iElementNumber, pEdgeVertex1, pEdgeVertex2)
SortFacet(iElementNumber; pFacetVertex1, pFacetVertex? pFacetVertex3)
SortSphere(iElementNumber, pSphereCentroid)

Figure 4.33: TCSortingGrid methods.

The prefix p... for the arguments in the method prototypes once more refers to triads being

passed in pointer format. Since the TSRBSystem template is derived from the TCGeometricGrid

template, which is in turn derived from the TCSortingGrid template, they have all the sorting

utilities shown in Figure 4.33 at their disposal and they are indeed called within the

TCRBSystem prior to any contact searching in order to narrow down the number of objects to be

checked for interaction after each integration time step.

4.2.3.3 Grid Setup

The data for all the geometric entities and materials necessary for grid representation were

grouped in the TCGeometricGrid object, but along with the data there is the need for some

methods for the controlled adding, removing and mutation of entities as well as data storage

resizing, and these are listed in Figure 4.34. As mentioned earlier, the data for vertices, edges

and facets are hierarchically related and changes in one hierarchical level triggers updates of all

involved entities in higher hierarchical level, as well as their re-sorting into bins. For

efficiency's sake, updates should only be triggered at critical times, such as right before

performing collision detection, but at present the immediate update route was chosen for the sake
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of simplicity and also because the hierarchical updates are not done that often, since moving

grids had not yet been implemented for this study.

TCGeometricGrid<T>

SetMaxNumVertices(iMaxNumVertices)
AddVertex(X=(T) 0.0, Y =(T) 0.0, Z =(T) 0.0, iMaterial =0)
SetVertex(ilndex, X =(T) 0.0, Y =(T) 0.0, Z =(T) 0.0, iMaterial =0, bOnlyMutating =true)
RemoveVertex(ilndex)
SetMaxNumEdges(iMaxNumEdges)
AddEdge(iVertex1, iVertex2, iMaterial =0)
SetEdge(ilndex, iVertex1, iVertex2, iMaterial =0, bOnlyMutating =true)
RemoveEdge(ilndex)
RemoveEdge(iVertex1, iVertex2)
SetMaxNumFacets(iMaxNumFacets)
AddFacet(iVertex1, iVertex2, iVertex3, iMaterial =0)
SetFacet(ilndex, iVertex1, iVertex2, iVertex3, iMaterial =0, bOnlyMutating =true)
RemoveFacet(ilndex)

Figure 4.34: TCGeometricGrid methods.

4.2.3.4 Rigid Bodv Motion Routines

The rigid body simulation related data had been grouped in the TCRBSystem template, and all

relevant methods operating on and using that data also needs to be included there. The methods

available to the user are shown in Figure 4.35 and they exclude the core algorithms implemented

for rigid body motion integration and collision resolution, which had been made protected

members of the template, to avoid their inappropriate usage, since they do affect the contents of

the template data members.

TCRBSystem<T>

SetMaxNumRigidBodyTypes(iMaxNumRigidBodyTypes)
AddRigidBodyType(Radius =(T) 0.0, iMaterial =0)
SetRigidBodyType(ilndex, Radius =(T) 0.0, iMaterial =0)
RemoveRigidBodyType(ilndex)
SetMaxNumRigidBodies(iMaxNumRigidBodi~s )
AddRigidBody(PositionX =(T) 0.0, PositionY=(T) 0.0, PosiUonZ =(T) 0.0,

VelocityX = (T) 0.0, VelocityY = (T) 0.0, VelocityZ = (T) 0.0,
ThetaX = (T) 0.0, ThetaY = (T) 0.0, ThetaZ =(T) 0.0,
OmegaX = (T) 0.0, OmegaY = (T) 0.0, OmegaZ = (T) 0.0,
iRigidBodyType =0)

SetRigidBody(ilndex,
PositionX =(T)O.O, PositionY:=(T) 0.0, PositipnZ =(T) 0.0,
VelocityX = (T) 0.0, VelocityY = (T) 0.0, VelocityZ = (T) 0.0,
ThetaX = (T) 0.0, ThetaY = (T) 0.0, ThetaZ = (T) 0.0,
OmegaX = (T) 0.0, OmegaY = (T) 0.0, OmegaZ = (T) 0.0,
iRigidBodyType =0)

RemoveRigidBody(ilndex)
SetMaxNumContacts(iMaxNl.lmContl;lcls)
SetGravity(GravityX, GravityY, GravityZ)
Advance(TimeStep, ismSolutionMethod)

Figure 4.35: TCRBSystem methods.
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The differential equations for linear and angular rigid body motion are integrated using the 

Runge-Kutta technique outlined in section 4.1.1.2.1, implemented in a generic protected method 

named IntegrateRungeKutta() and called implicitly in the course of executing the 

Advance(TimeStep, ismSolutionMethod) method. 

4.2.3.5 Contact Searching and Critical Time Calculation Routines 

The contact searching and time calculation methods are also contained within the TCRBSystem 

template and defined as protected to prevent undue usage. The contact searching algorithm has a 

dual function, since it was developed to either look for contacts or determine estimated time of 

impact for critical time calculation, fimctioning in conjunction with the motion integrator and 

rigid body bin sorting routines. As soon as the critical time to a collision had been established, 

the motion integration can be arrested temporarily and contact search can commence, after which 

a contact resolution has to be done to determine impulsive changes in velocities for all rigid 

bodies in concurrent contact. 

4.2.3.6 Sparse Vector Setup 

In order to simplify the setup of sparse vectors, a TCVectorEntryList template had been 

developed. This template object stores all the non-zero entries and their corresponding row 

indices and it can be used to initialise a mathematical TCVector or Container::TCVector 

template. 

4.2.3.7 Sparse Matrix Setup 

Sparse matrix setup can be very tricky and tedious and thus it was decided to develop a sparse 

matrix entry helper template object named TCMatrixEntryData, which can be used to initialise a 

TCSparsM template object. No knowledge about the actual storage scheme is required by the 

user of the helper template, since it reduces matrix setup to merely specifymg the row and 

column indices and coefficient value for each non-zero matrix entry. At present only the 

compressed row storage scheme is implemented and employed for the actual sparse matrix data, 

and the supporting helper object is customised specially to ease the setup process for such a 

storage approach. 

4.2.3.8 Matrix Solver Routines 

The TCSparsM matrix storage template was developed to store sparse matrix related data and 

also be usable in sparse matrix solver routines or related operations, nearly all of which are 

implemented as free standing friend functions, not members or a particular template object but 



able to operate on or utilise data within them. The solver routines implemented to date include 

the Bi-Conjugate Gradient Method (Bi-CGM), Bi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilised (Bi-CGSTAB) 

and Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS) as they are described in Barret et al. (1994:21-23, 25- 

28). Some other sparse matrix solution techniques might be implemented if the need arises 

during testing, but for now the abovementioned will suffice. 

4.2.3.9 Contact Resolution Routines 

The contact resolution algorithm is the actual aim and intended outcome of this study and is 

therefore the most crucial implementation for the whole project. It also serves as an evaluation 

and verification tool for the theory used or synthesised in the course of this study. It was decided 

that the TCRBSystem template would serve the purpose of being the host for the contact 

resolution methods to be evaluated. The protected method ResolveContacts() is indirectly 

responsible for and contains the implementation of the setup and solution of the non-linear sets 

of equations as described in section 4.1.3. The ResolveContacts() method thus determines the 

post-collision state by iteratively solving the appropriate non-linear analytical expressions and 

these results can be used as the re-starting point for further motion integration within the 

Advance() method. 

4.3 CONCLUSION OF ~ G O R I T H M S  AND IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter, the theory directly relevant to and used for implementation in actual C++ 

computer code had been discussed, following which, the actual implementation was discussed 

with respect to architecture and general philosophy. The following chapter summarises all the 

test cases run in order to verify or validate the theory implemented for this study, and is 

iteratively written in conjunction with this implementation chapter wherever it may have become 

necessary to do so. 



Chapter 
ases an sults 

In order to determine and ascertain whether the theory derived for and implemented in this study 

works and is of value, various test cases need to be run and passed, at least compared to 

alternative implementations where available. Test cases done for this study are described and 

discussed in the various sub-sections of this chapter and some suggestions for further work can 

be found in the consequent chapter (Chapter 6). 

The test cases used to demonstrate that the theory actually works had been arbitrarily selected 

from various possible candidates and due to this fact, only very small portions of the solution 

domain could be evaluated, hut test cases were chosen to demonstrate the developed algorithm's 

capability to handle the various difficulties it might be likely to encounter. In work done by 

Ivanov (1995:888-898), analytical expressions were derived for a few three-body clusters in 

simultaneous collision (collinear and planar divergent configuration), and these are the only 

available useful benchmarks to compare with the numerical results of the implementation for the 

current study. Unfortunately, the expressions developed are for the frictionless case, so they are 

not of great help in quantitative benchmarking. The test cases are all solved using two 

alternative algorithms for determining the post-collision velocities and contact impulses for the 

concurrently colliding systems of spheres, one is a linear model, assuming that the tangential 

vector, and thus the direction of sliding whenever that occurs, in the equations in Figure 4.9 stays 

fixed during collisions, whilst the other allows for the tangential to re-orient itself and thus it is a 

non-linear set of equations, as represented by equations (4.10) to (4.18). The latter, non-linear 

solution technique is the actual algorithm developed in the course of this study and the results 

obtained can be compared with those obtained by running the former linear model, or some other 

solution technique, such as the DEM employed by the PFC3D (Anonymous, 2002) application in 

use at the PBMR, results of which were kindly generated and provided by Polson (2004). Since 

only the velocity changes due to impact is of importance for this study, the integration time step 

is set to 0.0 seconds for most test cases, and thus only immediate contact is considered, requiring 

the sphere-system set-ups to be geometrically precise for all test cases. Material properties were 

set close to those of mild steel. i.e. 7850 ka.m4 density, 0.9 normal and tangential restitution 



coefficients and static and dynamic friction factors of 0.15, and the spheres are usually all of 

equal size (50 mm diameter), except where otherwise specified. For the DEM verification, the 

parameters were set to 1.0e9 Nlm for the normal stifhess, 2.86e8 N.slm for the tangential 

stiffness and 0.122325548609685 N.s/m for the global damping coefficient. In addition to the 

verification of the collision responses, secondary aspects such as sphere-location and correct 

collision detection and geometrical parameter calculations are also implicitly verified, since any 

wrong number and position of or surface-normal orientation for contacts would be evident in the 

result files, and thus also easily detected by inspection. 

5.1.1 Two-Body Collisions 

Two-body (binary) collision test problems are the most basic and should all be passed without 

any error, since they verify whether the simplest physics laws are implemented correctly and 

yield physically correct results, verifiable by hand calculations if the need arises. This section 

lists all tests and their results. as well as some discussions on the results. 

5.1.1.1 Setup and Execution 

Six binary collision tests were performed using a general setup as shown in Figure 5.1 and 

varying the indicated angle, 8, between 0" and 45' in four discrete steps (45', 30°, 15', 0') in 

the XOY plane and then also another two tests with 8 equal to 45' in each case, but on the YOZ 

and ZOX planes respectively. 

Figure 5.1: General Binary Collision Setup. 



Sphere 1 always has a velocity vector of (1, 1, I) mls in the Cartesian coordinate system, whilst 

sphere 2 always has a velocity vector of (-1, -1, -1) mls in the Cartesian coordinate system. The 

available linear and non-linear frictional solution methods were then used to solve for the post- 

collision linear and angular velocities, normal impulse and tangential impulse magnitudes. The 

DEM results were obtained from PBMR (Polson, 2004). 

5.1.1.2 Benchmarks 

Though an analytical benchmark is theoretically easy to obtain for a simple binary collision, it 

does involve the use of some three-dimensional mathematics, mostly geometry, thus making it 

difficult to write out generally, even using matrix-vector representation. Fortunately, for the 

binary collision case the linear frictional solution method is an exact implementation of the 

analytical method that would be followed to solve for the post-collision linear and angular 

velocities of both spheres and the normal and tangential impulse magnitudes at the contact. 

Comparing results for the newly developed non-linear solution algorithm with those for the 

linear model provides a good measure of the reliability of the former. Test cases 5 and 6 should 

yield exactly the same results as test case 1, only with the Cartesian vector components 

cyclically rotated fonvard on Cartesian axes once for test case 5, i.e. X becomes Y ,  Y becomes Z 

and Z becomes X, and twice for test case 6, i.e. X becomes Z, Y becomes X and Z becomes Y. 

In addition to the aforementioned benchmarks, the normal and tangential impulses obtained for 

binary test cases 1 to 4 can be verified using formulae in Hoomans (1999). After substituting the 

symbols used in Hoomans (1999:35-37) with the ones used in this study, the normal impulse 

magnitude is given by the expression in equation (5.1) whilst the tangential impulse magnitude 

can be calculated using the friction-factor dependant expressions in equation (5.2). 

Substituting the appropriate values for binary collision test case 4, which was chosen as an 

example for the convenience of determining the normal and tangential unit vectors easily, into 

the expressions, the analytical intermediate steps as shown in equations (5.3) and (5.4), are 

obtained. 



It can be determined by inspection of the numerical values that tangential slip should occur and 

thus values of approximately 0.976184kg.d~ and 0.146428kg.d~ for the normal and 

tangential impulses respectively emerge as the analytical benchmark results. The impulse values 

for test cases 1 to 3 can also be determined using the same formulae and in the following section, 

in Table 5.1, a comparative listing of the results thus obtained can be found. Finally, there 

should never be an increase in kinetic energy (while a decrease might occur due to slippage and 

incomplete restitution), and momentum should remain constant during any cluster collision. 

5.1.1.3 Results 

The results generated from the binary collision tests can all be seen in Appendix B, section B.1. 

The impulse results for the first four test cases are also listed below in Table 5.1, with the 

analytical results obtained from the analytical expressions in equations (5.1) and (5.2) and the 

linear and non-linear results from the result files as shown in Appendix B, sections B.l.l to 

B.1.4. 

Table 5.1: Various binary collision test impulse results 

Normal 1.333492781 1 1.333492781 1 1.333492781 
Binary 2 

Tangential l0.2000239172 (0.2000239172 10.200023917 

Case 

Binary 1 

5.1.1.4 Discussion 

The data obtained from the binary collision test runs indicate that the linear and non-linear 

collision resolution methods yielded exactly the same results for all unknown variables in a 

binary collision - barring the occasional difference in sign for values that should be exactly zero. 
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Impulse 

Normal 

Tangential 

Binary 3 

Binary 4 

Analytical 

1.3805333130 

0.2070799969 

Normal 

Tangential 

Normal 

Tangential 

Linear 

1.3805333130 

0.2070799969 

1.1955769198 

0.1793365380 

0.9761 844673 

0.1464276701 

Non-Linear 

1.3805333130 

0.2070799969 

1.1955769198 

0.1793365380 

0.9761 844673 

0.1464276701 

1.1955769198 

0.1793365380 

0.9761844673 

0.1464276701 



Both linear and non-linear impulsive approaches conserved the system total linear and angular 

momentum and thus these values are also matching for the two methods. Test cases 1, 5 and 6 

did, indeed, yield the same results with only the Cartesian coordinates rotated as indicated 

earlier, indicating that the equations were all similarly and correctly implemented and solved for 

all three Cartesian coordinate directions. In addition to matching values for the two methods 

employed - see Appendix B, section B.l, the analytical benchmark values obtained for test 

cases 1 to 4 - see section 5.1.1.3 above - can also be observed to match up to their tenth decimal 

digits with the numerical results obtained. This can be considered as sufficiently accurate to 

qualify both the linear and non-linear approaches as equivalent to the analytical method for the 

calculation of impulse magnitudes in the binary collision case. All the foregoing results, in turn, 

imply that, at least for binary collisions, both the linear and non-linear resolution algorithms are 

reliable and accurate enough for engineering purposes. 

For the sake of being thorough, soft sphere (i.e. DEM) results were also obtained from PBMR 

(Polson, 2004), where software named PFC3D (Anonymous, 2002) is used. Results showed that 

the intuitively expected translational and rotational directions were correct, though the linear and 

angular velocities differ by around 10 % and 5 % respectively from those obtained using the 

analytical expressions, but this can be explained by virtue of the remarks made by Hoomans 

(199955-58), especially where the rotational velocity is concerned (Hoomans, 1999:58), since 

the normal and tangential damping coefficients were set to the same value. According to 

Hoomans (199954-56), the normal damping should have been set to 0.017230834 N.s/m for the 

selected normal spring stiffness of 1.0e9 Nlm if a model similar to that of Hoomans (1999:48- 

56) had been used for the contact force calculations, with the corresponding tangential spring 

stiffness being 2.86e8 N/m and the tangential damping then being 0.004923096 N.s/m. Having 

no option to set the tangential damping to a value different from the normal damping in PFC3D 

appears to be the main reason for the occasional large discrepancies in the post-collisional 

rotation velocities. 

5.1.2 Three-Body Concurrent Collisions 

Three-body (ternary) collision test problems are still quite basic, though they can have at least 

two different main permutations - i.e. tests similar to the set-ups in the bmary collision test, with 

a linear stacking of spheres, or planar collisions with one projectile sphere hitting two others - all 

of which should be passed without any error. Of particular interest and importance to the present 

study, is the situation where relative tangential velocities are not all coplanar at the 

commencement of the collision, since the direction of relative velocity is most likely to change 



during collision. The first tests for correct handling of contact breaking and tangential slippage 

appear here in the ternary planar setup, and these phenomena need to be correctly detected and 

taken into account by the algorithm employed. This section lists all ternary tests and their 

results, as well as some discussions on the results. 

5.1.2.1 Setup and Execution 

The linear stacking ternary collision tests were performed using a general setup as shown in 

Figure 5.2 and varying the indicated angle, 0,  between 45" and 0" in discrete steps (i.e. 45", 30°, 

15', 0') in the XOY plane for the first four tests. Sphere 1 had a velocity vector of (1, 1, I)  mls 

in the Cartesian coordinate system, whilst sphere 3 had a velocity vector of (-1, -1, -1) d s  in the 

Cartesian coordinate system. The fifth and sixth tests are a repeat of test case 1 but the 

coordinates are respectively cyclically rotated forward once and twice (i.e. X->Y, Y->Z and Z- 

>X for case 5 and X->Z, Y-X and Z>Y for case 6). The the initial velocities remain the same as 

for the first four test cases. 

Figure 5.2: General Linearly Stacked Ternary Collision Setup. 

To examine and demonstrate the effect of non-coplanar pre-collision tangential relative 

velocities on the eventual tangential impulse directions, test case 7 is used with the setup 

identical to that for test case 4, but the velocities of spheres 1 and 3 are set to (1, 1, 1) mls and (- 

1, 1, -1) d s  respectively, which resulted in the pre-collision tangential relative velocities at the 

two contacts to be pointing at right angles relative to one another. Test case 8 is used to verify 

whether momentum balance is correctly applied, with test case 4 once again used as basis, but 



the initial tangential velocities at the contacts on either side of sphere 2 are pointing in the same 

direction, i.e. spheres 1 and 3 have velocity vectors of (1, 1, 1) mls and (-1, 1, 1) mls 

respectively. The planar ternary collision tests were performed using a general setup as shown in 

Figure 5.3, which is essentially a symmetrical collision test, with the angle from the symmetry 

line, 8, set to 30' to guarantee a three-contact system. The projectile (Sphere 1) is given one of 

two velocities, i.e. (1, 0, 0) mls for test case 9 and (1, 0, 10) d s  for test case 10, whilst the other 

two target spheres are stationary prior to the collision. 

Figure 5.3: General Planar Ternary Collision Setup. 

The available linear and non-linear frictional solution methods were then used to solve for the 

post-collision linear and angular velocities for each sphere and normal and tangential impulse 

magnitudes and tangential unit vector coordinates for each contact for each test case. As with 

the binary cases, the DEM alternative solution technique was also used to obtain results (Polson, 

2004) for verification purposes. 

5.1.2.2 Benchmarks 

The ternary benchmark tests should all yield results either symmetrical or skew-symmetric round 

the central sphere (sphere 2 in Figure 5.2 and Sphere 1 in Figure 5.3). A brief summary of 

qualitative and some quantitative phenomena to be observed are now given. 

For the linear stacking tests - as generally described by Figure 5.2, the results should exhibit the 

following phenomena: 



Translations 

o Should be of equal magnitude but opposite axial directions for spheres 1 and 3 in tests 

1 through 7, while there should be no translation for sphere 2. 

o Should be exactly equal in case 8 for spheres 1 and 3, and sphere 2 should also 

translate in the same direction. 

Rotations 

o Should he in the same direction for all spheres in tests 1 through 7, with spheres 1 and 

3 having exactly the same angular velocities and the central sphere (2) rotating at 

double the velocity of the two outer spheres. 

o Should be of equal magnitude but opposite direction in test case 8 for spheres 1 and 3 

and zero for the central sphere (2) .  

Contacts 

o Should have only two active contacts, between sphere 1 and 2 and also 2 and 3. 

o Normal impulses should be equal in magnitude and always compressive. 

o Tangential impulses should he parallel in direction and equal in magnitude for all 

linear stacking tests. 

For the planar tests - as generally described by Figure 5.3, the results should exhibit the 

following phenomena: 

Translations 

o Should be of equal magnitude but with mirrored directions round the symmetry line 

parallel to the X-axis for spheres 2 and 3 in tests 9 and 10 

o Should be opposite in X-direction for sphere 1 compared to that of the other two 

spheres. 

o Should be in the Z direction for all spheres in case 10, sphere 1 having the highest 

and the other two having equal velocity components. 

Rotations 

o Should be of zero magnitude for sphere 1 round all axes in test case 9. 

o Should be equal but of opposite direction round the Z-axis for spheres 2 and 3 in tests 

9 and 10. 

o Should be in the same direction round the Y-axis for all spheres in test case 10, 

sphere 1 having twice the Y-rotational velocity component of the other two. 

o Should be of equal magnitude hut opposite direction round the X-axis for spheres 2 

and 3 and zero for sphere 1 round the X-axes in case 10. 



Contacts 

o Should initially number three in total. 

o One contact, between spheres 2 and 3, should be inactive. 

o Should have only two active contacts, between sphere 1 and 2 and 1 and 3, the 

contact between sphere 2 and 3 should be inactive. 

o Normal impulses should be equal in magnitude and always compressive. 

o Tangential impulses should be equal in magnitude for all planar tests. 

o Tangential impulse directions should be symmetrical round the axis of symmetry, 

parallel to the X-axis for all planar tests. 

In addition to all the aforementioned results, there should be no energy gains (though there might 

and should be energy losses, due to slippage and incomplete restitution) and momentum should 

always be conserved. In coplanar cases, the linear approach should yield the same results as the 

non-linear one, and in non-coplanar cases, they should not differ greatly. 

5.1.2.3 Results 

The various results for the ternary collision test cases can be seen in Appendix B, section B.2, 

listing both linear and non-linear approach results, as well as the independent DEM results 

(Polson, 2004). 

5.1.2.4 Discussion 

Most of the ternary test runs indicated that the linear and non-linear collision resolution methods 

yield very close to the same results where the tangential impulses are coplanar - barring the 

occasional difference in sign for exact zero values. The non-coplanar tangential results obtained, 

i.e. test cases 7 and 10, did differ mostly in their second decimal digits, indicating that the 

methods yield results that are at least in the same neighbourhood, includmg the energy balances. 

The fact that the values are within the same vicinity indicate that the correct roots were found by 

the semi-Newton-Raphson iteration for the non-linear equations and that the tangential unit 

vectors were well estimated, since the linear solution method is totally dependent thereupon. 

Upon closer inspection of the numerical results obtained for all ternary test cases, it can be seen 

that the resulting linear and angular velocities and acting impulses appear to be oriented in 

intuitively correct directions and are of acceptable magnitude. Furthermore, since the various 

governing equations for momentum balance, velocity changes and tangential impulse 

orientations are satisfied, it can be accepted that the results are physically correct too, at least 



- - - 

where ternary collisions are concerned. Unfortunately no alternative exact analytical results are 

available for verification, since this study is the first of its kind. 

The linear translations obtained using DEM differed from the non-linear rigid body solution 

results by around 10 % for most of the tests, though there were some really large discrepancies in 

a few components in test cases 2, 3, 7, 9 and 10. It is also apparent that most of these tests where 

the large discrepancies were found had momentum conservation errors for the DEM results. 

Rotations mostly differed by as much as 28 %, though in test case 2 it was 44 % and in test case 

10 it was a staggering 512 % for the Z-components of rotation. The directions of rotation always 

matched those indicated by the rigid body approach, confirming that the intuitively predicted 

directions of rotation are correct. As before, the large discrepancy can be explained by virtue of 

the remarks made by Hoomans (199955-58) as stated in the previous secion (5.1.1.4). One 

really encouraging result obtained by especially the planar ternary collisions, i.e. ternary test 

cases 9 and 10, is that the general impulse-based/instantaneous formulation developed as a result 

of this study now provides a hard-spherelrigid body approach alternative to the soft-sphere 

model for the multi-contact problem as stated by Hoomans (1999:60-62). Moreover, it does 

appear to yield more physically realistic results compared to those obtained using DEM in such 

ternary collisions as occur in test cases 9 and 10, especially when the kinetic energy and the 

linear momentum balances are considered. Momentum-balances, in particular, should never 

change during any collision, whether they are multi-body or binary in nature. 

5.1.3 Four-Body Concurrent Collisions 

Four-body (quaternary) collision test problems are again relatively basic and should all be passed 

without any error. The first true implicit reactionary contact interactions, where originally 

passive objects in a system become involved in the cluster collision due to the instantaneous 

redistribution of momentum, can be found in the quaternery linear stacking as well as the 

symmetrical planar tests. The first three-contact cluster scenarios arise in the both the 

symmetrical planar test case and the full three-dimensional quaternary contact test case. Also, 

the three-dimensional quaternary test cases yield the first scenarios where there are supposed to 

be more than one negative normal impulse, and thus where contacts should be deactivated during 

and by calculation procedures. In addition, all slipping contacts need to be identified and 

handled accordingly by the contact resolution algorithm employed. This section lists all tests 

and their results, as well as some benchmarks for and discussions of the results. 



5.1.3.1 Setup and Execution 

The linear stacking quaternary collision tests, tests 1 through 4, were performed using a general 

setup as shown in Figure 5.4 and then varying the indicated angle, 0, between 45" and 0" in 

discrete steps (i.e. 45", 30°, 15', 0°) in the XOY plane. Sphere 1 had a velocity vector of (1, 1, 

1) mls in the Cartesian coordimate system, whilst sphere 4 had a velocity vector of (-1, -1, -1) 

Figure 5.4: General Linearly Stacked Quaternary Collision Setup. 

Figure 5.5: General Planar Quaternary Collision Setup. 



The planar quaternary collision tests, cases 5 and 6, were performed using a general setup as 

shown in Figure 5.5, which is essentially a symmetrical collision test, with the angle from the 

symmetry line, 8, set to 30' to guarantee a four-contact system. The projectile (Sphere 1) in test 

case 5 was given a pre-collision velocity of (1, 0, 0) mls and in test case 6 the projectile (Sphere 

1) was given a velocity of (1, 0, 10) mk, whilst all other spheres in the system were initially 

stationary. The full three dimensional quaternary tests, cases 7 through 10, were set up as 

indicated in Figure 5.6 with a triangular assembly of spheres being hit perpendicularly to their 

plane in the centre by a fourth projectile (Sphere 1). Sphere 1 had a linear velocity (0, 0, -1) m/s 

in case 7, (0.1, 0, -1) m/s in case 8, (-O.l*Cos(6O0), -O.l*Sin(6O0), -1) mls in case 9 and (- 

0.1 *Cos(60°), 0.1 *Sin(60°), -1) m/s in case 10. 

- - - - - - - - 

Figure 5.6: General Quaternary Collision Setup. 

As for earlier test cases, the available linear and non-linear frictional solution methods were used 

to solve for the post-collision linear and angular velocities of each sphere and normal and 

tangential impulse magnitudes and tangential unit vector coordinates at each contact for each test 

case. An alternative set of DEM results (Polson, 2004) were also generated using PFC3D. 

5.1.3.2 Benchmarks 

The quaternary benchmark tests should all yield results either symmetrical or skew-symmetric 

round some axis or symmetry sphere. A brief summary of qualitative and some quantitative 

phenomena to be observed are now given. 



For the linear stacking tests - as generally described by Figure 5.4, the results should exhibit the 

following phenomena: 

Translations 

o Should be of equal magnitude but in opposite axial directions for spheres 1 and 4 and 

also spberes 2 and 3 in test cases 1 through 4. 

o Should be such that relative velocities are directed away from one another between 

any two adjacent spheres in the system. 

Rotations 

o Should be in the same direction for all spheres in tests 1 through 4, with spheres 1 and 

4 and also spheres 2 and 3 having exactly the same angular velocities. 

o Should have twice the magnitude of the inner two spheres (2  and 3) for the outer two 

spheres (1 and 4) in test cases 1 through 4. 

Contacts 

Should initially number four in total. 

Should have one inactive contact, between spheres 3 and 4. 

Should have only three active contacts, between spheres 1 and 2, spheres 2 and 3 and 

also spheres 2 and 4. 

Normal impulses should be equal in magnitude and always compressive. 

Tangential impulses should be parallel in direction and equal in magnitude between 

spheres 1 and 2 and spheres 3 and 4. 

For the planar tests - as generally described by Figure 5.5, the results should exhibit the 

following phenomena: 

Translations 

o Should be of equal magnitude but with mirrored directions round the symmetry line 

parallel to the X-axis for spheres 3 and 4 in tests 5 and 6. 

o Should be opposite in X-direction for sphere 1 compared to that of the other three 

spheres for both test cases 5 and 6. 

o Should be in the Z direction for all spheres in case 6, with sphere 1 having the 

highest, sphere 2 having a little lower and spheres 3 and 4 having the lowest and 

equal Z-velocity components. 

Rotations 

o Should initially number four in total. 

o Should be of zero magnitude for spheres 1 and 2 round all axes in test case 5. 



- 

o Should be equal but of opposite direction round the Z-axis for spheres 3 and 4 in tests 

5 and 6. 

o Should be in the same direction round the Y-axis for all spheres in test case 6,  with 

sphere 2 having the greatest Y-component value. 

o Should be of equal magnitude but opposite direction round the X-axis for spheres 3 

and 4 and zero for spheres 1 and 2 round the X-axes in case 6. 

0 Contacts 

o Should have only three active contacts, between spheres 1 and 2, spheres 2 and 3 and 

spheres 2 and 4, the contact between sphere 3 and 4 should be inactive. 

o Normal impulses should always be compressive. 

o Tangential impulse directions and magnitudes should be symmetrical round the axis 

of symmetry, parallel to the X-axis for all planar tests. 

For the full three-dimensional quaternary tests - as generally described by Figure 5.6, the results 

should exhibit the following phenomena: 

Translations 

o Should be of equal magnitude but with radially mirrored directions round the 

symmetry line through sphere 1 and parallel to the Z-axis for spheres 2, 3 and 4 in 

test case 7. 

o Should be opposite in Z-direction for sphere 1 compared to that of the other three 

spheres in test case 7 and only have a Z-component. 

o Should be symmetrical round the XOY-plane component of the impact velocity of 

sphere 1 for spheres 2, 3 and 4 in test cases 8,9 and 10. 

Rotations 

o Should be of zero magnitude for sphere 1 and should not have any Z-components for 

any spheres in test case 7. 

o Should be of equal magnitude and radialy mirrored in three directions round the 

symmetry line for spheres 2 , 3  and 4 in test case 7. 

o Should be symmetrical round the XOY-plane component of the impact velocity of 

sphere 1 for spheres 2, 3 and 4 in test cases 8, 9 and 10. 

Contacts 

o Should initially number six in total. 

o Should have three inactive contacts, between spheres 2 and 3, spheres 2 and 4 and 

spheres 3 and 4 in test case 7. 



o Should have only three active contacts in test case 7, between spheres 1 and 2, 

spheres 2 and 3 and spheres 2 and 4, the contact between sphere 3 and 4 should be 

inactive. 

o Normal impulses should always be compressive. 

o Tangential impulse directions and magnitudes should be radially symmetric round the 

axis of symmetry. 

In addition to all the aforementioned results, there should again be no energy gains (though there 

might and should be energy losses, due to slippage and incomplete restitution) and momentum 

should always be conserved. In coplanar cases, the linear approach should yield the same results 

as the non-linear one, and in non-coplanar cases, they should not differ greatly. 

5.1.3.3 Results 

The various results for the quaternary collision test cases can be seen in Appendix B, section B.3, 

listing both linear and non-linear approach results, as well as the independent DEM results 

(Polson, 2004). 

5.1.3.4 Discussion 

Data obtained from the greater part of the test runs indicate that the linear and non-linear 

collision resolution methods again yielded very close to the same results where the tangential 

impulses are coplanar or symmetric - barring the occasional difference in sign for exact zero 

values. The non-coplanar tangential results obtained, i.e. Test Cases 6, 8, 9 and 10, did differ 

mostly in their second decimal digits, indicating that the methods yield results that are at least in 

the same neighbourhood, including the energy balances. The fact that the values are similar, 

indicate that the correct roots were found for the non-linear equations. Upon closer inspection of 

the numerical results obtained for all quaternary test cases, it can be seen that the resulting linear 

and angular velocities and acting impulses appear to be oriented in intuitively correct directions 

and are of acceptable magnitude as was the case for the ternary collision tests. Furthermore, 

since the various governing equations for momentum balance, velocity changes and tangential 

impulse orientations are satisfied, it can be accepted that the results are physically correct too, at 

least where quaternary collisions are concerned. Unfortunately, as with the ternary tests, no 

alternative exact analytical results are as yet available for verification. 

The DEM-results (Polson, 2004) for the quaternary test cases yielded results that could be 

expected from a partially non-concurrent collision modelling where more than one implicit 

"level" of collision is involved (in the case of test cases 1 through 4, it was the contact between 



spheres 2 and 3 and in the case of test cases 5 and 6, it was the contacts between spheres 2 and 3 

and spheres 2 and 4). The non-concurrence of collisions resulted in quite different momentum 

distribution patterns, if one were to look at and compare the results obtained by different means 

for the aforementioned test cases. The resulting discrepancies run the gamut from 0 % to 420 % 

depending on the specific setup solved, effectively indicating that DEM-results are not really 

relevant in most of the quaternary collision cases, since collisions were not handled entirely 

concurrent. Test case 7 revealed some more useful and encouraging results, since this three- 

dimensional equivalent to the planar ternary collision (ternary test case 9) of the previous 

section, yielded mostly low discrepancy results (below 10 %, except for one sphere's 34 % 

discrepancy in the linear velocity Z-component) when the rigid body and DEM approaches were 

compared. The single worst discrepancy seems to be attributable to the same momentum- 

imbalance problem as had arisen in the DEM solution of ternary test case 9, which in turn seems 

to be related to the selection of the very sensitive damping coefficients in the tangential and 

normal direction (Hoomans, 1999:55-58). The rigid body test results for quaternary test case 7 

did show that the developed formulation and solution algorithm does provide a reliable and 

accurate alternative method for the quaternary concurrent collision as shown set up in Figure 5.6. 

The remaining test cases 8, 9 and 10 indicated that the rigid body based solver yielded the same 

result whenever hit in exactly the same fashion, only with the direction of the impact swung 

through 120 "C round the Z-axis each time. The qualitative effects expected did indeed appear 

to have manifested themselves for the rigid body approach in each case, and there are only 

discrepancies relative to the DEM results polson, 2004) due to the non-conservancy of 

momentum, non-concurrency of collisions and, again, also the tangential and normal damping 

coefficients used. 

5.1.4 Five-Body Concurrent Collisions 

Five body (quintenary) collision tests are yet a little more complicated than smaller systems, but 

they do present the possibility of seven concurrent collisions occurring, involving at least one of 

the rigid bodies in all of the four active collisions present. This facilitates studying the capability 

of the collision resolution algorithm to handle the solution of all variables correctly for seven 

concurrent, four co-located collisions. The correct identification of slippages where and 

whenever they occur also needs to be done as in the case of simpler configurations and is 

potentially a very tricky process. Furthermore, the setups used are the first true three- 

dimensional indirect or implicit collision test cases to be evaluated using the impulse based rigid 

body approach developed. 



5.1.4.1 S e t u ~  and Execution 

The general three-dimensional quintenary collision tests, test cases 1 through 3, were performed 

using a general setup as shown in Figure 5.7. For test case 1, sphere 1 had a velocity vector of 

(0, 0, -1) d s  in the Cartesian coordmate system, whilst all other spheres were stationary, while 

in test cases 2 and 3, sphere 1 respectively had velocities of (1, 0.5, -0.5) mls and (1, -1, -1) d s .  

As before, the available linear and non-linear frictional solution methods were used to solve for 

the post-collision linear and angular velocities of each sphere and normal and tangential impulse 

magnitudes and tangential unit vector coordinates at each contact for each test case. 

Figure 5.7: General Quintenary Collision Setup. 

5.1.4.2 Benchmarks 

The quintenary benchmark tests should at least yield results symmetrical round an axis of radial 

symmetry for the perfectly perpendicular impact test. A brief summary of qualitative and some 

quantitative phenomena to be observed are now given. 

For the full three-dimensional quintenary tests- as generally described by Figure 5.7, the results 

should exhibit the following phenomena: 

Translations 

o Should be of equal magnitude but with radially minored directions round the 

symmetry line through sphere 1, parallel to the Z-axis, for spheres 3, 4 and 5 in test 

case 1. 



o Should be opposite in Z-direction for sphere 1 compared to its original velocity for all 

test cases. 

o Should have equal Z-components for spheres 3,4 and 5 in test case 1. 

0 Rotations 

o Should be of zero magnitude for spheres 1 and 2 in test case 1. 

o Should be of equal magnitude and radialy mirrored in three directions round the 

symmetry line for spheres 3,4 and 5 in test case 1. 

0 Contacts 

o Should initially number seven in total. 

o Should have three inactive contacts, between spheres 3 and 4, spheres 3 and 5 and 

spheres 4 and 5 in test case 1. 

o Should have only four active contacts in test case 1, between spheres 1 and 2, spheres 

2 and 3, spheres 2 and 4 and spheres 2 and 5. 

o Normal impulses should always be compressive. 

o Tangential impulse directions and magnitudes should be radially symmetric round the 

axis of symmetry for test case 1. 

As with the previous tests, there should be no energy gains (though there might and should be 

energy losses, due to slippage and incomplete restitution) and momentum should always be 

conserved. 

5.1.4.3 &I& 

The various results for the quintenary collision test cases can be seen in Appendix B, section B.4, 

listing both linear and non-linear approach results, as well as the independent DEM results 

(Polson, 2004). 

5.1.4.4 Discussion 

Quintenary test runs mostly indicated that the linear and non-linear collision resolution methods 

yielded matching results where the tangential impulses are expected to be symmetric - again 

bamng the occasional difference in sign for exact zero values. Non-coplanar or non-radially 

symmetric results, i.e. those for test cases 2 and 3, did differ significantly, indicating as in the 

quaternary case that the linear method can no longer be considered a good approximation to the 

non-linear solution as in earlier test-configurations and setups. Inspection of the numerical 

results obtained using the non-linear solver revealed that the resulting linear and angular 

velocities and acting impulses appear to be oriented in intuitively correct directions and are of 



acceptable magnitude. Since the various governing equations for momentum balance, velocity 

changes and tangential impulse orientations are satisfied, it can be assumed with some degree of 

confidence that the results are physically correct too, at least where quintenary collisions are 

concerned. Unfortunately, as with the previous tests, no alternative exact analytical results are as 

yet available for verification. 

As with the greater part of the DEM results (Polson, 2004) for the quaternary test cases, the 

quintenary test case DEM results are not strictly equivalent or comparable to the rigid body 

concurrent collision model results, since partial non-concurrency is one of the inevitable effects 

of the soft-sphere approach used. Comparison of the rigid body model and DEM results for the 

first quintenary test did indicate that the concurrent collision model yields results different from 

one another, illustrating once again that true concurrent collision modelling is not possible when 

using DEM, in particular when the collision involves more than one "layer" of initially stationary 

bodies in contact. Judging by the sum of linear momentum, momentum conservation is also 

shown to be hard to maintain using the DEWsoft-sphere approach. The second and third test 

cases further illustrated that the lack of concurrency exacerbates the already existing problem of 

momentum non-conservancy and differing momentum distribution in general, due to successive 

collisions that could and should have been handled as one single cluster collision. The large 

discrepancies in some of the linear and rotational velocities can once again be ascribed to the 

factors as summarised and explained by Hoomans (1999:55-58). 

5.1.5 Six-Body Concurrent Collisions 

Six body (hexenary) collision tests are only slighty more complicated than smaller systems, but 

they do present the possibility of ten concurrent collisions, four of these occurring co-located as 

in the case of quintenary collisions, involving at least one of the rigid bodies in a four contact 

interaction. This facilitates studying the capability of the collision resolution algorithm to handle 

the solution of all variables correctly for ten concurrent, four co-located collisions. The setups 

used were also the first true three-dimensional three-layer indirect or implicit collision test cases 

to be evaluated using the impulse based algorithm developed. 

5.1.5.1 Setuo and Execution 

The general three-dimensional hexenary collision tests, test cases 1 through 3, were performed 

using a general setup as shown in Figure 5.8. For the only test case, case 1, sphere 1 had a 

velocity vector of (0, 0, -1) d s  in the Cartesian coordinate system, whilst all other spheres were 

stationary. Again the available linear and non-linear frictional solution methods were used to 



solve for the post-collision linear and angular velocities of each sphere and normal and tangential 

impulse magnitudes and tangential unit vector coordinates at each contact for each test case. 

Figure 5.8: General Hexenary Collision Setup. 

5.1.5.2 Benchmarks 

As with the previous three-dimensional tests, the hexenary benchmark tests should at least yield 

results symmetrical round an axis of radial symmetry for the perfectly perpendicular impact test. 

A brief summary of qualitative and some quantitative phenomena to be observed are now given. 

For the full three-dimensional hexenary test - as generally described by Figure 5.8, the results 

should exhibit the following phenomena: 

Translations 

o Should be of equal magnitude but with radially mirrored directions round the 

symmetry line through sphere 1, parallel to the Z-axis, for spheres 3, 4 and 5 in test 

case 1. 

o Should be opposite in Z-direction for sphere 1 compared to its original velocity for all 

test cases. 

o Should have equal Z-components for spheres 3,4 and 5 in test case 1. 

Rotations 

o Should be of zero magnitude for spheres 1 ,2  and 6 in test case 1. 

o Should be of equal magnitude and radialy mirrored in three directions round the 

symmetry line for spheres 3 ,4  and 5 in test case 1. 
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0 Contacts 

o Should initially number ten in total. 

o Should have at least three inactive contacts, between spheres 3 and 4, spheres 3 and 5 

and spheres 4 and 5 in test case 1. 

o Normal impulses should always be compressive. 

o Tangential impulse directions and magnitudes should be radially symmetric round the 

axis of symmetry for test case 1. 

As with the previous tests, energy can only ever he lost due to incomplete restitution and 

slippage, while momentum should always be conserved. 

5.1.5.3 Results 

The various results for the hexenary collision test cases can be seen in Appendix B, section B.5, 

listing non-linear approach results, as well as the independent DEM results (Polson, 2004). 

5.1.5.4 Discussion 

Hexenary test run data indicate that the linear and non-linear collision resolution methods 

yielded the same results where the tangential impulses were radially symmetric, apart from the 

occasional difference in sign for exact zero values. Closer inspection of numerical results 

obtained revealed that the resulting linear and angular velocities and acting impulses appear to be 

oriented in intuitively correct directions and are of acceptable magnitude. In addition to this, the 

various governing equations for momentum balance, velocity changes and tangential impulse 

orientations are yet again satisfied, indicating that it can be accepted with reasonable certainty 

that the hexenary collision results are physically correct. As with all other tests after the binary 

cases, no alternative exact analytical results are as yet available for verification. 

As in quintenary collision cases, the additional DEM results for the hexenary case were again not 

strictly comparable or equivalent to those obtained using the rigid body approach, but still it does 

serve as an indicator of the possible advantages posed by the fully concurrent collision rigid 

body system approach. The most important advantage of the rigid body approach still is the 

proper conservation of momentum and the exact determination of normal and tangential impulse 

magnitudes and directions. The discrepancies apparent in the DEM results are again attributable 

to non-concurrency of collisions due to the nature of contact force modelling and the damping 

parameter problem (Hoomans, 199955-58) as before. 



5.1.6 Seven-Body Concurrent Collisions 

The chosen configuration's seven body (heptenary) collision tests are again more complicated 

than smaller systems, and they present the possibility of ten concurrent collisions occurring, 

involving at least one of the rigid bodies in a three contact interaction. This facilitates studying 

the capability of the collision resolution algorithm to handle the solution of all variables correctly 

for ten concurrent collisions in a snooker or billiards type of setup. The setups used yielded the 

first true three-dimensional three-layer indirect or implicit collision test cases of this kind to be 

evaluated using the impulse based algorithm developed. 

5.1.6.1 Setuv and Execution 

The heptenary collision tests, cases 1 through 4 were performed using a general setup as shown 

in Figure 5.9. For the first test case, case 1, sphere 1 had a linear velocity vector of (1, 0, 0) mls 

in the Cartesian coordinate system, whilst all six other spheres arranged in a triangular stack 

were stationary. Test case 2 had the same setup as case 1, but the projectile sphere (Sphere 1) 

was given an initial velocity of (1, 0, 10) mls. Int test cases 3 and 4, sphere 1 respectively had a 

linear velocity of (1, 0.5, 1) and (1, -0.5, 1) mls, with the rest of the spheres again being 

stationary and located as indicated in Figure 5.9. 

Figure 5.9: General Planar Heptanary Collision Setup. 

Here too, the available linear and non-linear frictional solution methods were used to solve for 

the post-collision linear and angular velocities of each sphere and normal and tangential impulse 

magnitudes and tangential unit vector coordinates at each contact for each test case. 



5.1.6.2 Benchmarks 

The heptenary benchmark tests should at least yield results symmetrical round the centreline 

parallel to the X-axis and running through sphere 1. A brief summary of qualitative and some 

quantitative phenomena to be observed are now given. 

Translations 

o Should be mirrored in direction and magnitude round the symmetry line through 

sphere 1, parallel to the X-axis in test cases 1 and 2. 

o Should have exactly the same magnitudes in test case 3 and 4, only with the 

directions in case 3 flipped round the symmetry line through sphere 1 parallel to the 

X-axis in case 4. 

o Should be opposite in Z-direction for sphere 1 compared to its original velocity for all 

test cases. 

o Should have equal Z-components for spheres 3,4 and 5 in test case 1. 

Rotations 

o Should be of zero magnitude for spheres 1 , 2  and 6 in test case 1. 

o Should be of equal magnitude and mirrored round the symmetry line parallel to the 

X-axis running through sphere 1. 

Contacts 

o Should initially number ten in total. 

o Normal impulses should always be compressive. 

o Tangential impulse directions and magnitudes should be symmetric round the axis of 

symmetry for test case 1, which runs through sphere 1 and parallel to the X-axis. 

As with all the other previous tests, there should be no energy gains (though energy losses, due 

to slippage and incomplete restitution are likely) and momentum should always be conserved. 

5.1.6.3 Results 

The various results for the heptenary collision test cases can be seen in Appendix B, section B.6, 

listing non-linear approach results, as well as the independent DEM results (Polson, 2004). 

5.1.6.4 Discussion 

Heptenary test mn result data indicate that the linear and non-linear collision resolution methods 

yielded different results where the tangential impulses should have been symmetric for the 

coplanar test case (heptenary test case 1). Upon closer inspection of the numerical results 



obtained for the heptenary test cases using the non-linear collision resolution algorithm, it can be 

seen that the resulting linear and angular velocities and acting impulses appear to be oriented in 

intuitively correct directions and are of acceptable magnitude. Furthermore, since the various 

governing equations for momentum balance, velocity changes and tangential impulse 

orientations are satisfied, it can be assumed with reasonable certainty that heptenary collision 

results are physically correct. Again no alternative exact analytical results are as yet available 

for verification. 

An alternative DEM solution had again been obtained for each heptenary test case, and these, as 

could be expected, are again not equivalent or comparable to the concurrent contact approach, 

apart from also yielding symmetrical answers where expected (i.e. test cases 1 and 2), and 

demonstrating that test cases 3 and 4 are indeed mirror images of one another relative to the 

centre line running through sphere 1 and parallel to the X axis. The DEM results (Polson, 2004) 

exhibit the typical sequential momentum transfer to be expected from non-concurrent collision 

handling, combined with the unacceptable X-direction linear momentum loss in the vicinity of 

40 % that was experienced. The large discrepancies of the DEM results relative to the rigid body 

approach results can once again be attributed to the partial non-concurrency of collisions and the 

sensitivity of the DEM solution to contact parameters used (Hoomans, 199955-58). 

5.1.7 Eight-Body Concurrent Collisions 

The last but not the least, eight body (octenary) collision tests are again more complicated than 

smaller systems and they present the possibility of fifteen concurrent collisions occurring, 

involving at least one of the rigid bodies in a co-located six contact interaction. This facilitates 

studying the capability of the collision resolution algorithm to handle the solution of all variables 

correctly for thirteen concurrent collisions. The setups used were also the first true three- 

dimensional three-layer indirect or implicit collision test cases to be evaluated using the impulse 

based algorithm developed. This test is very strict and highly crucial and should indicate any 

irregularities in the formulations as well as the solution technique, however small these might be, 

since it has strict radially symmetric results requirements to meet. 

5.1.7.1 Setup and Execution 

The general three-dimensional octenary collision test was performed using a general setup as 

shown in Figure 5.10. For the only test case, case 1, sphere 1 had a velocity vector of (0, 0, -1) 

mls in the Cartesian coordinate system, whilst all other spheres were stationary. 



Figure 5.10: General Octenary Collision Setup. 

The available linear and non-linear frictional solution methods were again used to solve for the 

post-collision linear and angular velocities of each sphere and normal and tangential impulse 

magnitudes and tangential unit vector coordinates at each contact for each test case. 

5.1.7.2 Benchmarks 

The octenary benchmark test should at least yield results radially symmetric round the centrelime 

parallel to the Z-axis and running through sphere 1. A brief summary of qualitative and some 

quantitative phenomena to be observed are now given. 

Translations 

o Should be radially mirrored in direction and magnitude round the centreline through 

sphere 1, parallel to the Z-axis in test case 1. 

o Should only have a Z-component for sphere 5 in test case 1. 

o Should be opposite in Z-direction for sphere 1 compared to its original velocity for all 

test cases. 

o Should have equal Z-components for spheres 2, 3  and 4 and again for spheres 6, 7 

and 8 in test case 1. 

Rotations 

o Should be of zero magnitude for spheres 1, and 5 in test case 1. 

o Should be of equal magnitude and radially mirrored in three directions round the axis 

of symmetry for spheres 2 ,3  and 4 and again for spheres 6,7 and 8 in test case 1. 
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Contacts 

o Should initially number fifteen in total. 

o Should at least be inactive between spheres 2 and 3, spheres 2 and 4, spheres 3 and 4, 

spheres 6 and 7, spheres 6 and 8 and spheres 7 and 8. 

o Normal impulses should always be compressive. 

o Tangential impulse directions and magnitudes should he radially symmetric round the 

axis of symmetry for test case 1, which runs through sphere 1 and parallel to the Z- 

axis. 

There could and should be some energy losses, due to slippage and incomplete restitution, and 

momentum should always be conserved. 

The various results for the octenary collision test cases can be seen in Appendix B, section B.7, 

listing non-linear approach results, as well as the independent DEM results (Polson, 2004). 

5.1.7.4 Discussion 

The octenary test runs indicate that the linear and non-linear collision resolution methods yielded 

different results for the supposedly radially symmetric test case. Upon closer inspection of the 

numerical results obtained using the non-linear collision resolution algorithm, resulting linear 

and angular velocities and acting impulses appear to be oriented in intuitively correct directions 

and of acceptable magnitude. And since the various governing equations for momentum 

balance, velocity changes and tangential impulse orientations are satisfied, it can be safely 

assumed that the results are physically correct too, at least where octenary collisions are 

concerned. No alternative exact analytical results are as yet available for verification of octenary 

test runs either. 

The alternative DEM solution had again been obtained for each test case, and these, as could be 

expected, are again not equivalent or comparable to the concurrent contact approach, apart from 

also yielding radially symmetric answers where expected. The rigid body concurrent collision 

approach appears to have yielded a physically correct and intuitively sound set of results, with 

translational and rotational directions matching both that which was expected and that which had 

been indicated by the DEM results (Polson, 2004), though the momentum distribution is 

considerably different from that which would have been obtained when contacts were to be 

considered as fully concurrent. The DEM results exhibit the typical sequential momentum 

transfer to be expected from non-concurrent collision handling, combined with the unacceptable 
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Z-direction linear momentum loss in the vicinity of 31 % that was experienced. As with the 

previous test cases, the large discrepancies of the DEM results relative to the rigid body 

approach results can be attributed to the partial non-concurrency of collisions and the sensitivity 

of the DEM solution to contact parameters used (Hoomans, 199955-58). 

5.1.8 More-Body Concurrent Collisions and Related Findings 

Some further more-body concurrent collision tests were tentatively run, but it was found that 

difficulties and restrictions related to the obligatory matrix solution, to be done during any 

Newton-Raphson multi-variable solution process, arose due to ill conditioned matrices. I11 

conditioning appears to be related to the fact that the number of off-diagonal terms related to any 

particular rigid body, increases by five for each of the contacts involving that particular body. It 

was found that none of the more conventional, and usually robust, sparse matrix solution 

techniques, such as Bi-CGM, CGSQUARE or BiCGSTAB could be employed. A matrix 

solution technique found to be able to solve the linear systems involved, was the Pivoting Gauss- 

Elimination, a full matrix based technique employed for the time being, since this study was 

more focussed on the development of the basic theory needed for the exact solution of multiple 

concurrent contacts than on the solution techniques for such sets of equations. 

The Newton-Raphson iteration itself takes excessively longer and more numerous sub-iterations 

to reach satisfactory levels of convergence for sub-iterations as the number of contacts and rigid 

bodies involved increases. It also became apparent that the initial guess values for all the 

variables solved for are of crucial importance, as could be expected from the Newton-Raphson 

iteration used, which is always sensitive to starting values. The initital guesses for the directions 

of the tangential unit vectors are the most crucial and several informal tests revealed that bad 

guesses can prevent the algorithm from ever converging or yielding the right results. After 

various trials and errors, it was found that starting values of 1.0e-12 for all normal and tangential 

impulses yielded the most stable iterations, along with guessed unit tangentials with initial 

directions determined using the average linear and angular momentum of the system as a 

guideline (see section 3.1.1.2 for more detail on the related theory). Perhaps even more crucial 

are the initial guess values for the linear and angular velocity components, which are obtained 

using the linear solution method with the aforementioned initial guess values for the unit 

tangents. One of the obvious problems that might arise in almost any system is that when there 

is no resultant linear or angular momentum in a system to determine the probable direction of 

tangential impulses from, they are nearly impossible to predict at present. Most of the other 



problems described above, apart from the tangential unit vector prediction, appear to occur only 

in assemblies containing more than eight rigid bodies as far as could be determined, and thus the 

limit for the present study had been set at octenary clusters. 

The results obtained by running the various test cases were encouraging and indicated that the 

developed non-linear rigid body collision resolution algorithm can at least he used to solve for 

simple systems with multiple concurrent, co-located contacts. Firstly, the results for the simpler 

test cases - i.e. binary, ternary and quaternary - indicated that momentum conservation is 

maintained with very high accuracy, and that the directions and magnitudes of post-collisional 

linear and angular velocities are consistent with what was expected qualitatively and 

quantitatively. 

In further support of the results for binary, ternary and quaternary tests, the alternative DEM- 

based solutions mostly yielded results of the same order of magnitude, having the same vector 

directions, especially where linear velocities are concerned. The larger discrepancies found can 

be explained by virtue of the remarks made by Hoomans (199955-58) - e.g. ternary test cases 1 

through 7 and 10 and quaternary test cases 1 through 6 and 8 through 10. Apparently also 

related to the contact parameter problem (Hoomans, 199935-58), DEM experiences some 

inherent difficulty with the balancing of momentum - e.g. ternary test cases 9 and 10, and 

quaternary test cases 7 through 10. 

The more complex test cases unfortunately fared in uncharted waters and only approximate 

comparisons could be made with the data obtained from either the linear solution or the DEM 

solution benchmark-results (Polson, 2004). The linear contact resolution algorithm, in particular, 

yielded totally improbable answers that did not even vaguely resemble the expected qualitative, 

let alone comparable numerical, results. In contrast to the alternative results, those obtained 

using the non-linear contact resolution algorithm were representative of the expected qualitative 

results for rigid bodies in concurrent contact. It could be induced from the success and accuracy 

of the simpler test case results that the more complex test cases can also be expected to maintain 

momentum balance, physical realism and accuracy when the non-linear rigid body approach is 

used. The general directions of motion seem to be affirmed by the DEM results, but the 

momentum distribution and the momentum imbalances are too large for the results to be of any 

help in either confirming or disproving the results obtained using the rigid body concurrent 

collision non-linear solution. What does make the more complex non-linear results acceptable, 
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are the facts that momentum balance is still maintained, qualitative benchmark results as 

described for each test case were indeed reflected, and the magnitudes and distribution of 

velocities appear to have been logical extensions of similar simpler test cases (e.g. quintenary 

test case 1 has a realistic redistribution of momentum compared to and also somewhat similar to 

that of quaternary test case 7 and in turn hexenary test case 1 has further redistributed 

momentum compared to both quintenary test case 1 and quaternary test case 7). 

The test results obtained from the heptenary and octenary test cases are also of purely academical 

interest at the moment, though they also did satisfy the momentum conservation requirements 

and did yield results consistent with what was expected qualitatively. In all test cases requiring 

radial symmetry of results (quaternary 7, quintenary 1, hexenary 1 and octenary I), the 

quantitative results were indeed radially symmetric and accurate up to the tenth decimal digit, 

and no momentum imbalances were ever introduced by the solutions obtained using the non- 

linear collision resolution algorithm. Lastly, the concurrent contact clusters numbering more 

than eight participating rigid bodies had occasionally yielded the expected qualitative results, but 

the solver could not stably or uniformly handle all permutations of the test cases, and thus the 

limit is set at octenary collisions for the time being. Judging by tentative experiments it does 

appear that any simultaneous collision of more than three layers of impacted rigid bodies might 

not be physically realistic, possibly due to wave propagation effects (Strange, 2003). Several 

numerical aspects, such as importance of good initial guess values for Newton-Raphson 

iterations, quick, accurate and robust matrix solution techniques and general physically based 

constraint enforcement, were brought to the fore by the test runs. This concludes the summary 

of the results obtained, and in the next chapter, the final conclusions and summary of 

contributions are now made and recommendations can be done with respect to future work. 



Conclusions an 
Recommendations 

In this chapter, the conclusion and then the general contributions made by and capabilities, 

reliability and accuracy to be expected from the present study are summarised. Following the 

summary of contributions and the motivations for their validity, recommendations based on the 

various shortcomings uncovered are given. This includes suggestions regarding the 

mathematical aspects, practical application and further investigation of the physical phenomena 

being modelled. 

This study set out on a quest to find a rigid body system interaction formulation suitable for 

engineering purposes, i.e. accurate, simple, general and quick. A thorough literature survey was 

done, reviewing and evaluating sources from various relevant fields of interest regarding their 

suitability and applicability. The formal research topic was then formulated as the development 

of a more physically based approach to the solution of systems containing multiple concurrent 

rigid body collisions. The usual basic theory for sum and transfer of momentum was employed, 

but the specification of tangential impulse direction was done by requiring that it be in the exact 

direction of the post-collisional slip-velocity at each contact not by maximising energy loss as is 

usually the case in alternative methods. In addition to the novel tangential impulse direction 

specification, the contact breaking and tangential slippage inequality constraints were handled in 

a more physically based manner than hitherto encountered. The test results obtained indicated 

that the non-linear mathematical formulation for the multiple-concurrent-collision-problem is 

physically realistic, and that the solution of the sets of constrained non-linear equations involved 

is the only obstacle to be overcome by future research for this formulation to be practical in a 

wide range of applications. The rudimentary physically based solution algorithm can presently 

handle up to octenary (eight-body) multiple concurrent collisions, with up to six co-located 

contacts, but indications are that these limitations with respect to number of rigid bodies and co- 

located collisions can be overcome when a more suitable sparse matrix solution technique can be 

found or developed. 
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Several conclusions can be made regarding the contributions made to the basic theory, 

algorithms, and software components used in numerical rigid body modelling. In addition to the 

new theory and techniques, various differences from DEM, advantages, disadvantages and 

limitations of the currently existing RBSS technique were demonstrated by the results obtained 

from running the test cases. The following sections briefly highlight the contributions. 

6.2.1 Basic Theory 

Extensions were made to basic rigid body impact and momentum transfer theory, simplifying the 

approach to representing multiple concurrent impact phenomena using a collection of rigid body 

momentum conservation and velocity change equations. The particular contribution details are 

as follows: 

Implicit, non-linear formulations were developed, linking rigid body velocity changes, 

normal and tangential impulse magnitudes and tangential impulse directions at each contact 

- see Figure 4.9 for the total mathematical problem statement and equations (3.15) through 

(3.17) and (3.19) through (3.25) for explanations of its origin. 

Contact breaking handled by inequality constraints for each normal impulse. 

= Tangential slippage specified by inequality constraints for each tangential impulse. 

Unique specification of tangential impulse direction using equation (3.23) for the 

orthononnal unit tangential vector, forcing the tangential impulse to always point in the 

direction of the post-collision sliding velocity at each contact and avoidimg the use of 

complicated and possibly erroneous impact energy formulations. 

Avoidance of using a friction cone approximation by directly applying the friction factor in 

the direction of the sliding velocity where necessary (valid for isotropic friction surfaces). 

Independent normal and tangential restitution factors, making it possible to model contact 

behaviour more realistically whenever experimental results would indicate a correlation 

problem for data obtained. 

6.2.2 Algorithms 

The constraint-based contact resolution algorithm developed is able to handle non-linear sets of 

equations, which might be handy whenever impact-equations other than the simple Newton- 

restitution equations would be used to specify the momentum transfer implicitly. The detailed 

collection of contributions can be summarked as follows: 



Physically based constraint enforcement, evaluating normal and tangential impulse 

magnitudes and then only removing or altering the contact or contacts that exceed their 

natural limits the most, thus making it more intuitive in eliminating breaking contacts and 

applying slipping equations where necessary. 

Handles non-linear interdependencies using a customised Newton-Raphson-based iteration. 

Initialises variables to be solved using Newton-Raphson iterations by intelligent predictive 

guessing of the unit tangential directions, based on combined linear and angular velocity of 

the system of contacting bodies, and also uses tentative velocity distribution calculations 

obtained from the linear resolution approach. 

6.2.3 Software Components 

The software components developed in this study provide various independently functioning and 

re-usable tools relevant to geometrical calculations, data storage, grid representation and rigid 

body simulation in general. In more detail, the following components are now available in future 

work: 

Reusable generic geometrical mathematics utilities. 

= Reusable generic Object Oriented data storage for all data used. 

Reusable generic Cartesian coordinate system based sorting bins and related locating and 

sorting routines for spheres, vertices, linesledges and triangular facets. 

Reusable generic independent rigid-body-system object with associated contact finding and 

concurrent contact resolution solver routines. 

6.2.4 Test Case Results 

The test case results revealed several traits of RBSS, mostly advantageous, though some 

drawbacks were also encountered, as should well have been expected. Some of these traits, be 

they negative or positive, are contributions to the understanding of RBSS itself, as well as the 

main alternatives used in engineering contexts, such as DEM (Polson, 2004). The results listed 

and summarised in Chapter 5 are now recapitulated and their meanings within the context of 

contributions are highlighted. 



Table 6.1: The Various Properties of DEM and RBSS compared 

Property 

1. Multiple concurrent, co- 
located contacts 
handled accurately. 

2. Modelling parameters 
to be set for materials. 

1 

Looking at the various positive results listed in Table 6.1 above, as well as the various individual 

test results listed and discussed in Chapter 5, it can be seen that several small steps had been 

made in the direction of true concurrent contact modelling with engineering level accuracy. 

There still remains a lot of future work to be done on this subject. The suggestions or 

recommendations for further work that follow in the next section can be seen as a particular 

outcome and contribution of this study, since the identification of shortcomings and problems is 

indeed a step forward too. 

3. High speed collisions 
handled easily. 

4. Modelling of very large 
systems of rigid bodies. 

5. Strict enforcement of 
momentum balance. 

6. Tangential collisions 
handled reliably. 

6.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

DEM (PFC3D) 

Yes, incapable of modelling 
true concurrency for highly 
rigid bodies. 

At least four problem-specific 
and sensitive parameters: 
- Normal spring. 
- Tangential spring. 
- Global damping. 
- Friction factor. 

The suggestions for further work listed in this section highlight the various shortcomings and 

problems that were uncovered or identified by this study and also suggests some topics for 

further investigation of the currently existing methods' capabilities. The same categories are 

used here as for the summary of contributions, since these are the main areas where further work 

would be required or suggested. 

RBSS 

Yes, capable of modelling 
highly rigid bodies using truly 
concurrent contacts. Limited to 
eight or less bodies at present. 

At least four problem-specific 
and sensitive parameters: 
- Normal restitution. 
- Tangential restitution. 
- Static friction factor. 
- Dynamic friction factor. 

Yes, but only when using the 
correct spring and damping 
constants, and very problem 
specific, prone to energy- 
related problems. 

Yes, but no true concurrency or 
rigidity. 

No explicit momentum balance 
enforcment. 

No, dependent on and highly 
influenced by the spring and 
damping constants chosen. 

Yes, no apparent restrictions on 
numerical stability for 
reasonable approach velocities 
(tested up to 10 mls in informal 
setups). 

Not at present, limited to eight 
bodies. 

Yes, part of the mathematical 
problem statement. 

Yes, part of the mathematical 
problem statement. 



6.3.1 Basic Theory 

The basic theory applicable and relevant to multiple-concurrent-contact modelling using the 

RBSS approach can be extended or modified in various ways and spans a multitude of 

disciplines and research foci. In the following subsections, the suggested work pertaining to 

these research foci are listed. 

6.3.1.1 RBSS Theom 

The following suggestions are made regarding the basic RBSS theory: 

Investigation of alternative momentum or energy transfer expressions to account for 

relative velocity changes at each contact in both tangential and normal directions. 

Investigation as to whether better expressions are available for enforcing the direction of 

the unit tangential vector. 

6.3.2 Algorithms 

The following suggestions are made regarding the various algorithms necessary for and used in 

the collision resolution algorithm: 

6.3.2.1 Matrix Solution 

The following suggestions are made regarding sparse matrix solution techniques: 

Search for or investigate more robust sparse matrix solution methods or theory to handle 

very ill conditioned matrices encountered in and generated by the Newton-Raphson based 

RBSS non-linear solution technique. 

6.3.2.2 Constrained Non-Linear Eauation Set Solution 

The following suggestions are made regarding the constrained non-linear equation solution 

techniques: 

= Search for or investigate ways of obtaining better initial guess value for the Newton- 

Raphson algorithm currently employed. 

Find better ways to simultaneously predict and apply the positive normal impulse and 

contact slippage constraints at the correct contacts. 

Search for or investigate better or alternative, faster multiple-variable non-linear equation 

solution techniques (as opposed to the normal Newton-Raphson iteration used) able to 

handle larger sets of equations. 



- --- - - -- 

Search for or investigate better or alternative, faster large constrained multiple-variable 

non-linear equation solution techniques. 

6.3.3 Software Components 

The following suggestions are made regarding the software components developed: 

Develop a graphical interface able to visually do model-setup (material, vertex, edge, facet 

and sphere property specification), display model solutions (spatial arrangement) in real- 

time. 

Identification of clusters of rigid bodies which can all be solved separately. 

Support for more complex rigid bodies such as various types of geometric primitive solids 

(cubes, prisms, pyramids, more-faceted polyhedra). 

Coupled fluid-grid solutions for fluid-particle interaction investigations. 

6.3.4 Test Cases 

The following suggestions are made regard'mg future test cases: 

Do "two-layered" tightly-packed sphere assembly tests, where one layer has initial 

velocity, and the other is stationary. 

Do "comer" reflection tests for sphere interaction with facets and edges. 

Do true thirteen ball "tightly packed cluster" tests. 
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Appendix A 
Example of the Setup of the Impulse Calculation Matrices 



No general form exists for the matrix used in the algorithm to calculate normal and tangential impulses and post-collision velocities, however simple 

the concept may be. The best, and probably the only, way to illustrate what it looks like is through an example. Figure A.l will be used as visual aid 

to the example. 

Figure A.l  Three Spheres in Cluster Collision. 



In the system shown in Figure A.l there are 3 spheres present. There are also, at this particular time step, 3 concurrent contacts/collisions in the 

system. Each sphere i (1 to 3) had a pre-collision velocity of j; = (x,,x&,i,) and will have a post-collision velocity of j: = (x~,,x:,. ,i~,). The 

matrix setup for both the linear and the non-linear solution method is illustrated by virtue of the ternary configuration depicted in Figure A. 1, first with 

the linear and then the non-linear approach. 

Grouping all related coefficients in the equations in Figure 4.9, and assuming the tangential unit vectors remain fixed yields a composite matrix of the 

form shown in equation (A. 1). A composite vector consisting of original momentum terms, E, , and prescribed post-collision relative velocity terms, 

El,  will be the augmenting vector for this problem and the matrix-vector equation thus obtained can be directly solved for the variables, i.e. X, and 

X, , respectively representing post collision velocities and normal and tangential impulses. Some iteration might be required, removing contacts with - 

negative impulses and substituting tangential slip condition equations where tangential impulses exceed the friction factor limits, and then recalculating 

until no more anomalous contacts are found. Note that all superscripts refer to contact numbers and that nothing is raised to anypower anywhere!!! 

M,, iM.  Xi [ % ; g ] { X ; }  = {::I 



In both the linear and non-linear solution methods, the first sub-matrix, Mji - seen in equation (A.6), looks the same. However, in the linear case it 

represents all the linear and angular inertia for each of the three rigid bodies in the system, whilst in the non-linear case it represents the various 

Jacobian coefficients, i.e. derivatives, relevant to the linear and angular momentum terms, which incidentally look the same as the inertia terms in the 

linear approach, due to their linear nature. 

M;; = 



The second sub-matrix, Mi,, represents all the linear and angular impulses acting upon each of the three rigid bodies in the system, and can be seen in 

equation (A.7). 

Mji = 



The third sub-matrix, M , ,  represents the various coefficients relevant to all the velocity components for the one normal and one tangential Newton 

collision equations for each contact, as seen in equation (A.8). 

The last sub matrix, M j i  - shown in equation (A.9), represents all the coefficients related to the tangential and normal impulses. 

M . .  = 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0  

' ' 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0  - 

The empty matrix above is no mistake, since the basicloriginal form of the M ,  matrix for the linear approach is such, as all the collision equations 

have no explicit impulse terms. Do take note, however, that the situation changes slightly as soon as slip is detected somewhere in the system, since 

the tangential collision equation is then replaced by the direct relationship between normal and tangential impulse magnitudes via the dynamic friction 

factor as shown in equation (3.24). 



For argument's sake, assume that contact 2 should be slipping first (determined by calculating the current tangential vs. normal impulse ratio, which 

should be the maximum of the ratios for all contacts and larger than the static friction coefficient, P~,~, , at that particular contact): then the Mi, and 

M ,  matrices and Fi vector would have to change as shown in equations (A. 1 O), (A. 1 1) and (A. 12). 

The matrix-vector equation can then be solved again and checked for any more anomalous normal or tangential impulses, and if found, the tangential 

impulse equation or equations need to change again where necessary, until no more anomalous impulses are present, at which stage it is assumed that 

the solution has converged. 



A.2 NON-LINEAR APPROACH 

Part of the reason for this study is the problem that the chosen tangential unit vector might not be exactly correct in which case some form of iterative 

procedure needs to be employed to implicitly determine the correct values of the Cartesian components. Moreover, some of the variables, such as the 

tangential impulse and the tangential unit vector to be solved for, occur in product form, thus necessitating the use of a non-linear solution method. 

Enter the Newton-Raphson-iteration based algorithm suggested and developed in the course of this study. Grouping all the related coefficients in 

equations (4.19) through (4.26) in a fashion similar to the linear approach, a general composite Jacobian matrix as seen in equation (A.13) can be 

constituted. 

The starting 

M;; I M.. [- - -. - -.]{"L} = {;;I 
Mi, I M., Ax (A. 13) 

it running th led by fin values) to be used for the unknowns in the Newton-Raphson iteration is obtair values (guess e linear approach 

solution once (without doing anomalous impulse checking) and then using only the velocity field thus obtained, setting all impulse starting values to 

zero and using the tangential unit vectors determined from combined average angular and linear velocities at each contact for the whole contacting 

cluster, i.e. the fixed tangential unit vectors used in the linear approach, each calculated using the general equation (3.14). 

The sub-vectors seen on the left hand side, to be solved for using some form of matrix solution technique, represent the Newton-Raphson adjustors for 

the velocities, A X j ,  and the two impulse and three tangential components for each contact, A X j ,  seen in equations (A.14) and (A. 15). 

A X  = [ A i L x  Ails Ai& A6',+z A6',+: Ail,) Ail,; AQ;z AQ;) A&+: Ailx Ail: AQ;= A@{>, A O ; : ~  -) (A. 14) 

a, = [AA; AA; ~ t ;  ~ t ; ,  ~ t ;  AA; AA; ~ t ;  A'; ~ t ;  AA; AA; ~ t :  ~ t j  A A : ~  ( A . I ~ )  



The sub-vectors seen on the right hand side in equation (A.13) here represent the root-equations for the momentum terms, F j ,  and three collision 

equations and two tangential unit vector requirements initially imposed for each contact, F (, as shown in equations (A.16) and (A.17). 

(A. 16) 



As stated earlier, the sub-matrix, Mi, - seen in equation (A.6), looks exactly the same as the one for the linear approach, and the reader is thus kindly 

referred thereto. 



The second sub-matrix, M,, for the non-linear approach represents the various Jacobian coefficients relevant to all the normal and tangential impulses 

acting upon each of the three rigid bodies in the system and the three Cartesian components of each unknown tangential unit vector and can be seen in 

equation (A. 18). 

- t: - A,' o 0 -n: 
- t:, o - a; o -ni  

I 
- t i  0 0 -a,' - n :  

50: 0 - r ,A , 'n : r lxn:  0 
rlo:, r 0 r I  0 

1 r,ol -rlA,lnb r,A,ln: 0 0 

t : 1: 0 0 0 

t  : 0 A,' 0 0 
I 

t  : 0 0 1: 0 

r2 0: o - r 2 n r 2 , 1 n  o 
1 

r20y r2A,'nl 0 A , '  0 
1 r20z A , '  r 0 0 

0 0 0 0 n: 
o o o o nf 
0 0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

(A. 18) 



- - - - - - - - - -- ---- - - - - - - - - - 

The third sub-matrix, M,l, represents the various Jacobian coefficients relevant to all the velocity components for the one normal and two tangential 

collision equations of Newton for each contact, as can be seen in equation (A. 19). 

(A. 19) 





Using the same example as in the non-linear case, with contact 2 supposed to slip tangentially, the sub-matrices M j ,  and Mi, and sub-vector F j  are 

to alter as respectively depicted in equations (A.21), (A.22) and (A.23). This alteration only takes place after a sufficient level of convergence had 

been reached for the non-linear solution iterations with the previous set of equations and subsequent checking of the tangential-to-normal impulse 

ratios had indicated such a condition. Note that only row seven in each of the matrices and the sub-vector, associated with the first tangential 

restitution equation for contact 2, changes and the rest remain exactly the same. If another contact is discovered to be exceeding its tangential slip limit 

too, that contact will need to undergo the same type of change to the row of its first tangential restitution equation. 





I As in the linear approach, the process of non-linear equation solution, anomalous impulse checking and matrix re-constitution (due to contact removals 
l and equation replacements) is repeated until no further anomalies are detected, in which case the solution process can be terminated since the correct 

I 

set of variable values is most likely to have been obtained. 





The various binary test results as referred to in section 5.1.1.3 can be seen in this section, with the linear and angular velocities shown in columns V-X, 

V-Y, V-Z and Theta-X, Theta-Y, Theta-Z of the result tables. The normal and tangential impulse magnitudes are in columns Lambda-X and 

Lambda-Y and the three direction coordinates of the unit tangential vector can further be seen in columns Tangent-X, Tangent-Y and Tangent-Z. 

B.l . l  Binary Test 1 

Figure B.l: Binary Test 1 - Linear Solution. 

Figure 8.2: Binary Test 1 - Non-Linear Solution. 

Figure B.3: Binary Test 1 - PFC3D @EM-Approach) Solution. 





B.1.3 Binary Test 3 

Figure B.8: Binary Test 3 - Non-Linear Solution. 
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B.1.5 Binary Test 5 
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Figure B.13: Binary Test 5- Linear Solution. 

Figure B.14: Binary Test 5- Non-Linear Solution. 

Figure B.15: Binary Test 5 - PFC3D @EM-Approach) Solution. 



B.1.6 Binary Test 6 

Figure B.16: Binary Test 6 Linear Solution. 

Figure B.17: Binary Test 6 Non-Linear Solution. 

Figure B.18: Binary Test 6 - PFC3D (DEM-Approach) Solution. 
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B.2.2 Ternary Test 2 

Figure B.22: Ternary Test 2 Linear Solution. 





B.2.4 Ternary Test 4 

Figure B.28: Ternary Test 4 Linear Solution. 



B.2.5 Ternary Test 5 
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Figure B.32: Ternary Test 5 Non-Linear Solution. 





B.2.7 Ternary Test 7 

Figure B.37: Ternary Test 7 Linear Solution. 

Figure B.38: Ternary Test 7 Non-Linear Solution. 

Figure B.39: Ternary Test 7 - PFC3D (DEM-Approach) Solution. 



B.2.8 Ternary Test 8 

Figure B.40: Ternary Test 8 Linear Solution. 

Figure B.41: Ternary Test 8 Non-Linear Solution. 
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Figure B.42: Ternary Test 8 - PFC3D @EM-Approach) Solution. 





B.2.10Ternary Test 10 

Figure 8.48: Ternary Test 10 - PFC3D @EM-Approach) Solution. 



The various quaternary test results as referred to in section 5.1.3.3 can be seen in this section, with the quantities again as described in section B. 1. 

B.3.1 Quaternary Test 1 

Figure B.49: Quaternary Test 1 Linear Solution. 
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Figure B.50: Quaternary Test 1 Non-Linear Solution. 
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B.3.4 Quaternary Test 4 

... -: 
Tot., .n.w be-" -111.1- - 1.1.13.1m JouL.. 
*-3 .".rm .*US -dll.io" - I.*~..'ml Joul.. 
UI.w di .ar .pnq - -l,.*,l.Z$,, . 

Figure B.58: Quaternary Test 4 Linear Solution. 

.. 
m.- dl.-- . -11.*.1.1.1, 1 

Figure B.59: Quaternary Test 4 Non-Linear Solution. 

Figure B.60: Quaternary Test 4 - PFC3D (DEM-Approach) Solution. 
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The various hexenary test results as referred to in section 5.1 S . 3  can be seen in this section, with the quantities again as described in section B. 1 

B.5.1 Hexenary Test 1 
b.a-cou'.r- - ~ a  w mu: 

ca-* D.Yi 
I M r  mu" .I*- 

1 **.. Id.. 
er". r.1.. 

I r.1.. I.,.. - 
e- *- 

6 c.1.. I.,.. - e- -. *- 
e- *w. 

l o  - em. 
m I Y l i a  D.f.2 

( ..- a,,-., - -a " ' ,O~~ ,O  . 
Figure B.88: Hexenary Test 1 Non-Linear Solution. 

Figure B.89: Hexenary Test 1 - PFC3D @EM-Approach) Solution. 
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B.6.3 Heptenary Test 3 
R.t-colri.im u-sr - mu: 
_US* D . U i  

mu" .lise*ns *- 
em. 1 4 e.1.. 2 r.1.. I.,.. e- 

' *.I.. c.1.. *- i.L.. . **.. rd.. *- t- 
10 r.1.. I.I.. 

lueLm D.t. 
10 i*r.llm.. -"..id 

Figure B.94: Heptenary Test 3 Non-Linear Solution. 



B.6.4 Heptenary Test 4 
IPS..-c.,u.i, u.lr - D.U: 

I a%.,-... . -..011.,11, 1 

Figure B.96: Heptenary Test 4 Non-Linear Solution. 

Figure B.97: Heptenary Test 4 - PFC3D @EM-Approach) Solution. 



The various octenary test results as referred to in section 5.1.7.3 can be seen in this section, with the quantities again as described in section B.1. 

B.7.1 Octenary Test 1 
b ...- c.ll4.r.. .,.<a ra 0.u. .- 

Po.. 
1 ,00000000D 
1 ,000000000 
1 ,~10000000 
1 .1 ,00~000D 
1 ,000000000 
I 1m0000000 
I ,,I000000D 
1 .1,0000000 

*- ex". 
*m t.". - *- 

10 f.1.. *.I" 
11 111.. *.I.. 
I* ex". e- 
I, n,.. !?.I.. 
%. 
$3 -- e m  

_fl_ D . U i  ' Ie.r.*i.m.. c.n"& 
-rw: I - ;  mL.l To- - .".w b.toi. .*UP ~ 1 1 1 . i r n  rolll.lc 1 I- a&--* - 4% SS40442S * 

Figure B.98: Octenary Test 1 Non-Linear Solution. 




